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Editor’s Note
Joseph Drew
Editor-in-Chief

Fall 2021
It has always seemed somewhat ironic that the International Society for the
Comparative Study of Civilizations has never agreed on the exact definition of the
single word arguably most central to its mission: “civilization”.
Perhaps that is why, in the many thousands of full-text downloads occurring each year
of articles in this journal, the most popular one, by far, is entitled “What is the
Difference Between Culture and Civilization?: Two Hundred Fifty Years of
Confusion.” Written by Prof. Thorsten Botz-Bornstein, it appeared in issue number 66,
published in the Spring of 2012.
In his article the author reported that the term “civilization” is drawn from the Latin
civis, the word for a citizen of ancient Rome and also the root word for “city”. BotzBornstein wrote that the term was coined in eighteenth century France and later
employed in English writing. He noted:
However, German scholars preferred culture, with its complex of meanings.
One can draw a more or less distinctive line between civilization and culture by
stating that the former refers more to material, technical, economic and social
facts while the latter refers to spiritual, intellectual and artistic phenomena.
The German usage of Zivilisation has always alluded to a utilitarian, outer aspect
of human existence subordinated to Kultur, which was perceived as the “real”
essence of humans, society, and their achievements.
Sigmund Freud, in his masterful Civilization and Its Discontents, devotes many pages
to his own analysis of “civilization”. The word in the title of Freud’s work is translated
into English from the German “Kultur”. Most commentators, including Botz-Bornstein,
maintain that Freud clearly meant civilization in the title of his book, and readers of the
work are directed to a discussion of the translation of the word “Kultur” in the Editor’s
Note to another famous Freud work, The Future of an Illusion.
Freud, on Page 73 of the 2005 Norton edition of Civilization and Its Discontents,
introduced by Louis Menand, with translation by James Strachey and comments by
Peter Gay, (ISBN 0-393-05995-2), defines “civilization” as follows:
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We shall therefore content ourselves with saying once more that the word
“civilization” describes the whole sum of the achievements and the regulations
which distinguish our lives from those of our animal ancestors and which serve
two purposes—namely to protect men against nature and to adjust their mutual
relations.

Other great writers have wrestled with the usage of the term, as well.
Professor Michael Palencia-Roth, former ISCSC president, noted as much in a Spring
2012 article in this journal, and also in his essay entitled “On Giants’ Shoulders: The
1961 Salzburg Meeting of the ISCSC”, which appeared in Civilization in Crisis:
Proceedings of the 39th International Conference of the International Society for the
Comparative Study of Civilizations, edited by Laina Farhat-Holzman and Thomas
Rienzo in 2009.
In both, he covered the extensive excursions into the meaning of “civilizations” during
the inaugural meeting of the ISCSC, sponsored by UNESCO and hosting many of the
world’s leading experts on civilizations.
The presentations included Prof. Pitirim Sorokin’s analysis of civilizations, or “great
cultures”, and he also described civilizations as “social and cultural supersystems”.
Sorokin, elected the first president of the newly created ISCSC at that meeting, said
further that a civilization was a “spatially bounded entity somehow located within a part
of the population occupying certain territory”.
There were also many allusions at the foundational meeting to Oswald Spengler’s
description of civilizations as “the High Cultures”, to Nikolay Danilevsky’s view of
civilizations as “culture-historical types”, and to Arnold Toynbee’s finding that
civilizations were “the (largest) units and intelligible fields of historical study”.
Others explained that the word in context meant variously “the high-value culture
patterns”, “cultural systems”, or “world cultures”; while several argued that there are
“aesthetic” or “theoretic” civilizations; “master types or patterns of civilization”; “high
civilization”; or “the great cultures”. Still others talked of the subject as incorporating
universal history.
Sorokin found additionally that at this critical point in human history, knowledge of
“the structural and dynamic properties of civilizations or great cultures has become
particularly urgent for the very survival of the human race as well as for continuation
of its creative history”. He said that the purpose of the International Society for the
Comparative Study of Civilizations would be to examine the “basic problems” of
civilizations or Hochkulturen.
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What is meant, in this context, by “civilization” today? Is there one meaning or are there
many? In addition, has study over these past decades advanced the world toward the
goal of “one world” set by the founding fathers at Salzburg? Have the technological
innovations of the past six decades — particularly the Internet — enabled progress
toward a world civilization, and if so, is that civilization now evolving into a new form
previously unforeseen?
It is to the study of this perplexing, controversial topic of civilizations that our journal
and this organization has been dedicated. We cannot conduct a summative evaluation
of the entire corpus of work, however, because many scholars continue in the work of
unraveling the meaning of “civilization” and the implications for the future of humanity.
So, a formative evaluation will have to do. It is clear that the clash of civilizations —
however we describe them — continues. It is also clear that a new form of civilization,
described by former President Andrew Targowski, as “the virtual civilization,” is on
the immediate horizon.
A tentative conclusion has to be that the term “civilization” is a vast screen or map of
intellectual effort upon which many themes play.
We can report that, happily, the organization continues to function with vigor, having
been convened, in conjunction with the Asian Politics and History Association, for its
50th annual meeting, entitled “Civilization at a Crossroads,” early in September of this
year. The gathering was held, appropriately enough, at the Dimitrie Cantemir Christian
University in Bucharest, Romania. If the meaning of “crossroads” is geographic, or
ideological, or intellectual, surely Romania, a member of the European Union which
has long seen itself as a Latin island in a Slavic sea, meets that description.
So, too, has the Dimitrie Cantemir Christian University been a perfect sponsor this year;
among other attributes, this university hosts a prominent center on Comparative
Civilizational Studies, one unique in Europe. It will continue to cooperate with the
ISCSC via a variety of programs in the near future.
Congratulations are extended to DCCU for hosting a successful conference, with
excellent speakers and avid attendees from around the world and participation not only
by those who appeared in person but also for those who tuned in from across the globe
via Zoom.
Congratulations, too, to President Lynn Rhodes, who coordinated the organization and
entire operation of the conference on behalf of the ISCSC; to the journal’s Executive
Editor, Prof. John Berteaux, who served as Program Chair; to Dr. Corina Adriana
Dumitrescu, President of the Senate, and Professor, who played the lead role at the
conference; and to Dr. Ramona Mihaila, Vice Rector for International Relations, and
Professor, for outstanding work coordinating the conference.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2021
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These leaders carried out the entire program brilliantly, even if under extremely difficult
circumstances brought about the coronavirus sweeping our world.

Errata
On another front, we at the journal may commit errors from time to time. Three
command our attention now.
First, please note that in the last issue, Number 84, published in Spring, 2021, the lead
article was entitled “Do All Roads Lead to Rome? Exploring the Underlying Logics of
Similar Policies and Practices of Recruiting Barbarian Soldiers in Roman and Early
Chinese Empires”. The author listed was Pengfei Su; inadvertently omitted was the
name of the co-author, Professor Shen Wei of Shanghai Jiao Tong University. He
“made valuable contributions by providing his own insights on the topic and by
reviewing and commenting on the manuscript,” notes Mr. Su.
As a result, the Recommended Citation for the above article is now revised to be the
following:
Su, Pengfei & Shen, Wei (2021). “Do All Roads Lead to Rome? Exploring the
Underlying Logics of Similar Policies and Practices of Recruiting Barbarian Soldiers
in Roman and Early Chinese Empires”, Comparative Civilizations Review: Vol. 84: No.
84, Article 5.
Prof. Shen is the KoGuan Distinguished Professor of Law at Shanghai Jiao Tong
University, where he has served as Dean of the Law School since 2016. His academic
credentials include a PhD from the London School of Economics and Political Science,
and he holds Master of Law degrees from Cambridge University, the University of
Michigan, and the East China University of Political Science and Law.
Second, in the last issue of this journal we ran on pages 112 to 115 a letter to the editor
written by Prof. Ardavan Khoshnood of Lund University in Sweden. It was entitled
“The Pahlavis and the Other Side of the Coins” and it was a response to an article in the
previous issue by Janos Jany entitled “Political Power of Iranian Hierocracies.”
Unfortunately, the references cited in the letter by Prof. Khosnood were dropped
inexplicably. To remedy this situation, we run in the present issue the letter with the
references attached.
We apologize for the error.
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Finally, we received an email recently from Chih-yu Shih. He noted that he was
delighted to read the article he co-wrote with Chiung-chiu Huang, entitled “Bridging
Civilizations Through Nothingness: Manchuria as Nishida Kitaro’s ‘Place’” that had
been published in Number 65, in the fall of 2011. It can be found online at
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol65/iss65/. We misspelled Mr. Shih’s first name.
The names should have been spelled as Chih-yu Shih and Chiung-chiu Huang.
Again, we regret the error.
Farewell: Ross Maxwell
In this issue you will find a festschrift spotlighting the late Ross Maxwell of San
Francisco. He was a stalwart member of the International Society for the Comparative
Study of Civilizations and a long-time friend of everyone who attended the annual
meetings. His lectures were eye-openers for many of us. We on the journal miss Ross
Maxwell, and we hope that the selections we have included in this issue will prove to
be of interest to all readers.

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2021
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Ross R. Maxwell: An Autobiography
Ross R. Maxwell
2019
Sometimes the most significant event is something that did not happen. I did not go to
nursery school or to kindergarten, and I now suspect that this helped me keep my
curiosity and imagination unfettered. Either something interested me, or it did not. In
school, from first grade to graduate school, I never asked for help. I would listen to
others only if what they had to say interested me — if not, I would tune them out.
Learning was easy and valued in my family. But since I could get reasonably good
grades without working, I basically did what I pleased. In fact, in Pullman, the only
teachers who inspired me to do any real work were Bill Barnes in history, Marcus
Mitchell in chemistry, and Curtis Bowers in math. His math class was the center of
high school life for me since we stayed together all four years.
My most important teacher was my older brother Douglas, who had a vast curiosity. It
was from him that I learned many things, including the rudiments of science. He also
opened the world of classical music for me. Together we devoured The World Book
Encyclopedia and discussed all issues. Together we read the famous series of articles
in Colliers Magazine about rocket ships and rotating ring space stations. (I have since
learned that we were not alone, for this three-part series fired the imaginations of many
others.) And with Paul Spencer, we became avid readers of science fiction.
I have always loved dams, railroads and bridges. Only later as an environmentalist has
my ardor for dams cooled, but not for railroads or bridges. I spent many hours haunting
the model railroad shops in Spokane and drawing up elaborate model railroad track
plans. The highlight of a trip to San Francisco at age 10 was to see the Golden Gate
Bridge. (I have lived in the Bay Area since 1963, and I still love it.)
If learning about the world was easy, learning who I was, and where I fit into the world,
has not been so easy. As a freshman in college, I was shocked when I was not accepted
into the advanced math class. I then learned that I can best understand something if I
can visualize it, but this meant that as math became more abstract it became increasingly
difficult. I am still learning about myself and how my brain works.
I have been a reader with broad interests. I remember once in the eighth grade, when I
tried to explain something about heat that I had read in the Scientific American, I became
completely flustered. Just because I had an intuition of how something worked did not
mean that I had mastered it sufficiently to explain it. Nevertheless, in the past 25 years,
I have increasingly learned to trust my intuition and judgment.
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Not that the first flash of inspiration is always correct, but I have acquired enough
knowledge in many fields to sense when some thought is not quite right and to send it
back to the drawing boards.
At Pomona College I majored in history and took as much science as I could, while
sampling other fields. I discovered that I was a generalist. The world, I thought, needs
generalists like myself, who can make connections between the various disciplines and
specialties. The problem was that I was not sure what I wanted to do. I envied those
who knew exactly what they wanted to be, say, a doctor, or if really talented, to dedicate
oneself to this talent, such as music. I remember one dinner table discussion, where I
stated my perplexity, and someone said: “You are interested in science and history, so
why don’t you go into the history of science?” But that did not feel right — I wanted
to explore something new, not explain what someone else had done.
After college, I did this and that, including driving a cab and making maps for the
National Park Service — both of which helped lead to an interest in planning and traffic
engineering. I also sang in the San Francisco Bach Choir, where I met Phyllis Grilikhes.
She is a former dancer, and an active classical pianist, tapestry maker and poet. After
we married in 1971, she obtained her PhD, and currently she teaches psychology at City
College of San Francisco.
In 1972, I received a master’s degree in transportation engineering at the University of
California in Berkeley. I have since worked in the San Francisco offices of two
international consulting firms, Wilbur Smith and Associates (1972-1980) and Parsons
Brinckerhoff (1980 to present).
One of the more interesting jobs was that in the mid-1970s I helped reroute the San
Francisco MUNI bus routes. The transit system had been developed piecemeal since
the 1860s by competing private street railways. More significantly, no serious attempt
had been made to rationalize the system since 1901, when many of the franchises were
consolidated. The situation was a mess — bus lines running down parallel streets a
block apart; routes meandering, because as a late franchise it had to avoid streets that
already had franchises; diesel buses running up terribly steep hills that once had been
cable car routes.
In the process, I found that I had an edge over the other planners because I was able to
think about the routes and the schedules simultaneously. There was a great pleasure in
the deep involvement of living and breathing transit routes, and creatively restructuring
them, as the principal planner. I thought, however, that given the Byzantine politics of
San Francisco, this planning study would share the fate of many others, namely, to sit
on a shelf. Luckily, during the middle of the study, the agency over MUNI acquired a
powerful new general manager who recognized our creativity and fought the political
battles for us, while we planners implemented the plan.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol85/iss85/24
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In the late 1980s I designed and implemented the traffic control system for the Hanging
Lake Tunnel on I-70 in Glenwood Canyon, Colorado. In the process, I developed a
new algorithm for detecting traffic incidents during light traffic flows, and I have since
been working at the cutting edge of incident detection technology. Subsequently, I have
worked on the traffic controls systems for the Central Artery in Boston, a massive $10
billion project, and the Devil’s Slide Tunnel (now, the Tom Lantos Tunnels), just south
of San Francisco.
I presented a paper at the Transportation Research Board in Washington, D.C.; first, it
described how the Swiss Federal Railway had developed a timed-transfer system for all
public transport modes (trains, buses, ferries, cableways, etc.) that covers the entire
country and, second, it addressed the applicability of such a timed-transfer system for
metropolitan regions in the United States. I had presented, without success, the same
idea back in 1991 to the American Passenger Transport Association meetings. Nor, at
that time, was I able to interest anyone in my company. Now, however, the time is ripe.
I think in part this is because crippling traffic congestion has spread into the
metropolitan suburban areas, forcing people to look for new solutions. The idea has
sparked interest, and currently professionals inside my company, as well as research
professors in transportation, have joined me in developing a research grant proposal.
In the late 1970s I began to read history again. Also, books on consciousness and other
unclassifiable important books, such as Ernest Becker’s The Denial of Death, and more
recently, Jane Jacobs’ Systems of Survival, and George Lakoff and Mark Johnson’s
Metaphors We Live By. I found myself thinking, “Yes, yes, but if you would just look
at it from this other angle, your theory would be stronger.”
From this start, a theoretical framework has slowly emerged into which I have woven
bits and pieces of isolated facts that I have learned over the years. A new way of
viewing the world would lead to another, as the pieces fitting together have suggested
new areas. I found whole worlds to explore, and ways of thinking that combined history,
culture, consciousness, our cognitive mental abilities, our sense of self, the nature of
civilization and the worldviews of particular civilizations. Fields of study that I had
found uninteresting or boring in college, such as the psychology of perception, now
took on new meaning. Books that I had positively hated in college, such as Reinhold
Niebuhr’s Moral Man and Immoral Society, I finally understood, and appreciated.
In 1981 I joined the International Society for the Comparative Study of Civilizations,
to which I have regularly presented papers. I am a member of The Institute for Historical
Study, a group of independent (and affiliated) scholars in the San Francisco Bay Area.
I am also a member of the Language Origin Society, the World History Society, and the
American Association for the Advancement of Science, at all of which I have given
papers.
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If asked, I would call myself a cognitive historian, but that term does not cover all my
currently active areas of research. These include the figure/ground nature of gestalts (a
gestalt exists in the foreground of the mind in relation to a background), which can be
developed into a model with significant implications. This model of the gestalt creating
mechanisms in our brain/minds also creates, I suggest, our sense of self, words,
metaphors, and the “mind space” (that subjective arena, as it were, in which our
thoughts roam).
The model of the sense of self generates, I suggest, different types of selves in relation
to the different social and cultural contexts, such as the difference between the
individualized self and a familial self. In addition, the proposed gestalt and metaphor
theories provide, I suggest, a way to understand fundamental differences in the
worldviews of the Greek, Indian and Chinese civilizations.
A proposed extension to Thomas S. Kuhn’s theory of the nature of scientific revolutions
would both enrich it and answer the complaints of many of his critics. In addition, I
would propose a theory linking specialization and civilization, the elaboration of which
leads to an understanding of the symbiotic relationship between several different types
of moral systems. The history of information holds great promise for theoretical
development, as well.
I feel rich with fruitful ideas, possibilities, and choices for the future.
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The Deep Seer and the Four Tests
Ross R. Maxwell
At last, he knew his true name. When he was young, he wandered, unsure of himself.
He knew he was a generalist — not satisfied with mastering only one thing. He wanted
to explore. He wanted to fill in blanks in his mental map of the world. He was good at
science, and he understood concepts quickly, but he rarely stuck around long enough to
gain real expertise in a field. His curiosity was ravenous, always seeking new realms
to explore.
Later in adulthood, out of his wide reading, he had insights that pulled things together
in new ways. However, when he tried to explain to others how things fit together, they
did not understand. He found that he was ahead of the curve — seeing things others
were not ready to see. Eventually some did recognize some of what he had seen. But
he uncovered yet more insights. And so, he wondered if he were not too far ahead of
the curve, and that recognition would only come after he was dead. And yet even more
insights piled up — more than he could write up and publish in his lifetime. This
troubled him.
After several years, he partially calmed himself with the thought that though he might
not be rich in money, he was rich in ideas. Nevertheless, he needed some way to be
clear about who he was in the world. Finally, he realized that his true nature — his true
name, as it were — was that of a deep seer.
Though he might be a deep seer, few paid any attention to the truths he saw. He saw
deeper than others. He saw to a depth that others were either blind to, ignorant of, or
so proud of the knowledge they already had that they were uninterested in varying
viewpoints. Or these deep ideas upset established truths and so he received either
indifference (the usual case) or hostility: “How dare he!”
He even began to think that his deep seeing was a curse — it kept him from leading a
normal life. Who had cursed him that he was not like other people?
Yet, he believed what he saw in his deep seeing. He knew he was seeing underlying
patterns. He also knew that there was little or no market for deep seers, unlike that for
far-seers. For, if a far-seer successfully predicted the future just one time, people would
flock to him, hoping to learn the future. But deep seeing brought no such obvious
immediate benefit. No one would pay him for his deep seeing, because they were
wrapped up in the day-to-day business of living by selling to others what they had, or
knew, or made. In a market, who cares about the deep? Rather, will it sell today? Or
tomorrow?
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However, he also knew that if he were lucky or skillful enough to write an engaging
book, a scattered few might find and buy it. But he felt that he lacked the skill to
produce a book written well enough to sell well — or to sell at all. So, he was down,
not sure where to turn or what to do.
One day a good friend died, one who had lived alone and was not found until several
days later. Worse yet, he had seen this friend only a few weeks earlier, when the friend
seemed okay.
Such thoughts were depressing, leading nowhere. Nevertheless, he realized, whether
cursed or not, he remained a deep seer. This was his gift, a gift the world needed,
especially since the world and his country was in a crisis, and desperately needed the
deep vision his gift could bring.
“Well,” he thought, “I may not be the best writer, but I could collaborate with someone
who is a good writer.” A wise woman had told him that the very act of committing to
creative action brings with it the help and tools that are needed. Since writing learned
articles for small academic audiences seemed to be leading nowhere, it was time to
write a book for a bigger audience. Any articles he wrote would becomes chapters in
the book. But could he really commit to this? Writing a book is a daunting task.
Then he thought, “But which book comes first?”
There is the rub. His gift was generous. He saw depth in many fields. Often reading a
book, he saw how it could be made better.
So, which of his deep insights should he work on first? How was he to figure that out?
Should it be the potential size of his audience? Should it be an improvement on the idea
of someone who was already well known, so he could capitalize on their fame? Should
it be what is truly unique, that no one else had yet seen, even though it is right in front
of their faces? Should it be what he felt was most urgent, or what he was closest to
completing, or what was the deepest and most profound?
In his quandary, he remembered as a small boy attending with his parents a talk given
by a very wise man, long since dead. He searched high and low looking for something
by him. At last, he found stuck behind a ledge a piece of paper, written in his mother’s
hand, containing some of the wise man’s sayings. These, among other things, said that
it is right and proper to actively seek and pray for that which one desires and truly wants,
provided it can pass four tests.
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Test One
One needs to love the spirit of what one desires, not the outer appearance, such as fame
or respect for one’s wisdom. So, what, he thought, is the spirit of deep seeing?
Humility, it occurred to him, is the spirit of deep seeking. One could be wrong. It is
easy to be fooled by one’s metaphoric thinking. (He remembered the radical
philosopher’s comment that the role of science it to correct for metaphoric error.)
Relying solely on intuition can lead one astray. Moreover, charismatic charlatans have
given deep seeing a bad name. And let us not forget, arrogance will turn other people
off, so they will not listen to what you do have to say. So, yes, humility is essential.
Another aspect of the spirit of deep seeing, related to humility, is the spirit of inquiry
that remains open to ideas from others. Who knows? An idea, which one instinctively
thinks is wrong-headed, may in fact be the key to deeper understanding.
The spirit of deep seeing also includes skepticism of partial answers. Or to put it another
way, to be skeptical that one has discovered a whole, when in fact one has discovered
only a partial answer. Knowledge grows only one step at a time. Each step brings new
intellectual tools that enable us to understand the new. Or as Thomas Kuhn put it,
during an intellectual revolution created by deep seeing, the deep seer may have one
intellectual foot on both sides of the revolution, and it may take the next generation of
thinkers to free themselves of the old way of explaining. On the other hand, the act of
seeing something new shines a spotlight on it, which may cast into shadow valuable
insights of the old way of thinking. Too often, we think that since the new knowledge
is correct, the old must be wrong.
Test Two
One needs to love all aspects of what one desires. First, one needs to respect the whole
— to be open to all facts — and not just that part which supports one’s pet theory.
While searching widely for facts that support the deep patterns one has seen, one may
overlook other facts that do not support this deep pattern. However, if the deep pattern
brings order and structure to many different facts, then it may be appropriate, initially
at least, to ignore these seemingly non-digestible facts.
What is more, the ability to order diverse facts and views provides a clue that one has
indeed found a deep pattern, rather than some shallow pattern based on coincidence.
But eventually one needs to confront the non-digested facts, since they may point to the
fallacy of the whole deep pattern, or the act of integrating them may provide deeper or
wider insight. By far the best way to discover these other facts is to talk to the experts
in the field — reading books is not enough.
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Second, it is not enough to discover deep things for one’s own isolated delight. One
has also to bring these insights back and communicate them to the world. This means
that one has to present them in a way that others can understand.
Now this is a serious problem. Deep seeing inherently involves more than one field of
knowledge, so how can one master all the fields one needs to know? He remembered a
deep seer severely criticized all around because his broad theory covered many fields.
Experts in each of those fields invariably could find some small error relating to their
own field, which gave them the excuse they wanted to dismiss him out of hand, without
attempting to really understand what he was saying. So, one needs to be willing to face
criticisms over small details from those who fail to see the full picture.
Test Three
One needs to be willing to pay the price for what one desires. Obviously, significant
effort is involved in mastering the various fields sufficiently to write coherently about
them. One needs to dig deep, and not be satisfied with partial understandings.
However, it is possible, if one’s deep seeing is too advanced, that one may not be
recognized during one’s lifetime. On the other hand, true deep seeing potentially brings
new insight to established fields — insights that practitioners of these fields may have
sensed without being able to articulate clearly. So, the deep seer may bring a gift to
such a field that some may recognize and use to their benefit.
But one never knows in advance who of these practitioners will respond to the deep
seeing, who will ignore it, and who will become upset and antagonistic. One needs to
be open to the possibility that the antagonistic person may have a valid point. So, it is
critical to avoid becoming upset by these antagonists. They are attacking the idea, and
one way to attack the idea is to attempt to shame you. “How dare you!” One needs
calmness and moral courage not to take this shaming personally.
Test Four
One needs to be willing to give it all away. Deep seeing is not for one to keep and
control, but a gift for all humanity — for life itself. It is antithetical to deep seeing to
attempt to control this knowledge. Moreover, one does not live forever. At some point,
one needs to let go and let others take over.
Being willing to give it away also means not to expect monetary rewards. Deep seeing
and judging the commercial worth of an idea potentially mean pulls in opposite
directions.
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However, the thought of giving his hard-won deep insights away was the hardest of the
tests for him, because above all he craved recognition — his personal immortality.
What he really wanted was for others to recognize the value of his insights.
On a number of occasions, he had written letters to insightful people, attempting to
show how their idea connected with other ideas, but rarely had he gotten any response
at all. His letters were ignored. Had he gone too far? Had he claimed too much? The
lack of response depressed him. What do I need to do? This lack of recognition seemed
to mean that his ideas were not being communicated.
On the other hand, the goal of deep seeing is to give birth to an idea that will help the
human race to understand more profoundly the world we live in, a world that includes
ourselves. It is good and proper for a community to recognize someone who has
brought new understanding. Thus, to hold an idea too tight is not to give it room to
breathe.
Nevertheless, he did hold one idea very tight. He did not talk to anyone about his very
deepest insight for fear that someone, smarter and a better writer than he, would steal
his insight without giving him recognition. At the same time, he was afraid that since
this insight was very simple yet very profound, someone else might discover it on their
own and publish it first. This fear had driven him for years. But after sixteen years, no
one had yet found this deepest of ideas. So, he felt he had a little time to develop the
idea further before he had to publish; all the same, the fear remained, and he knew he
could not wait forever.
Eventually he realized that his craving for recognition was fueled, in part, by his own
childhood. When he was very small his mother would pull back whenever he attempted
to reach out to her. Her withdrawal was a refusal to recognize that reaching out was a
part of him. He had known for a long time that she only recognized that part of him
that was like her. What he finally realized was that he had trouble recognizing in
himself those parts of himself that were not like her — creating a split. He needed to
heal this split in himself caused by her. He sensed that an inner recognition of his whole
self might lead to a calmer self which might make him more attractive to others. Maybe
the reason his letters were not responded to was that they had sensed some driven-ness
about him that turned them off.
To heal the split, he needed to recognize that which his mother did not recognize. He
also needed recognition from a man. He needed mentors. His only mentor had died
the year before. From his father he got the feeling that he might not ever make it, or
that it would take a long, long time and require an immense struggle. Nevertheless, he
missed his father. He wanted someone in his camp.
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Still, he knew on a profound level that deep seers are effectively alone in their search.
It is their role to bring new insight back to the community, but the journey to achieve
this new insight occurs alone. Yet, he thought, could not several collaborators search
together? Must it be the grand heroic act? Could it not be with collaborators, especially
since deep seeing covers more than one field?
The process of thinking through the implications of these four tests gave him newfound
insight on how to be a deep seer. It also allowed him to renew his meditation on which
book to write first. Any of the possible books would require mastering considerable
knowledge in a number of fields. Given limited time, he had to work smart by
discovering the most important books and articles in a field, so he needed to avoid
wasting time on lesser works. This meant that he needed someone in each field to tell
him which were the most important books. Moreover, he would need help to find the
right person or persons for each field.
The choices of book topics were: first, a book that would bring scholarly recognition,
since it dealt with the nature and history of scientific revolutions, though, in his mother’s
words, it would seem esoteric to most. In the long run it might sell, since it would
correct a book that has sold very well over the past forty years; thus, publishers could
understand its potential audience and market it properly. Gaining scholarly recognition
would help establish his general reputation, so publishers and the buying public would
be more open to his other work. Also, this first idea was, he thought, the easiest of the
three to understand and to defend.
The second choice was a book that looked at the nature of civilization. However, he
remembered Darwin’s fear of publishing about evolution because it would undermine
established religious beliefs. He knew that his idea also ran counter to the established
beliefs of the more orthodox and rigid religious believers. Is a controversy what he
wanted? Would he shy away because it would create controversy? Would controversy
help or hinder his other ideas?
As a deep seer, he had so far avoided controversy since he always tried to find
commonality between diverse ideas and approaches. Yet he knew that the world
desperately needed this book. He also sensed that no one else was taking this approach,
and that it would not happen if he did not publish. On the other hand, he feared that
publishing the theory about civilization might give some bright person a critical clue as
to the nature of the approach, since it had evolved out of his third and deepest idea.
His third choice was a book on his deepest insight, one that connected many fields
together. It dealt with a hot subject and so might be published relatively easily, but he
felt that he was not yet ready. He had mastered two key components, but he needed to
master two more, before he felt that he would be ready to publish. The danger was the
someone else might publish first.
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Thinking through it all, he renewed his conviction that all three ideas were not only
unique and deep but also important in the bigger scheme of things, worth publishing.
He wanted most of all to publish the first idea on science, but he had already made
commitments on the second idea of civilization, and at the same time, he knew that he
had to keep working on the third idea if he were to beat potential competitors. For the
first idea he was so far alone, but for the second he might have some potential
collaborators. Also, since the second idea about civilization was a subset and outgrowth
of the third idea, establishing it would help the third idea in the long run.
So, he resolved that, while he would continue to work on all three ideas, he would focus
primarily on the second idea of civilization. The third idea was not ready yet to publish.
For the first idea, it is possible that all he needed was to find several key supporting
examples from the history of science. With these examples he could fairly quickly write
a scholarly article that would capture the essence of the idea, and then it might not be
necessary to write a book.
This left the second idea as his primary focus for a book.
Later that day, someone he knew called, an expert on civilization, and he set up an
appointment to discuss the second idea.
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The Human Search for a Sense of Wholeness
Ross R. Maxwell
2019
How can we characterize a civilization? From an economic point of view, a civilization
consists of a system of interacting fulltime interdependent specialized occupations.
From a cultural point of view, on the other hand, a civilization consists of what Ben
Nelson, the late president of the International Society for the Comparative Study of
Civilizations (1971-1977), called a civilizational complex, a structure that developed
from the blending of multiple cultures.
This paper proposes that individuals in full-time specialized occupations, plus the
patterns and processes they form, are the medium out of which civilizations grow. The
basic processes that organized the initial civilizations remain active today. The major
features of civilizations have included:
•

TRADE with cities as trade networks create focal points for exchange between
economic specialties. Trade works best when both sides agree that an exchange
is balanced.

•

HIERARCHY organizes a state with specialized occupations of unbalanced one
way, top-down, power relationships: king, officer, soldier, weights-andmeasures checker, etc.

•

CULTURE connects individuals and groups into a society with help from
elders, priests, teachers, intellectuals, artists, etc., able to distinguish what Lee
Snyder called “proper” knowledge from “smart” knowledge. Ben Nelson’s
Civilizational Complex provides a civilization its sense of identity.

This paper addresses ten different major approaches that have been employed to
describe the nature of civilization.
Approach 1 – Progress
I attended a session on defining civilization at the 1996 ISCSC annual meeting at the
California Polytechnic Institute, Pomona. Most everyone provided their definition,
except for scientist Ralph Brauer who instead thought the basic question, “What is
civilization?” to be potentially misleading. Such a question tends to view phenomena
as objects. He thought a better approach, used by many scientists, would be to view
civilization as a process.
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To me viewing civilization as a process helps us escape from what social scientists call
'reification' — referring to an immaterial thing as an object, or attributing material
reality to analytic or abstract concepts. As I see it, civilization as on-going processes is
active today.
Approach 2 - Transformation from generalist to specialized occupations
I propose that on-going civilization processes are related to the growth in numbers and
types of fulltime interdependent specialized occupations. Evidence suggests that back
in the Ice Age, before the development of agriculture, most humans lived in small
nomadic hunter-gatherer bands. In these small egalitarian bands people functioned as
generalists with any division of labor by age and sex.
The development of agriculture supported larger populations with permanent settled
villages and towns. Larger populations made possible more specialization. I propose
that civilization is linked to a simple mundane fact: the growth in numbers and types
of specialized occupations in a complex division of labor.
Approach 3 - Cooperative systems: trade networks and cities, plus hierarchies
and states
Key features of civilization, cities and states, co-evolve with new types of specialists. A
city is a location where distances are short enough that specialists can easily interact
and trade with each other, and so a finer division of labor is possible. Also, a city
combined with its close hinterland has a large enough population to support the rarer
specialists. As Adam Smith pointed out, specialists increase productivity and
collectively increase the size of the economy.
A state is a hierarchical structure capable of dealing with internal problems and external
threats with its own types of specialists, such as king, officer, full-time soldier, weights
& measures checker, etc.
Approach 4 - Cooperation and trust
Specialists are inherently interdependent within the larger system Such systems are
most effective when specialists cooperate. However, in order for people to fully
cooperate, they need to trust each other.
Multi-celled organisms with specialized cells provide an analogy to civilization. A key
distinction is that cooperation and 'trust' between specialized cells derives from all their
identical genomes. In contrast, humans do not share a genome, so interaction is
enhanced by a set of supporting cultural traits.
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As I see it, a cooperative system includes a system of cooperating individuals with trustenhancing cultural traits. This suggests that cooperation and trust are key dimensions
for understanding of civilization.
Approach 5 - Growth of hierarchy
The larger the population, the greater the possible number and types of specialists. On
the other hand, the greater the possibility of opportunism.
A deliberate cheater knows
•
that the other party may not find it worth the time, effort or cost to bring a case to the
community, or to court. Also, the larger the population, the greater the chance that
opportunism may not be detected. Finally, the natural reluctance to behave
opportunistically tends to weaken with group size.
Consequently, as settlement sizes grow, informal social controls may no longer be
effective, so a more hierarchical approach may be needed. One approach is to create
new types of hierarchical specialists such as priest or chief to coordinate management.
Their bottom-up power could be given consensually by the people, as Christian, Brown
and Benjamin argue in their book, Big History: Between Nothing and Everything
(McGraw Hill Education: New York, 2014). Thus:
•

•
•
•

In Mesopotamia, as the population grew larger, the initial temple-run economies
of the cities may have been able to minimize opportunism. By the time of
Hammurabi and full civilization, the state had stepped in to reduce
opportunism, for example, by standardizing weights and measures.1
As urbanization increases, new roles are needed by the society, whether they are
permanent or part time. Examples include soldiers, judges, temple maintainers,
and building inspectors.
A state is a hierarchically organized region with an institutionalized power
structure able to coerce as well and often also receiving popular consent.
If there is danger of warfare with other cities or marauding nomads, a larger
settlement is easier to defend. It is also more likely to have soldiers with
experienced officers.2

1

Much of Hammurabi's Code dealt with economic transactions, for example, setting the wages for an
ox cart and driver or the fee for a surgeon. Also, liability was established for a builder if a house
collapses, a boat builder whose boat is not tight (leaks), or a careless sailor who wrecks a boat,
damaging the goods, etc. Unlike villages that cannot effectively defend themselves in case of war or
marauding nomads, towns possibly and cities most likely have a large enough population to fully man
the city walls as necessary for defense.
2
E. 0. Wilson, in The Social Conquest of Earth, argues that very large ant nest sizes with specialists are
needed for a nest to defend.
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The density and interaction between urban peoples can create problems. A town or city
is also a place where solutions can be discovered.3 From an interdependent specialist
point of view, an urban center is a location where they can interact and rub shoulders.
This opens the possibility for innovation and new types of specialists, both economic
and non-economic.4
Approach 6 - Jane Jacobs - Moral Analysis
A moral analysis of specialists in civilizations was started by Jane Jacobs in Systems of
Survival: Dialog on the Moral Foundations of Commerce and Politics (1992). 5
Following her paradigm shifting Life and Death of Great American Cities (1961), she
researched the economic history of cities. Among other things, she compiled lists by
occupation of behavior 'extolled as admirable,' 'expected or proper,' or 'deemed
scandalous, disgraceful.'
She found many virtues valued by all occupations; these included Responsibility,
Capacity to resist harmful temptations, Compassion, Courage, Common sense,
Foresight, Judgment, Perseverance, Energy, Patience, Wisdom, and what she called
Cooperation, the master virtue.
She also found two lists of work-world virtues that were unique to particular
occupations. The one set were those from the commercial world of trade (see Exhibit
1), and the other set, following Plato, she called the Guardians, whose role was to
defend and protect territory and society (see Exhibit 2). She puzzled over these two
lists and finally realized that they represented two fundamental systems of survival: to
trade or to take. Trading is how people survive in a commercial world. Taking is what
animals and hunter-gatherers do. It is also how Guardians subsist, by taking: taxes,
tithes, booty, etc.
In my conversations with her I asked whether there was a third system of survival, to
share. She agreed, but she said that in the modem world sharing is very weak compared
to the power of the market or the power of the state, so it can be effectively ignored.

3

In 2010, the world's 40 largest mega-regions, which are home to some 18 percent of the world's
population, produce two-thirds of global economic output and nearly nine in ten new patented
innovations. See “How the Crash Will Reshape America”, Atlantic Monthly, March 2009.
4
To world historian William H. McNeill, the big picture has been the human ability to adapt to
different ecosystems, using intelligence, tools and cooperation. As I see it, an urban environment is
where new relationships, new problems, new dilemmas/trade-offs, and new possibilities first occur.
That is, an urban situation can be viewed as a new type of ecosystem offering new opportunities for
innovation—both economic and non-economic.
5
See Jane Jacobs, Systems of Survival: Dialog on the moral foundations of Commerce and Politics,
(New York: Vintage Books, 1992).
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Approach 7 - Moral analysis extension
I have extended the analysis by Jane Jacobs in three ways.
(1) I added sharing as a third system of survival with its own set of moral traits, since
back in the hunting-gathering era, sharing was key for group survival. (Appendix A
proposes a sharing community moral syndrome for nomadic hunter-gatherer bands,
plus the equality moral syndrome needed to counter the danger of Alpha males.)
(2) Instead of seeing cooperation as ''the master virtue" common to all moral
syndromes, I saw that what is meant by cooperation changes in different contexts. Thus,
three systems of survival provide three fundamentally different contexts.

• Community involves ordinary, non-specialized (generalist) people, who as

•
•

members of a community, cooperate to maintain their community. This is the
primary type of cooperation in nomadic hunter-gatherer bands, where
maintaining a sharing community is essential for survival.
Trade involves economic specialists, who cooperate to fulfill a trade agreement.
Cooperation is two-way and reciprocal.
Hierarchy involves cooperation between specialized roles – superiors and
subordinates. Cooperation is one-way, with subordinates cooperating with
orders, rules, and procedures set by their superiors.

(3) I recognized that the three types of cooperation are organized as distinct operative
systems, each with its own supporting moral traits that enhance the trust people need to
cooperate. The first two are the Trading Cooperative System and the Guardian
Hierarchy Cooperative system.
The Trading Cooperative System - For effective trading, the transaction costs
associated with opportunism are greatly reduced if the trading parties trust each other.
Exhibit 1 lists the moral traits unique to trading as a cooperative system. These traits
support:
•
•
•

Trust needed to maintain trading relationships,
Flexibility and inventiveness needed to find and produce what the other party
wants, and
Discipline needed to effectively acquire, use and maintain resources and capital.

Jane Jacobs called these moral traits the Commercial Moral Syndrome.
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Exhibit 1 – The Moral Traits of Trading Cooperative Systems (Two-way
Cooperation Supports Trading Relationships)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building trust in trading relationships:
Come to voluntary agreements;
Shun force;
Respect contracts;
Be honest;
Collaborate easily with strangers and aliens; and
Be optimistic.

•
•
•
•
•

Finding and producing what others want:
Be open to inventiveness and novelty;
Promote comfort and convenience;
Use initiative and enterprise;
Dissent for the sake of the task; and
Compete.

•
•
•
•

Disciplined use of resources and working capital:
Be industrious;
Be efficient;
Be thrifty; and
Invest for productive purposes.

Source: The Commercial Moral Syndrome moral traits from Jane Jacobs, Systems of
Survival
The Guardian Hierarchy Cooperative System - In a civilization, guardian
hierarchies are necessary to protect society and territory. Unlike trade, where
cooperation has a two-way reciprocal nature, in a hierarchy cooperation is inherently
one way. Subordinates cooperate with superiors by following directives, rules and laws.
Moreover, in order for a hierarchical organization such as an army or a bureaucracy to
function effectively, the superiors need to trust that their orders and procedures will be
cooperatively obeyed without constant supervision. In terms of this paper all these
non-economic Guardian roles are types of specialists. Exhibit 2 lists the unique moral
traits supportive of a Guardian Hierarchical Cooperative System, namely those traits
that:

• make a person an effective guardian,
• build trust that subordinates will perform duties without constant supervision, and
• protect and enhance the guardian hierarchy itself.
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Exhibit 2 – The Moral Traits of Guardian Hierarchy Cooperative System
(Supports hierarchical organizations that protect territory and society.
Cooperation is one-way only and subordinates cooperate with superiors.)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To be effective as a guardian, one must:
Shun trading;
Be obedient and disciplined;
Exert prowess;
Show fortitude;
Be fatalistic;
Deceive for the sake of the task; and
Take vengeance.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Building trust that subordinates will perform without constant
supervision:
Be obedient and disciplined;
Respect hierarchy;
Be loyal;
Be exclusive;
Treasure honor; and
Adhere to tradition.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhancing hierarchy:
Respect hierarchy;
Be loyal;
Be exclusive;
Take vengeance;
Make rich use of leisure;
Be ostentatious; and
Dispense largesse.

Source: The Guardian Moral Syndrome moral traits from Jane Jacobs, Systems of
Survival
Approach 8 - Incompatible cooperative/moral systems
Exhibits 1 and 2 show the unique moral traits associated with two basic cooperative
systems. The unique moral traits of each system, however, are not just different, but in
most cases incompatible.
For the small bands of the hunter-gatherer era, sharing was the critical survival factor
during hard times. It made life easier during all times. In contrast the other two
cooperative systems are antithetical to sharing.
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An Alpha male able to dominate — to form a hierarchy — can take more than his fair
share. Also, the immediate direct reciprocity required for effective trading is
antithetical to the time-delayed indirect reciprocity associated with a sharing
community. Sharing comes with community membership. In contrast, with trade there
is no guarantee of a second future trade. The other trading party may not be ready to
trade or may have found a better deal elsewhere.
During the nomadic band era, the importance of the egalitarian sharing/ moral
community was made easier in that the trading and guardian hierarchy cooperative
systems functioned, at best, only part time, if at all. Also, for hunter gatherers,
incompatibilities could be resolved by a band or individual using only one cooperative
system at a time. For example, the Kalahari Desert San, Ju/ ' hoansi, would only share
and not trade within their small cluster of sharing bands, but could trade with outsiders.6
During the civilization era, guardian hierarchies and trading became fulltime
phenomena, with their incompatibilities existing simultaneously. The primary
resolution was for individuals to specialize — either as an economic specialist or by
serving a role within a guardian hierarchy.
It is possible to blend systems, but at a price. For example, a tyrant using hierarchical
power to organize and control trade for his own benefit, hurts the economy of the
country as a whole.7
Conflicts Between Moral Systems
Jane Jacobs' analysis of the differences between the two lists of moral traits shown
below, in Exhibit 3, led to a major discovery, the Law of Intractable Systemic
Corruption. What might be called a 'virtue' in one moral system becomes a 'vice' when
applied in the other moral system.
A 'virtue' is shorthand for any action, attitude or value that enhances the trust,
cooperation or effectiveness of a cooperative system, while a 'vice' is something that
harms this system.
Thus, in the trading cooperative system it is a virtue to make a profitable trade. For a
guardian, however, trading is inherently corrupting, leading to neglect of duty if caught
taking a bribe. On the other hand, a guardian may at times need to use force in order to
protect society from internal or external threat, whereas a trader cannot use force if he
wants to establish the trust needed for a long-term and voluntary trading relationship.
6

See Elizabeth Marshall Thomas, The Old Way: A Story of the First People (New York: Farrar, Straus
and Giroux, 2006).
7
Several years ago, an Egyptian reporter was thrown into jail for even speculating on how wealthy
President Hosni Mubarak might be.
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The intractableness of these types of corruption derives from the basic differences
between the Trading and Hierarchical Guardian Cooperative Systems. The Mafia is an
example of corruption caused by mixing moral traits. They keep good books, call
themselves businessmen, but are in fact parasites because they use force.
Exhibit 3 compares the moral traits associated with the Guardian and Trading
cooperative systems. Whereas the Sharing/Moral Community traits are based on
personal relationships within a small community, both larger scale Guardian and
Trading cooperative systems have an impersonal or instrumental quality.
In a hunter-gatherer band a would-be Alpha is a particular person. His attempt to
dominate, to form hierarchical relationships, is between him and the others. Likewise,
a moral community's response, creating a reverse dominance hierarchy, is to pull him
back into the group as an equal with others in the community.
In contrast, a guardian hierarchy has an impersonal quality. For example, a soldier has
to obey his officer, but if that officer is replaced by another, the obedience relationship
remains. Also, in the trading world, trades are constrained by impersonal market forces.
All the Trading System traits listed are different from those of the Sharing/Moral
Community, while some Guardian traits are similar.8 These include Adhere to tradition
and Make a rich use of leisure, and, importantly, those traits are associated with
identifying potential enemies and protecting society.
Guardians use their role as protectors of society to take the moral high ground relative
to the traders. This can be seen in many of the early civilizations, where occupations
were ranked: at the top guardians, whether military or religious, next farmers, then
craftsmen and at the bottom merchants.
Fulltime Guardian and Trading cooperative systems required members to split off from
the Sharing Community. As I read the evidence, there was significant resistance to
separating from the sharing and egalitarian ethos. Witness the early Mesopotamian
redistributive temple economies that allowed for the development of a complex
economy with significant division of labor while maintaining a form of sharing. Also,
war leaders were temporary.

8

Notice that a few trading system traits are extensions in spirit of the Sharing Community: fair trade
with Share Fairly and shun force with Avoid Strife.
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However, a major transformation occurred in early Sumerian Civilization, when the
temporary war leader, the king, using his loyal retinue of enemy soldiers he had
captured (but not killed, so they were in his debt), refused at the end of the emergency
to relinquish his hierarchical power and his kingship became permanent.9
The moral power of the egalitarian / sharing ethos of the hunter-gather era had
suppressed those hierarchical impulses we had inherited from our primate ancestors.
However, during the transition era, the re-emergence of hierarchical forms and growing
wealth generated by trade at some point overcame this moral power. The genie, as it
were, was released from the bottle, allowing unequal social classes to emerge.
Exhibit 3
Guardian and Trading Cooperative Systems: Comparing Incompatible Moral
Traits
GUARDIAN
Supports hierarchical organizations
that protect territory and society.
Shun trading.
Exert prowess.
Take vengeance.
Be loyal.
Deceive for the sake of the task.
Treasure honor.
Adhere to tradition.
Be obedient and disciplined.
Be exclusive.
Show fortitude.
Respect hierarchy.
Make rich use of leisure.
Be ostentatious.
Dispense largesse.

TRADE
Supports trade: two-way reciprocal
exchanges.
Come to voluntary agreements.
Shun force.
Be honest.
Be open to inventiveness and novelty.
Use initiative and enterprise.
Dissent for the sake of the task.
Collaborate easily with strangers and
aliens.
Respect contracts.
Compete.
Be industrious.
Be efficient and thrifty.
Invest for productive purposes.
Promote comfort and convenience.
Be optimistic.

The two lists of moral traits in Systems of Survival were reordered into sets of
incompatible opposites via telephone conversation with Jane Jacobs, 6/4/1996.

9

See Cotterell, Arthur, Ed., The Encyclopedia of Ancient Civilizations, (New York: Mayflower Books,
1980), 76-77.
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Approach 9 - Symbiosis Between Cooperative/Moral Systems
The three cooperative/moral systems presented above are in a symbiotic relationship.
None of them can do it alone. Attempts by one to do another's job will run a foul of
the Law of Intractable Systemic Corruption. For example, in the Soviet Union, the
government, as guardians, attempted to run the economy, with disastrous results.
Although their sharing ideology gave license for a command economy, the bureaucrats
did not know how to be traders. The hierarchical tools at their command: rules and
regulations, fiat, setting production goals (or else), all run counter to the mutuality and
inventiveness needed for effective trading.
Consequently, such bureaucratic guardian organizations can provide neither the
incentives needed for hard work nor the creative initiative required for an effective
trading system.
Approach 10 - Various ISCSC approaches to the nature of civilization
Macro-culture pulls a civilization together:
I. Cultural Core: Civilization as macro-culture
Benjamin Nelson (President, ISCSC, 1971 – 1977) and the Cultural Core of
civilizations + civilization as a macro-culture:
Civilizations are composed of “the governing cultural heritages of 2 + n societies,
territories [or] areas which generally enjoy or have enjoyed a certain proximity” [and
language] to each other.
Furthermore, what gives a civilization its sense of identity is the existence of a set of
shared Civilizational Complexes, such as religious commitments, patterns of
reciprocities, legal concepts and processes, taken-for-granted structures of
consciousness, intellectual categories and modes of logic. Sometimes Prof. Nelson
referred to these cultural phenomena as the ‘directive structures’ that shape human
thought and action.
Civilizations require specialists: teachers, priests, other religious leaders and supporting
personnel.
•
•

David Richardson considers worldviews as defining civilizations.
Lee Snyder emphasizes the cultural system as central to civilizations.
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Connectedness criteria
David Wilkinson, however, defines civilization using a connectedness criterion, not a
cultural criterion, as “a city-state, cities-state, or tightly linked politico- military
network of such states that are not a part of a larger such network.” He considers
civilizations as world systems.
Wilkinson introduces the idea of “Central Civilization” or “Central World System.” He
argues this emerged about 1500 BCE with the integration of the Mesopotamian and
Egyptian civilizations, and then engulfed the Aegean civilization in 560 BC; Indian
civilization in 1000; the New World after the Age of Discovery; and finally the Far
Eastern civilizations in 1850. This idea has been followed and developed by other
scholars. The states of such civilization(s) need specialists, spies, and advisors who are
knowledgeable about other powers.
II. Definition of Civilization: Civilization-level phenomena consists of those aspects
and forms associated with, created by, and/ or supportive of a medium of fulltime
interdependent specialists. Aspects and forms include cities, states, trade networks,
roads, infrastructure, social classes, monumental architecture, and writing.
Civilization, as Brauer argued, is an on-going process, still active today, with new
social, political, cultural and economic forms coordinating, connecting and monitoring
new types of specialists.
In particular with globalization, urban areas are of increasing importance, such as the
current dominate pair of New York and London. (See Peter J. Taylor’s work,
Extraordinary Cities: Millennia of Moral Syndromes, World Systems and City/State
relations, (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, UK. 2013.)
The ubiquity of specialization in civilizations leads to a definition:
Civilization-level phenomena consist of those aspects and forms associated with,
created by, or supportive of a medium of fulltime interdependent specialists.
In the definition: “aspects and forms” is a deliberately neutral phrase referring to any
feature of human existence from technology to consciousness.
• ‘Aspects and forms’ are associated with, created by, and supportive of fulltime
interdependent specialists. This addresses cities, states, roads, infrastructure,
social classes, monumental architecture, and writing, all ofwhich archeologists
have used to identify a civilization. ‘Aspects and forms’ also include trade
networks, cooperative systems, and worldviews.
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•

III.

These have existed prior to civilization during the hunter- gatherer era, but were
transformed as more and more specialists emerged,and as specialist-enhanced
and specialist-supportive systems developed.
‘Fulltime’ refers to the primary way a specialized person makes a living. In
civilization, cooperative systems themselves become specialized. Out of the
original small-scale personal-level egalitarian and sharing cooperative systems
of nomadic hunter-gatherers have emerged the larger-scale impersonal and
instrumental trading and hierarchical control cooperative systems of
civilization.
The Quest for Wholeness

Gashes and interactions between the different cooperative systems within a civilization
point to the need for some type of cultural ‘glue’ able to hold the different systems
together, such as a religion, macro culture, worldview, Ben Nelson's Civilizational
Complex, and Spengler's Prime Symbol.
Interestingly, Joseph Campbell combined the economic and the cultural approaches to
a definition of civilization. He suggested a linkage between specialization and this
geometric organization within a closed field.
[In] the camps of hunters the community was constituted of a group of practically
equivalent individuals, each in adequate control of the whole inheritance...
[whereas] in the larger, more differentiated communities that developed when
agriculture and stock breeding had made for a settled, more richly articulated social
structure, adulthood consisted in acquiring, first a certain special art or skill, and
then, the ability to support or sustain the resultant tension- a psychological and
sociological tension - between oneself (as merely a fraction of the whole) and others
of totally different training, powers, and ideals, who constituted the other necessary
organs of the body social.
The problem of existing as a mere fraction instead of as a whole imposes certain
stresses on the psyche which no primitive hunter ever had to endure, and
consequently the symbols giving structure and support to the … hunter's
psychological balance were radically different from those that rose with the … High
Neolithic [settlements].
In other words, Campbell suggested a relationship between the art style of a people and
their need for symbolic wholeness. The arrival of geometrically organized art occurs
not with the beginning of agriculture and settled villages, as such, but later with the
beginning of towns, when true full-time specialization was taking place. This suggests
that the organized geometric art provided a sense of wholeness and completeness for
these specialists, who were not complete in and of themselves.
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This prompts a conjecture:
Civilizational worldviews, in order to counter the psycho-social force of
separation created by specialization, will include, in some form or other a sense
of wholeness, of being connected to a whole.
Are there other “sense of wholeness” phenomena that help individuals to accept their
non-completeness? Perhaps the modern self emerged with Rembrandt and the
American ideas of revolution and democracy. Or does our sense of wholeness go back
to the Roman idea of immortality, a culture where everyone worked together so that
Rome became immortal? Is wealth related to symbolic immortality and not a sense of
wholeness? If economic specialists are in fact the medium from which civilizations
grow, the future of the comparative study of civilizations is indeed awaiting additional
steps toward the definition of civilization and of worldview.

APPENDIX A
Nomadic Hunter-Gatherer Cooperative Systems Moral Analysis
The era when humans (and our close ancestors) lived as generalists in small nomadic
bands extends hundreds of thousands of years very deep into pre-history. Before about
10,000 years ago, most humans still lived in small bands. In such groups the raising of
the next generation depended on the survival of the band itself. A group, whose
members share and provide mutual aid, becomes a community.10 11
Within such a community, cooperation is indirect, with no set time to return a favor;
this is also called indirect reciprocity. If I provide aid to you today, I trust that that you,
or possibly someone else within the community, will provide aid to me on a future
date, as yet unspecified.
Trust is in the community itself as a cooperative system. Moral traits such as Share
fairly, Avoid strife, and Seek harmony help to establish and maintain a living and
mutually supportive community.

10

There are many definitions of community, but for these early small societies, I follow, Ferdinand
Tonnies's distinction between community (Gemeinschaft) and society (Gesellschaft). He defined
community as a ‘condition’ in which individuals remain “attached despite all division, in contrast to
society in which people remain separate despite all unifying forces.”
11
Two excellent works on the development of community are S. Keller, Community: Pursuing the
Dream, Living the Reality, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2003), p. 266 quoting T. Bender,
Community and Social Change in America (Baltimore: John Hopkins Press, 1985), p. 17.)
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Moral community - The political anthropologist Christopher Boehm has researched
the politics of hierarchical great apes and of egalitarian human societies, both tribal, and
hunter-gatherer bands. He has focused on the problem of Alpha males, who would
dominate a group and take more than their share of females and resources.12 He found
for small human groups that the dominated-upon ‘rank and file’ could form a coalition
able to reverse the Alpha's hierarchical domination. He calls this a reverse dominance
hierarchy.
Collectively, such a coalition has the strength to counter an alpha male, even if that
person is very powerful and dangerous. Paradoxically, this strength uses the same
intuitive hierarchical sense of domination versus deference that we inherited from our
ape ancestors that an alpha uses. Leveling the alpha male brings everyone to the same
level. That is to say that the hierarchical relationships that the alpha had created become
‘squashed,’ creating a sense of equality. Thus, a sense of equality emerges out of our
ability to form hierarchical relationships. The result is an egalitarian ethos. This is
maintained by what Boehm calls a moral community.
The result is an egalitarian society. While families within the band may be structured
hierarchically, the heads of families within the community are equal. This egalitarian
ethos includes moral traits: Consensus decision making, Avoidance of competition, and
Seeking prestige through skill and reputation.13
Hunter-gatherer bands are aware that a more successful hunter, providing more than
his share for the group, may want to convert his prestige into an alpha position and
dominate the band.
Consequently, band members are on the lookout for a would-be alpha, and t h e y do
their best to maintain the egalitarian ethos — using gossip, jokes, humor, shaming, and
if that does not work, then shunning, ostracism, and banishment. If that still does not
work, then they may secretly assemble to assassinate a dominating alpha.
In small bands, people quietly talking among themselves can form a coalition able to
overthrow an alpha male. However, the larger the society, the harder it is for people
to trust each other sufficiently to form a reverse dominance hierarchy.
12

Boehm, Christopher, Hierarchy in the Forest: The Evolution of Egalitarian Behavior, (Cambridge,
Mass: Harvard University Press, 1999.)
13
I would note that quid pro quo reciprocity between two people does not support a sharing
community. For example, what happens if one of two hunters through luck or skill brings back more
game, how do they manage the bookkeeping of who owes whom, and for how long a period do you
maintain such a reckoning? It is simpler for a hunter to bring the meat back to the community, where it
is shared around.
Boehm speculates that regardless of lethal weapons, ‘the people’ could have tipped the scales in favor
of themselves rather than an alpha male.
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Nevertheless, even in a powerful dictatorial state, there is always a potential threat of a
popular uprising, especially in a time of famine or serous downturn of the economy.
A modern democracy is a form of a reverse dominance hierarchy, where the people
elect their leaders, and a free press helps provide the necessary communication.
Increasingly, we have witnessed the internet as a form of connecting communities.
Sharing Community - Sharing works best if it is voluntary, and since sharing is
bidirectional, it is easier if both those who provide and those who receive
perceive themselves as equal. An egalitarian society, therefore, helps support a sharing
community. A hunter brings meat back not to individuals but to the community, where
it is shared around. This means that not only is each person guaranteed some meat, but
it also reduces a fear of not belonging and so potentially starving. In a time of serious
scarcity, a sharing community stands a better chance of surviving and of not breaking
down into nuclear families — a situation where some families may survive but possibly
not all.
Thus, as I see it, a hunter-gatherer band consists of two coterminous communities: a
sharing community, where mutual aid improves survival for all, and a moral
community that forms the egalitarian ethos needed for sharing. Both are needed. They
support each other.
Exhibit A-1 shows those moral traits associated with a sharing community / moral
community. Notice that:
• Dissension is countered by Seeking harmony and Avoiding strife.
• Jealousy — creating greed and possessiveness — is countered by Share fairly, Be
egalitarian.
• Laziness and lack of cooperation is countered by gossiping and shaming, and if
this does not work by shunning or banishment.
• Attempts to dominate are countered by Consensus decision-making and by an
egalitarian ethos.
Another way to avoid one person dominating the group, is for leadership positions to
be only part-time. Although effective defense, war, and group hunts may have required
a leader with sufficient hierarchical command to direct others, these leaders were only
part-time.
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Exhibit A1 - Nomadic Hunter-Gatherer Moral Traits for Sharing
Community/Moral Community
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain Sharing Community:
Share to promote community.
Share fairly.
Seek harmony.
Deceive for the sake of harmony (OK to tell white lies).
Avoid strife.
Be egalitarian.
Gossip about and shame those not pulling their weight.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain Moral Community:
Shun a person seeking power.
Be egalitarian.
Consensus decision making.
Share fairly.
Seek harmony.
Avoid competition.
Deceive for the sake of harmony (OK to tell white lies).
Avoid strife.
Seek prestige through skill and reputation.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Group/Outsider Relations:
Distrust strangers.
Group Solidarity.
Loyalty to group.
Strong in-group/out-group sense.
Adhere to tradition.
Show fortitude.
Be fatalistic.
Community is sacred.

•

Personal relations inside band and within cluster of bands:
Promote personal connections by gifts.
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A Brief Selection of the Intellectual Contributions of
Ross R. Maxwell to Civilizational Studies
Compiled by Joseph Drew
Ross R. Maxwell was a man of immense intellectual gifts. Especially in his later years,
many of these related to the theory of civilizations. His untimely death has silenced a
prolific generator of incisive thoughts about this discipline.
Below I am quoting from him, tying together a number of the strands found in his
addresses to the International Society for the Comparative Study of Civilizations and in
some papers he left behind.
Information Substrates and the Evolution of Evolution (1992)
This paper proposed a theory of the nature of information, and how new information
types evolve, creating new stages in evolution. Information is seen as the pattern on or
of a substrate. Thus, with writing on a blackboard, the information substrate is the
contrast formed by the white chalk on the dark slate, while the pattern these marks form
is the information itself.
The pattern-forming possibilities of each information substrate is unique. Emergence
of a new type of substrate creates a new type of information.
This new information type provides a new realm of possibilities for evolution; the
evolutionary process, therefore, has reached a new stage.
An example of the emergence of a new substrate on this planet was when multiplecelled organisms with specialized cells evolved. The information substrate is the
specialized cells, and the information pattern is the forms these specialized cells take
— sensory organs, brains, roots, flowers, and so forth. Some of the functions of these
tissues and organs existed in a simple form at the single-cell organism level but some
did not.
The paper identifies 22 information substrates or information realms, and two possible
information substrates. The paper suggests a definition for complex systems.
Information theory to date has focused on the mathematics of communicating
information, the relation of information and entropy, and information as abstract and
transmutable. The substrate theory looks at the concrete, non-abstract aspects of
information.
Two points, as information comes in different types:
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1. Each type of information forms its own patterns and follows its own rules on
how the substrate patterns can form.
2. When a new substrate forms, the initial patterns will be relatively simple
compared to the more complex ones that eventually evolve. For the purposes
of the theory, a complex system is defined as a system comprised of two or more
interacting information substrates. For example, a living cell as we know it is a
complex system combining the molecular system substrate of the cell wall and
metabolism, plus the genetic code substrate.
Information substrates one and two form the basis for all the other information
substrates. Whether they prove ultimately to be fundamental or not is an area of
continual debate. Some theorize that information underlies the physical universe. The
proposed information substrate theory is currently confined to life as we know it on the
planet Earth.
(There follow 23 information substrates, some of which Maxwell comments upon and
provides references to support the point. The substrates are listed, described, with a
pattern and prerequisites stated, plus occasional comments.)
1. Cosmic or Space/Time-Matter/Energy
2. Atomic
3. Gravity Constrained Systems
4. Molecules
5. Molecular Systems
6. Genetic Code
7. Ecosystems
8. Social Systems
9. Multi-celled Organisms
10. Mind
11. Culture
12. Cognitive Sense of Self
13. Reusable Tools
14. Symbols
15. Physical Media
16. Civilization
17. Introspectable Consciousness
18. Power
19. Law
20. Money
21. Energy Matter
22. Computers
23. Music
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[Editor’s Note: In early papers given before the International Society for the
Comparative Study of Civilizations, Maxwell discussed #17, Introspectable
Consciousness, at length. In this paper, he simply described that substrate as the ability
of the mind to be aware of some of its inner workings, “inner dialogues and
monologues” forming the pattern.
During his lectures on the topic, he referred to the pioneering work of Julian Jaynes of
Princeton University, particularly his book entitled The Origin of Consciousness in the
Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind. Among the fascinating discussions which occurred
were debates about the comments of Jaynes at Cornell University: “For if consciousness
is based on language, then it follows that only humans are conscious, and that we
became so at some historical epoch after language was evolved.” Jaynes felt that we
could discover in the earliest writings of mankind, such as the Iliad, “when this
important invention of consciousness might have occurred.”
I, for one, am deeply grateful to Ross Maxwell for exposing and explaining this topic
and its ramifications to me.]

Historical Implications of Information
From the introduction, discussing his life:
Most important was Erich Jantsch’s The Self-Organizing Universe, which explores the
“evolution of evolution” — a deep challenge. Life evolves via a selection process, but
how does the non-life part of the universe evolve? I began to explore what we now call
big history. In the late 1980s I developed an information approach that seemed to work.
Realizing that to convince others, I needed to explore in-depth one or more of the
proposed information types, so I picked civilization as the first test. Since retiring in
2016, I have been deeply involved with an information approach to big history.
To define information and explore the big history implications, I expand upon Benjamin
Schumacher’s Information Theory Paradox.
On the one hand, information is physical. Whenever we communicate or record
information, we make use of a physical medium, such as sound, light, radio waves,
electric signals, or magnetic patterns. On the other hand, information is abstract.
The messages carried by our physical signals are not identical to the signals
themselves.
In this paper, I reverse the emphasis and focus not on abstract information being
communicated or stored, but on the medium, the physical (matter and/or energy) aspects
of information, which I call an information medium.
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Physical mediums have a history of emerging at different times and locations, allowing
us to develop a big history of information.
I propose here a definition of information: Information has two components: (1) a
physical (matter and/or energy) medium and (2) the patterns and/or processes of this
medium.
If you find a pattern and/or process, it must be connected with a physical medium, with
a set of interacting mediums. So, the above definition significantly expands the domain
of what normally would be considered “information.” Information theorists often view
information as an abstract, something that can be communicated or stored. As in the
information theory paradox, they may ignore or minimize the material or energy
medium that supports the abstract information. Moreover, there is a tendency to view
information as abstract or non-material, such as the common usage in English of
information as knowledge, news, or facts.
However, the information medium definition, in contrast, allows not just the medium
but also the patterns and processes to be made of matter and/or energy. An example of
this more materialistic approach is that both the medium for atoms, the subatomic
particles of protons, neutrons, and electrons, and the patterns, the different number of
subatomic particles of each of the various chemical elements and isotopes, are all
composed of material substance.
This medium provides the basic material building blocks of the universe. In this
example, both the patterns/processes and associated mediums are fully physical.
Nothing is abstract.
It is my intention to identify major information mediums from the origin of the Earth to
the beginning of Homo sapiens.

Two Papers on The Ramifications of Perception:
I. Perceptual Object Model: A Gestalt Approach to A Sense of Self, Metaphors,
Words and Thoughts in a “Virtual Mind Space: of Consciousness
This paper proposed a model of the brain/mind’s ability to perceptually isolate and bring
into the foreground perceptual and mental phenomena.
First, the paper develops the Perceptual Object Model, which is based on an
interpretation of classic experiments using conscious subjects. In the model, objects in
the foregrounds of the perceptual field are always in relation to a background
comprising the rest of the perceptual field.
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The second section of the paper applies this Perceptual Object Model to construct four
mental phenomena:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The psychosocial sense of self;
Metaphors, which extend our perceived reality;
Words, which combine sound with meaning; and
Thoughts existing in a conscious “thought realm” or “mind space.”

I propose that a perceptual object is an internal ⸺ to the mind ⸺ representation of an
object, external to the mind that can be seen or touched. Examples of objects are a
pencil, a chair, a car, and also an animal or a person. Such an external object has a
wholeness or connectedness about it, a bounded entity. It has discrete boundaries. It
moves or can be moved as a unit. It has continuity over time.
In the model, a perceptual object is a gestalt existing in the foreground of the mind. The
Perceptual-Object-Creating Mechanism, able to separate and highlight foreground from
background, can create new mental phenomena, such as the sense of self. Moreover,
this perceptual mechanism can also operate on “material” already in the mind, thereby
creating yet other mental entities, such as metaphors.
All perceptual objects retain the essential object-like characteristics of wholeness and
separateness from a background. We can investigate different types of perceptual
objects and entities as we develop the Perceptual Object Model and the model’s
derivatives.
There are potential implications of this model for the development of the science of
consciousness.
[Editor’s Note: In the paper, Maxwell explains that gestalts, a type of information
medium, highlight perceived “wholes” in the foreground of the mind. The three major
gestalt types, perceptual objects, symbols and sentences, all highlight certain sensory
information, bringing it into the foreground of the mind while the rest recedes into the
background.
As to perceptual objects, the initial function of a visual gestalt, from an evolutionary
point of view, is to detect objects, such as another animal, thus highlighting potential
dangers and opportunities. He explains that researchers have identified eight visual
gestalt laws that function by looking for “wholes.” He goes on to discuss perceptual
objects, symbols and sentences, as well as information mediums.
As to information mediums, he says “This exploration of gestalts is part of a project to
identify various types of information, in terms of the medium used.
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In this approach, each piece of information has two components: the physical medium
that supports the information, and the shape or pattern of this medium. For example, if
you and I were talking together, the physical medium of communication would be the
sounds we use to speak, and the pattern would be the words and inflections we use.”
Maxwell argues that symbols may have evolved out of the gestalt-creating system for
objects. Symbolic language, he says, is an absolutely key step in the development of
human intelligence. Citing the work of Stanley I. Greenspan and Stuart Shanker, The
First Idea: How Symbols, Language, and Intelligence Evolved from Our Primate
Ancestors to Modern Humans, he says that what gives meaning to symbols are
emotions.
Finally, the article says that there are two actions that can be taken, from a gestalt point
of view: (1) identify something as a whole and highlight it, and (2) recognize something
as not a whole and recede it. A grammatical sentence is a whole, standing out in
consciousness.
“What is not a whole, is the previous sentence. I propose that the gestalt system
actively represses the previous sentence into the background. This cleans the slate for
the syntactical components of the current sentence. The gestalt system’s function, on
the one hand, is to repress into the background the previous sentence, and on the other
hand, to highlight the meaning of the current sentence as a whole.”]
II. Gestalts as Information Mediums (2017)
This paper brings together some of Maxwell’s theories about information.
He writes:
An information medium is the physical aspect of a piece of information. For example,
writing on a blackboard; the visual contrast between light chalk marks and dark
blackboard is the physical medium. The written words are the information content.
A gestalt is a mental phenomenon that connects parts into a perceived whole, that is
brought into the foreground of the mind. The paper proposes an evolutionary sequence
for three gestalt types. At each step, a new type emerges, combining the new and old
types of information into a new perceived whole. These processes operate out of
awareness. The three mental phenomena in order of evolutionary emergence are:
1. Object recognition – Given its critical survival value, the gestalt object
recognition capacity evolved deep in animal evolution.
2. Symbolic – Symbols (words and gestures) are created, I propose, by expanding
the basic object-recognition gestalt to also include a meaning.
3. Sentences – A sentence is what I call an “action gestalt,” complete within itself.
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The simplest one-word sentence involves an action such as a command, Sit!, or an
exclamation, Oh! Importantly, the gestalt-creating mechanism highlights the
current sentence, while dimming into the background the previous sentence.

From an information medium point of view, the three gestalt types — objects, symbols
(words or gestures), and sentences are types of information mediums.
Information Mediums Part 2 – Civilization and Complexity
[Editor’s Note: Although this paper reflects much of what was stated in the previous
article, I think it succinctly reflects Maxwell’s argument on the subject.]
Civilizations are inherently complex. Before civilization and the agricultural
revolution, humans lived in small groups as generalists, with few if any full-time
specialists. A core process for the making of a civilization is the transformation from
people with generalist skills to people with full-time specialized occupations.
Interdependent individuals with full-time specialized occupations, plus the patterns and
processes they form, are the medium out of which civilizations grow. This increasing
specialization process is still ongoing today, both in the growing mega-cities filled with
rural people looking for work, and with high technology creating new types of
specialists.
Cities and states, key features of civilization, co-evolve with new types of specialist
occupations. Specialists are inherently interdependent within the larger system. Such
systems are most effective when the specialists cooperate. However, in order for people
to fully cooperate, they need to trust each other.
The larger the population the greater the possible number and types of specialists. The
natural reluctance to behave opportunistically tends to weaken with group size. On the
other hand, the greater the possibility of opportunism. Moreover, the larger the
population, the greater the chance that opportunism may not be detected.
Jane Jacobs, particularly in her work Systems of Survival: A Dialog of the Moral
Foundations of Commerce and Politics, explored the moral dimensions of the work
world and discovered two antithetical sets of traits. One set is from the commercial
world of trade, and the other set, following Plato, is for those she called Guardians,
whose role is to defend and protect territory and society. She puzzled over these two
lists, the virtues from the commercial world of trade and those from the Guardian-based
society; she realized that they represented two fundamental systems of survival: to trade
or to take.
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To the moral dimensions of the two systems Jane Jacobs describes there is a third that
may be added; it is associated with sharing, key to group survival in the huntinggathering societies. The interactions between the three are important to understand
complexity in civilizations.
Thus, I have extended the analysis of Jane Jacobs in three ways.
First, I have added sharing as a third system of traits basic to systems of survival. It
has its own set of moral traits; back in the hunter-gatherer era, sharing was key to group
survival. Interestingly, when I proposed adding sharing to her other two systems, in a
telephone call, she said that in the modern world sharing is very weak, compared to the
power of the market or the power of the state, so it can be effectively ignored, she
argued.
Second, what is meant by cooperation changes in different contexts. So, instead of
seeing cooperation as the master virtue common to all moral syndromes, I argue that
what is meant by cooperation varies, and the three systems of survival provide three
fundamentally different contexts:
1. Community involves ordinary, non-specialized (generalists) people, who as
members of a community cooperate to maintain their community. This is the
primary type of cooperation in nomadic hunter-gatherer bands, where
maintaining a sharing community is essential for survival.
2. Trade involves economic specialists, those who cooperate to fulfill a trade
agreement. Cooperation is two-way and reciprocal.
3. Hierarchy involves cooperation between specialized roles – superiors and
subordinates. Cooperation is one-way, with subordinates cooperating with
orders, rules, and procedures set by their superiors.
To me, the three types of cooperation are organized as distinct cooperative systems,
each with its own supporting moral traits that enhance the trust people need to
cooperate. These are Trade, Hierarchy, and Culture.
Conflicts exist between moral systems. Jacobs analyzes the differences between the
moral traits of the systems and generates the Law of Intractable Systemic Corruption.
What might be called a virtue in one moral system becomes a vice when applied in the
other. A virtue implies an action, attitude or value that enhances trust, cooperation or
effectiveness within a cooperative system, while a vice harms this system. So, in a
trading cooperative system, it is a virtue to make a profitable trade. For the guardian,
however, trading is inherently corrupting, leading to neglect of duty, for example, by
taking a bribe. On the other hand, a guardian may at times need to use force to protect
society from internal or external threat; a trader cannot use force, since he wants to
establish trust.
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Letter to Peter J. Taylor,
Author, Extraordinary Cities: Millennia of Moral Syndromes,
World Systems and City/State Relations
1. Your Chapter One on Jane Jacobs and her legacy is simply marvelous. Pulling
from her works, you consolidate them into five areas that you and your team
believe have direct relevance to confronting the existential threat of climate
change: Knowledge building, Revising economics, History narrative,
Perplexing politics, and Double nature.
2. (Page 2) It has been 60 years since Warren Weaver (1958) identified these three
types of research problems. How is he viewed today? Has any consensus
emerged that Weaver is right or has some type of modification been suggested?
The latest approach seems to be Big Data, which addresses data from a statistical
point of view. Medicine may very well be a disorganized complexity, and so a
statistical Big Data approach may work. Will Big Data work for cities? The
problem could be that Big Data people will feel confident that it will work for
cities, and so repeat the misunderstandings that Jacobs fought. We will not
know until it is tried.
3. (Page 3) As I see it, three methodological lessons are appropriate when
exploring something new, which in Jacobs’ case, is cities. The people who
criticized her are those who think they understand cities. Process is used much
more frequently by natural scientists than by social scientists. When exploring
a new realm, grand generalizations have not been developed yet, so it is
necessary to start inductively by following one’s curiosity and by privileging
small “unaverage” clues.
4. (Page 4) When I explained the two moral syndromes to a professor friend, he
just laughed and laughed over the guardian traits, particularly “Exert prowess.”
It really hit home.
5. In Dark Age Ahead Jacobs refers to the failure of knowledge building.
Since the purpose of your book is to address global warming, I suggest that this
is a good spot to link education with the huge task ahead. It is my belief that the
energy is available, especially with young people to tackle this problem, both in
doing the thought work and the necessary physical work.
6. Jacobs was frustrated “with a Sociology dominated by deductive thinking.” My
question is, what would it take to make sociology a “science”? Is the current
work on social networks leading anywhere?
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7. (Page 7) For Jacobs there is no process of “modernization” or “transition from
feudalism to capitalism.” As I see it, these narratives convert an adjective,
“modern”, into a verb, “modernize”, with which they can create a narrative.
8. (Page 8) I suggest a fourth organizational precept to plantation productivity:
Consolidation.
For example, let us say that there is good soil and climate to grow peanuts, and
the farmers in this region own their own land. These farmers need a buyer —
someone able to consolidate all the farmers’ crop to deliver a boatload to the
ultimate users. This consolidator may extend credit off season, or on bad years,
and bit by bit the consolidator may eventually convert the farmers into
sharecroppers.
A current example of a plantation system is Uber. Ten years ago, in San
Francisco there were only taxicabs and limousines, with a few taxi pickup
locations, hailing a cab on the street, or radio dispatching. Today anyone can
use a smartphone app to order an Uber driver, know the Uber driver’s rating,
and when the Uber car will arrive, so the trip can be followed via a smart phone.
Uber computers and algorithms do the consolidating work, matching requests
with drivers – something a driver alone could not do. Uber gets 20 percent of
the fare, claims that drivers are independent contractors, and so does not have
to pay for workman’s compensation, sick leave, or vacation time. Moreover,
the Uber drivers have to furnish a car, keep it clean, and pay for fuel.
9. (Page 11) About Jacobs and “pragmatic politics”: Yes, Yes, Yes. Her promotion
of markets is not neo-liberal market fundamentalism but recognition that
entrepreneurs create new work. That eases poverty. She opposed value added
taxes because they favor large corporations with long supply chains.
10. (Page 13. I am puzzled about what Jacobs meant by exchange. Please elaborate
on how trade and exchange differ.

The Sharing Community Moral Syndrome: From Pre-Civilization
to the Neo-Conservative Versus Progressive Cultural Split
ISCSC meeting at the University of Saint Thomas, Minnesota, 2005
The sharing community moral syndrome is a set of moral traits associated with
developing and maintaining a community. It is one of three such moral syndromes that
have been identified. The other two are sets of moral traits associated with either
developing and maintaining trading relationships, or with protecting society and
territory.
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In this paper I will first describe the nature of moral syndromes. Second, I will describe
three historic transformations in the first of the moral syndromes to emerge – the sharing
community moral syndrome.
The initial development of moral syndromes, with the transformation from social
primates to a human moral system, is followed by the origin of civilization and the
common ambivalence to unequal power and wealth. Transformations in civilizations
based on ideals grow out of the sharing community moral syndrome. In the modern
world, key ideals that grow out of the sharing community moral syndrome include
democracy and the idea that everyone is equal before the law. Ethics relates to this
syndrome, as well, and we can apply moral syndrome analysis to the cultural battle in
the United States initiated by the Neo-Conservatives.
There follow a set of slides that explain the points. They are titled:
• Importance of Cooperation for Humans
• Cooperation Needs Trust
• The Sharing Community Moral Syndrome
• Self-organizing Sharing and the Mutual Aid Moral Syndrome
Long-term feedback mechanisms determine whether the community survives or
not, while Short-term feedback mechanism involves a sense of harmony.
Sharing fosters community enhancement and trust in the group.
• Prior to Civilization: Social Group; Ecosystems and Group Defense.
• Moral Syndrome Relationships – the Origin of Civilizations
• Patriarchal Moral Syndrome
Civilization sharing group reduced to family/household/clan
Patrilineal – Maintain the family name via male descent
Control of sex, to ensure that all offspring are “legitimate”
Male domination and control of women and children
Patriarch the authority
Love of power (a symbolic immortality scheme – Ernest Becker)
• Self-Organizing Commercial Moral Syndrome (Jane Jacobs, Systems of
Survival)
Long-term feedback mechanism – Survival of an economic organization
Short-term feedback mechanism – Whether a trade occurs or not
• Self-Organizing Guardian Moral Syndrome
Virtues that support the Guardians who protect territory and society
Long-term feedback mechanism – whether society survives or not
Short-term feedback mechanism – enhance the guardian hierarchy’s external
status and the internal status system
• Moral Syndrome Relationships in Civilization
Sharing Community Moral Syndrome
Commercial Moral Syndrome
Guardian Moral Syndrome
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Moral Syndrome Relationships: Origin of Civilizations
Progressives and Sharing Moral Syndrome

Civilization, Cooperation, Trust and the Multiple Moral Systems Model
ISCSC, Paris, 2006
This paper is dedicated to Jane Jacobs (1916-2006), a genius observer of human affairs
who believing only what she saw directly, bypassed conventional and learned wisdom,
and thus uncovered an original and profound understanding of moral systems.
There is evidence that civilizations have multiple moral systems. Expanding on Jane
Jacobs’ pioneering observations in Systems of Survival, I have developed a model of
interacting moral systems.
The model starts with cooperative systems, which provide survival and competitive
advantages. Cooperation is enhanced by trust, and trust is enhanced by moral traits
(attitudes and behaviors) supportive of trust, plus avoidance of those traits detrimental
to trust. There are at least three fundamental human cooperative systems —
community, trade, and hierarchy — each with its own self-organizing moral system.
Each moral system has a unique set of moral traits, leading to Jacobs’ Law of Intractable
Systemic Corruption, where a “virtue” in one moral system can become a “vice” in
another.
In civilization, the three moral systems exist in a symbiotic relationship. Each is needed
and attempts by one to do the work of another results in inefficiencies and/or corruption.
Interactions between, and combinations of, the three moral systems lead to cultural
transformations and civilizational shifts.
I propose that the first moral system self-organized deep in pre-history before
civilization, when humans lived in smallish groups. This Sharing Community Moral
System’s function is to create, enhance and maintain a community. Its traits include
avoiding strife, sharing, harmony, consensus, equality, fairness, and a strong-in-group
/ out-group sense.
Only in civilization do the Commercial Moral System (enhancing trade) and the
hierarchical Guarding Moral System (protecting society and territory) emerge as
fulltime phenomena. Guardian systems, I propose, include both social hierarchies of
superiors and subordinates and moral hierarchies of ideals. I further propose that the
Guardian ideals are abstractions of Sharing Community Moral System traits.
Examples of emerging new ideals creating cultural shifts include democracy, majority
rule, and the recent ideal of transparency.
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A set of 21 exhibits (presented at the Paris meeting) explain how civilization,
cooperation and trust fall within the Multiple Moral Systems model. They are as
follows:
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

Model of Moral Systems. Moral traits are attitudes, values or behaviors that
should be emulated because they support trust and cooperation or should be
avoided because they are destructive of trust and cooperation. Moral systems
are sets of moral traits that work together in support of cooperative systems.
Many scholars have abandoned the word “moral”, because different cultures
and subcultures have different claims as to what is moral. One consequence of
this: abandoning the word “moral” to religious and ideological zealots.
Cooperative Systems: civilizations have at least three of them. They are trade,
hierarchy, and community.
Multiple Moral Systems. With at least three cooperative systems, there are at
least three associated moral systems. Jane Jacobs, in her book Systems of
Survival: A Dialog on the Moral Foundations for Commerce and Politics (New
York: Random House, 1992), identified the Commercial Moral System and the
Guardian Moral System. We may add another, which builds and maintains
communities: the Sharing Community Moral System.
Explanation: Jacobs has shown us how personal virtues valued in the world of
work (responsibility, compassion, courage) may be contrasted to work world
virtues that exist among different occupations (cooperation, the master virtue;
moderation, mercy, faith, patience).
However, there are work world virtues that differ, due to the Law of Intractable
Systemic Corruption, with virtues becoming vices. A table of moral traits is
presented.
(Here, it is noted, the thirty moral traits listed and divided into Guardian Virtues
and Commercial Virtues were reordered into sets of opposites as a result of a
telephone conversation with Jane Jacobs on June 4, 1996.)
Moral systems self-organize as traits to be emulated and are identified through
positive feedback; destructive traits are avoided through identification with
negative feedback. “Moral systems have independently self-organized many
times and in many places, so there are differences in detail between moral
systems in different cultures and civilizations.”
Exhibit 8 addresses the self-organizing Sharing Community Moral Syndrome,
which rests upon both long-term feedback mechanisms (whether the community
survives or not) and short-term feedback mechanisms, employed for a sense of
harmony, which connect to community enhancement. It is noted that extant
hunting and gathering societies are strongly egalitarian. Eight principles are
presented that work to maintain the community.
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Virtues that protect and enhance trade, which appear as part of the SelfOrganizing Commercial Moral Syndrome, are divided into long-term feedback
mechanisms (whether an economic organization survives) and short-term
feedback mechanisms (whether a trade occurs or not). It is noted that one aspect
is the need to innovate: be open to inventiveness and to what is novel, and
exhibit the ability to dissent for the sake of the task.
By contrast, the Self-Organizing Guardian Moral System relies on virtues that
support hierarchical organizations that protect territory and society. Eleven
long-term feedback mechanisms, determining whether society survives or not,
are contrasted with six short-term feedback mechanisms, which enhance the
status of the guardian hierarchy.
A moral system periodization is proposed: before civilization, during prehistory, the dominant moral system was the Sharing Community. With
civilization comes the Guardian and the Trading moral systems.
What are the contours of the split from the Sharing Community moral system
into Guardian and Commercial moral systems? The use of hierarchical
organizations such as armies and police; the development of merchants from
outside ethnic groups (Chinese, Indians, Lebanese, Jews in various parts of the
world) because the strong sharing ethos within traditional villages would ruin a
merchant from the local group; and the assumption of the high moral ground by
guardians, priests, and the concomitant low ranking of the merchant class.
A table in Exhibit 13 compares and contrasts over sixty aspects of behavior
manifested by the Guardian, Sharing Community, and Commercial moral
systems.
The benefits of the commercial moral system are presented. The argument is
made that democracy emerges only in commercial cultures, where individual
initiative is valued, not in hierarchical cultures. Further, science emerges in
commercial cultures where honesty is valued.
In Exhibit 15 the moral systems are seen as being in a symbiotic relationship.
Thus, both community and traders need guardians for protection and attempts
by one to do the work of another fail, as seen in the Soviet Union (where there
are no incentives for the hard work required for a productive economy) and the
Mafia (the leadership constitute parasites, using force to achieve their goals).
Interestingly, ideals are revealed in Exhibit 16 to be inherently hierarchical. An
ideal is something that is striven for, such as interracial harmony. To see the
world through the lens of ideals is to approach the world from a Guardian point
of view. To build a community requires achieving consensus, which may
require the blending of ideals, but intentionally formed communities may
become hierarchical cults.
Two conjectures are then posed. First, Guardian ideals derive from Sharing
Community moral traits and, second, a new ideal can re-invigorate a
civilization. Such ideals have included interracial harmony, equality before the
law, and democracy with fair elections.
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The universalization of an egalitarian ethos arose during the Axial Age. For
universal religions (Buddhism, Christianity, and Islam) individuals were seen
as equals, and for non-universal ones (Hinduism, Confucianism, Judaism) all
people were equally “within the system.”
The Trading and Sharing Communities have interacted over time. Four
examples are examined: ancient Mesopotamia; Banking; the Chinese Guanxi
system; and Western Business.
How do we uncover the moral systems presented in this analysis? There are
empirical procedures, four of which are presented in Exhibit 20.
Finally, the hunter gatherer societies are shown to be immortal; the group lives
on when an individual dies. “I suggest that with the development of civilization
the group itself, as an immortality project, lives on with families and clan
structures. In particular, I propose that by or before the Axial Age in most early
civilizations, patriarchalism had emerged.” Aspects of the patriarchal moral
system, six in all, are laid out.
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Collected by Ross R. Maxwell
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“Truth is that which compels acceptance.”
“Talk of the Town”
The New Yorker
during the Nixon era
“Some want to inflate everything into all truth.”
William Carlos Williams
as reported by Robert Coles
Three Penny Review, Winter 1982
“I’d hate to stick a label on anyone; labels come off, anyway,
after a while, though I suppose we all get a kick out of looking at
them for a few minutes.”
William Carlos Williams
“I am continually amazed by how much more penetrating have
been the analyses by non-scientists into scientific maters than
those by most scientist themselves. Sensitive insight and great
scope are eventually not usually a matter of scientific training
or disposition.”
Ernest Becker
Escape from Evil, p.106
“When art shows only how and what, it is trivial entertainment,
whether optimistic or despairing. When it asks why, it rises
from more emotional response to real statement, and to
intelligent ethical choice. It becomes not a passive reflection, but
an act.”
Ursula K. Le Guin
The Language of the Night, p. 219
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“What is truly alive stops before nothing and ceaselessly seeks
answers to absurd, childish questions. Let the answers be wrong,
let the philosophy be mistaken – errors are more valuable than
truths: truth is of the machine, error is alive; truth reassures,
error disturbs. And if answers be impossible of attainment, all
the better! Dealing with answered questions is the privilege of
brains constructed like a cow’s stomach, which, as we know, is
built to digest crud.”
Yevgeny Zamyatin
“On Literature, Revolution, Entropy, and Other
Matters”
A Soviet Heretic, Essays by Yevgeny Zamyatin
edited and translated by Mirra Ginsburg
University of Chicago Press, 1974
“To avoid error is a poor idea! If we do not tackle problems
which are so difficult that error is almost unavoidable, then
there would be no growth of knowledge. In fact, it is from our
boldest theories, including those which are erroneous, that we
learn most. Nobody is exempt from making mistakes; the great
thing is to learn from them.”
Karl R. Popper
Objective Knowledge: An Evolutionary
Approach
Rev. Ed., p. 186
“Despite all disclaimers, it is only when science asks why, instead
of simply describing how, that it becomes more than technology.
When it asks why, it discovers Relativity. When it only shows
how, it invents the atomic bomb, and then puts its hands over its
eyes and says, My God! What have I done?
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> search for disconfirming evidence
> multiple hypotheses
Method (of T.C. Chamberlin, 1890)
“The key is to make an active search for disconfirming evidence.
Without this search, disconfirming evidence is often ignored,
misinterpreted, or misused.”
“The method of multiple hypotheses, first suggested by T.C.
Chamberlin in 1890, can be used to change one’s role from
advocate of a particular belief to arbiter among various
competing viewpoints. When using multiple hypotheses,
disconfirming evidence for one hypothesis could be
confirming evidence for another hypothesis.”
J. Scott Armstrong, “The Seer-Sucker Theory:
The Value of Experts in Forecasts”
Technology Review, June 1980, pp. 23-24

[Creativity and Science]
“What blocks a solution is the overly narrow and singleminded concentration upon a single matrix or frame of
reference. … Not until you step back from the problem to take
another approach, or as the French say, reculer pour mieux
sauter, can an additional frame be discovered that will
qualify the question being asked. It is when we are relaxed,
off-guard, and the ego is resting, that additional frames of
reference bubble to the surface of consciousness.”

“Metaphors can “stand in” for later connections; they are
heuristic devices (devices that ‘lead to discovery’) …
metaphors which reveal ‘the likeness of unlike categories,’
may serve as preliminary bisociations.”
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[Metaphor, hence theory, comes before the data.] “We
confuse what Abraham Kaplan calls the reconstructed logic
of scientific discovery (i.e., its defence) with the logic of
discovery. ‘The bridge,’ says Koestler, ‘is actually built before
the pillars that hold it up.’”
Maps of the Mind
paraphrasing Arthur Koestler, p. 102
“In our kind of social system, we contrast mystical ideas with
rational thought. Where mystical ideas are synthetic and
metaphoric, one thing piled on top of another in ambiguity
and confusion, rational thought depends upon analysis and
metonymic association, upon taking complexities to pieces
and looking at each of them in turn, one at a time, one
after another. The links between the pieces are logical and
mechanical like the relationships which bring together the
various named components of the human anatomy; by
contrast, the links between the component elements of
mystical ideas are quite arbitrary and depend simply upon
the assertion of similarity or identity.
“Our literature, high technology, ‘scientific’ system attempts,
to an unusual degree, to keep the metonymic and
metaphoric poles of thinking apart, but besides that, our
modern education leads us to deny that poetic (metaphoric)
imagery can lead to any sort of truth. Scientific method is a
procedure for eliminating metaphoric error.”
Edmund Leach
Not Work Alone: A Cross-cultural View of
Activities Superfluous to Survival
Ed. By Jeremy Cherfas and Roger Lewin
Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1980, p. 222
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“I believe that theory – at least some rudimentary theory or
expectation – always comes first; that it always precedes
observation; and that the fundamental role of observations
and experimental tests is to show that some of our theories
are false, and so to stimulate us to produce better ones.
“Accordingly, we do not start from observations but always
from problems — either from practical problems or from a
theory which has run into difficulties. Once we are faced
with a problem, we may begin to work on it. We may do so by
attempts of two kinds: we may proceed by first attempting to
guess or to conjecture a solution to our problem; and we may
then attempt to criticize our usually somewhat feeble guess.
… We find that even the best solutions — those able to resist
the most severe criticism of the most brilliant and ingenious
minds — soon give rise to new difficulties, to new problems.
Thus, we may say that the growth of knowledge proceeds from
old problems to new problems, by means of conjectures and
refutations. ”
Karl Popper
Objective Knowledge, Rev. Ed., p. 258

[How to get better acquainted with a problem]
“My answer is very simple: by producing an inadequate
theory and by criticizing it. Only in this way can come to
understand the problem. For to understand a problem
means to understand its difficulties; and to understand its
difficulties means to understand why it is not easily soluble
— why the more obvious solutions do not work. … We proceed
from bad solutions to better ones.
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“…if we have worked on a problem long enough, and
intensively enough, we begin to know it, to understand it, in
the sense that we know about what kind of guess or
conjecture or hypothesis will not do at all, because it simply
misses the point of the problem, and what kind of
requirements would have to be met by any serious attempt to
solve it. In other words, we begin to see the ramifications of
the problem, its sub-problems, and its connection with other
problems. (It is only at this stage that a new conjectured
solution should be submitted to the criticism of others, and
perhaps even published.)”
Karl Popper
Objective Knowledge, Rev. Ed., p. 260
[Romer’s Rule]
“The initial survival value of a favorable innovation is
conservative in that it renders possible the maintenance of a
traditional way of life in the face of changed
circumstances.”
Charles F. Hockett and Robert Ascher
“The Human Revolution”
in Yehudi Cohen’s Man in Adaption:
The Biosocial Background
Chicago: Aldine, 1968, p. 216
Quoted in William Irwin Thompson,
Evil and World Order, p. 7
“Let us beware of the plight of our colleagues, the behavioral
scientists, who by use of a proliferating jargon have painted
themselves into a corner – or isolation ward – of
unintelligibility.”
Barbara Tuchman
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[Creative People]
“Highly creative people … enjoy … puzzles, paradoxes, and
anomalies, [are] sceptical about logical reasoning, [have]
‘sleep-walking’ propensities, [have]… an aesthetic and
emotional feel for the harmony of ideas, [have]… seemingly
tangential and discursive styles of thought, [make]
…intuitive leaps across boundaries, and [have wide]
breadth of knowledge.”
Maps of the Mind
paraphrasing Arthur Koestler, pp. 102-103
“…[A] celebration needs no cerebration, no excuses or
rationalization. A celebration is its own reason for being,
as you find out once you get there. The heart has its reasons
which reason doesn’t know, and a celebration such as this
has its own reasons, its own strange laws and lifespan; it is a
real thing, an event, an entity, and we here, long after, in
our separate ways and places, will look back on it and recall
it as a whole. And if there were bad moments in it, if some of
us got drunk and some of us got angry, and some of us had
to make speeches, and others of us got horribly bored by the
speeches – still, I think the chances are that we’ll look back
on it with some contentment, because the essential element
of a celebration is praise; and praise rises out of joy. When
you come right down to it, we’re all here to enjoy ourselves.
The Language of the Night
Ursula K. Le Guin, p. 224
“The practice of art is, in its absolute discipline, the
experience of absolute freedom.”
Le Guin, p. 230
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“All art is entertainment … Therefore, I totally oppose the
notion that you can put Art over here on a pedestal, and
Entertainment down here in a clown suit. Art and
Entertainment are the same thing, in that the more deeply
and genuinely entertaining a work is, the better art it is. To
imply that Art is something heavy …

“…time, our most inward dimension, which is so difficult to
experience consciously, but without which we are utterly
disoriented and astray in the seemingly so familiar external
dimensions of space.”
Le Guin, p. 233
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“Creative people have a sense of problem bracketing. That is,
they know that when an issue is fundamental but cannot be
settled, they must put it aside – bracket it – at least for a
while and concentrate on work that can be done.

“Creative people use their skills to devise environments that
foster their work. They must invent new peer groups
appropriate to their projects. Being creative means striking
out in new directions and not accepting ready-made
relationships, which take stamina and a willingness to be
alone for a while.”

“For the creative person, the greatest fun is the work.”

“Most psychologists tend to be too verbal. They aren’t
interested in the visual language of science … Visualization
is an image at wide scope.”

“The people do not lose sight of their objectives. Ergo, they
are not fanatical workaholics.”
Breakaway Minds, by Howard Gruber,
interviewed by Howard Gardner in
Psychology Today, July 1981
[To not know one’s history is more than forgetting one’s roots.
It is to lose one’s sense of connection with the past and hence of the future. One
needs a sense of continuity for a sense of meaning in life. Continuity relates to
symbolic immortality.
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The totalitarian state distorts the past, and “forgets” and masks the true history,
so people feel unconnected with their own past, and therefore more dependent
upon the state or the powers that be.]
[Cardinal Newman’s Definition of a University]
That a baccalaureate degree is not career training, nor
character development—not technical experience —but “the
power of viewing many things at once as whole and
referring them severally to their places in the universal
system, and understanding their respective values, and
determining their mutual dependence.”
Quoted by Raymond Merritt in Civil Engineer
ASCE, November 1981, p. 72
“Exaltation is the offspring of success.
Wistfulness is the offspring of failure.”
G. Clark, A Man’s Research, p. 253
“Why have architects and planners failed in their designs for
buildings and cities? Because [Margaret Mead] said, they
have divorced themselves from their clients and consequently
have lost that unquantifiable but salient factor known as
‘human scale.’ She called the problem ‘designing at a
distance,’ the attempt by building professionals to create
structures for people they had never met or did not respect
…When buildings are built by people who wouldn’t demean
themselves by living there, the buildings are ugly,’ she said.”
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“The loss of human scale, said Mead, also led to another
problem – the tendency of those responsible for building
houses and cities to treat them as consumer items: so many
housing units produced each year, creating so many jobs,
contributing so many dollars to the economy. Nowhere in
this equation is there mention of the non-productive aspects
of houses and cities, their contribution to the quality of life
on the people who inhabit them. Instead, they are looked
upon as items for sale, not homes that give people dignity
and a greater sense of humanity.”
Margaret Mead: A Voice for the Century
by Robert Cassidy
pp. 119-120
“To learn is to find meaning in data and deeds, a meaning
that occurs à propos of some assumed reality in which one is
concerned.”
John William Miller, The Philosophy of History:
With Reflections and Aphorisms
New York: W.W. Norton, 1981, p. 13
“History is one of the modes of learning that no one can
avoid.”
Miller, p. 14
“If we imagine a present lacking identity with the past, and
– what is the same thing – with no respect for it, we forgo all
knowledge of our power and capacities. We do not know who
we are, or what we are capable of, for good or for ill, apart
from what has been done. And so, Ortega y Gasset says in a
key sentence, ‘Man, in a word, has no nature; what he has is
history.’ And again, ‘What nature is to things, history, res
gestae, is to man.’”
Miller, p. 16
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[Integrity is a right-hemispheric honesty and hold-fastness to one’s intuition.
Its left-hemispheric counterpart, unfortunately, is dogmatism.
Dogmatism is for the scientist an attempt to institutionalize intuitive insights, and
for the religious the institutionalization of bicameral insights.]
“[Morris R. Cohen] cautioned against the fanaticism of
virtue. … With an eye on those who believed that piecemeal
reforms were inadequate, a compromise with the ideals of
the good society, he would speak of the injustices that could
result from the quest for absolute justice. He even criticized
the moral extremism of Kant, who would rather permit the
world to be destroyed than tolerate the unjust punishment
and suffering of the innocent. He put things in perspective
by reminding us that ‘we must all be prepared to suffer and
be punished for the sins of others; otherwise, we are not
entitled to the benefits which we all do derive from the virtue
of others.’”
Sidney Hook, “Morris R. Cohen – Fifty Years
Later”
in Masters: Portraits of Great Teachers,
ed. By Joseph Epstein (1981) p. 40

[Concerning morality in fairy tales]
“In this labyrinth where it seems one must trust to blind
instinct, there is, von Franz points out, one – only one –
consistent rule or “ethic”: ‘ Anyone who earns the gratitude of
animals, or whom they help for any reason, invariably wins
out. This is the only unfailing rule that I have been able to
find.’
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“Our instinct, in other words, is not blind. The animal does
not reason, but it sees. And it acts with certainty; it acts
‘rightly,’ appropriately. That is why all animals are beautiful.
It is the animal who knows the way, the way home. It is the
animal within us, the primitive, the dark brother, the shadow
soul, who is the guide.”
Ursula K. Le Guin
of Marie Louis von Franz (a Jungian),
The Problem of Evil in Fairy Tales, p. 67
“… in the businessman’s value system, if an act does not bring
an immediate, tangible profit, it has no justification at all.
Thus, the only person who has an excuse to read Tolstoy or
Tolkien is the English teacher, because he gets paid for it. But
our businessman might allow himself to read a best-seller now
and then: not because it is a good book, but because it is a
best-seller. It is a success; it has made money. To the strangely
mystical mind of the money changer, this justifies its
existence; and by reading it he may participate, a little, in
the power and mana of success. If this is not magic, by the
way, I don’t know what is.”
Ursula K. Le Guin
The Language of the Night: Essays on
Fantasy and Science Fiction, pp. 40-41
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“Imagination means free play of the mind, both intellectual;
and sensory. By ‘play’ I mean recreation, re-creation, and
the recombination of what is known into what is new. By
‘free’ I mean that the action is done without an immediate
object of profit -- spontaneously. That does not mean,
however, that there may not be a purpose behind the free
play of the mind, a goal; and the goal may be a very serious
object indeed. Children’s imaginative play is clearly a
practicing at the acts of emotions of adulthood; a child who
did not play would not become mature. As for free play of
the adult mind, its result may be War and Peace or the
theory of relativity.
“To be free, after all, is not to be undisciplined. I should say
that the discipline of the imagination may in fact be the
essential method of technique of both art and science. It is
our Puritanism, insisting that discipline means repression
and punishment, which confuses the subject. To discipline
something, in the proper sense of the word, does not mean to
repress it, but to train it – to encourage it to grow, and act,
and to be fruitful, whether it is a peach tree or a human
mind.”
“Fake realism is the escapist literature of our time.” [Because
people are afraid of their imagination and sterile genres are reassuring!]
Le Guin, p.42
“The truest answer is, ‘The use of it is to give you pleasure
and delight.’”
Le Guin, p.43
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“…did you ever notice how very gloomy Mr. Onassis and Mr.
Getty and all those billionaires look in their photographs?
They have a strange, pinched look, as if they were hungry. As
if they were hungry for something, as if they had lost
something and were trying to think where it could be, or
perhaps what it could be, what it was they’ve lost. Could it be
their childhood?”
Le Guin, pp. 43-44

[The Self as seen by Alexander Lowen]
The need for self-expression underlies all creative activity
and is the source of our greatest pleasure…The self is
experienced through self-expression, and the self fades when
avenues of self-expression are closed.
The self is fundamentally a body phenomenon, and selfexpression therefore means the expression of feeling. The
deepest feeling is love, but all feelings are part of the self and
can be appropriately expressed by a healthy personality.
Depression and the Body: The Biological
Basis of Faith and Reality, Baltimore,
Penguin Books, Ltd. 1972, pp. 27-28
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“In the nineteenth century the polarities of culture were the
romantic artist and the industrial engineer. Then Shelley
could say that ‘poets are the unacknowledged legislators of
the world.’ But now that is no longer true.
“In the shift from civilization to planetization it is the
mystic who has become the unacknowledged legislator of the
world: a Sri Aurobindo or a Teilhard de Chardin, and not a
Norman Mailer or an Andy Warhol. The artist cannot save
civilization, and in the search for form it is not the artist
who will discover and create the new culture.
“We have lived long enough with the myth of The Artist, and
now that the paintings decorate banks and the poems lead
to suicide, it is time to move on and let the artist remain
behind, whimpering in the corners of his ego.
“In abandoning The Artist, we will not lose the beautiful, we
will regain the beauty the artist lost sight of.”
William Irwin Thompson, Evil and World
Order,
New York: Harper Colophon, 1976, p. 15

[Robert Frost on poetry]
“It begins in delight, it inclines to the impulse, it assumes
direction with the first line laid down, it runs a course of
lucky events, and ends in a clarification of life – not
necessarily a great clarification, such as sects and cults are
founded on, but a momentary stay against confusion. It has
denouncement.”
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[The only questions that really matter are the ones you ask yourself.]
[Absolute freedom is absolute responsibility. The writer’s job … is to tell the
truth. The writer’s truth – nobody else’s. It is not an easy job…]
You know how hard it is to say to somebody, just anybody you
know, how you really feel, what you really think – with
complete honesty? You have to trust them; and you have to
know yourself: before you can say anything near the truth.
And it’s hard. It takes a lot out of you.
You multiply that by thousands; you remove the listener, the
live flesh-and-blood friend you trust, and replace him with a
faceless unknown audience of people who may possibly not
exist; and you try to write the truth to them, you try to draw
a map of your innermost mind and feelings, hiding nothing
and trying to keep the distances straight and the altitudes
right and the emotions honest … And you never succeed. The
map is never complete, or even accurate. You read it over
and it may be beautiful but you realize that you fudged
here, and smeared there, and left this out, and put in some
stuff that isn’t really there at all, and so on – and there is
nothing to do then but say OK; that’s done; now I come back
and start a new map, and try to do it better, more truthfully.
Ursula K. Le Guin
The Language of the Night
Only the hand that erases
Can write the true thing.
Meister Eckhart
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“What I’ve been doing is trying to do country, so you don’t
remember the words after you read it but actually have the
Country. It is hard because to do it you have to see the
country all complete all the time you write, and not just
have a romantic feeling about it. It is swell fun.”
Hemingway, Selected Letters 1917-1961
letter to Edward J. O’Brien
about “Big Two-Hearted River” 1924
“We work in the dark – we do what we can – we give what we
have. Our doubt is our passion, and our passion is our task.
The rest is the madness of art.”
Henry James, 1892
from the Short Works of Henry James
intro Dean Flower, NY: Harper Row 1966

[Erich Jantsch - poetic almost mystical, teleological]
“Self-transcendence, the evolution of evolutionary
processes…”
Erich Jantsch
The Self-Organizing Universe: Scientific and
Human
Implications of the Emerging Paradigm of
Evolution,
p. 307
“Life, and especially human life, now appears as a process of
self-realization.”
“In self-transcendence the opening up of new levels of selforganization – of new levels of the mind - the cord of
consciousness becomes richer.”
Erich Jantsch
pp. 307-308
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“Meaning becomes the moving force of self-transcendence,
which reaches beyond the limited horizon and longs for the
whole.”
Erich Jantsch
p. 309
“Meaning emerges from a sense of connectedness.…an act of
self-transcendence. A farther-reaching urge for meaning
looks at sequences of generations, peoples, civilizations, the
overall evolution of mankind and even the whole universe.
The need for meaning proves to be a powerful, autocatalytic
factor in the evolution of human consciousness – and thus
indeed of the evolution of mankind and the universe.”
Erich Jantsch
p. 309
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[Power 8/8/82]
“But where faith unites, power divides.”
Alexander Lowen, Depression and the Body,
p. 205
[Paradox of power]
“People seek power for a sense of security
But can never have enough to have absolute security.”
“The trust in power to guarantee security is an illusion
which undermines true faith in life and leads inevitably to
destruction. Besides the fact that one can never have
enough power, there is also the possibility of its loss.
“Unlike faith, power is an impersonal force and not part of a
person’s being. It is liable to be appropriated by another
person or another nation. Since people covet power, the man
who possesses it is an object of envy. If anything, he cannot
rest secure, since he knows that others are eternally
scheming or manipulating to wrest his power from him.
“Thus, power creates a strange contradiction: While it seems
to provide a degree of external security, it also creates a
state of insecurity both within the individual and in his
relation to others.”
[If everyone has similar level of power then there is no envy (a middle-class
democracy).]
“… [Responsibility] is not blame; it is the ability to respond,
which comes out of being present in the moment.”
Steven Levine, Who Dies? (Garden City:
Anchor Books)
(As reported in Coevolution Quarterly no.34
Summer 1982, p.87)
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[Non-consciousness and faith - 8/8/82]
“Few people place all their reliance on faith as, for example,
an animal does. Every wild animal lives in the faith that
tomorrow will bring the necessities for its survival. It goes to
sleep with no anxiety about its future. Of course, an animal
doesn’t know that the future can bring disaster. It lives
mainly in present time. Its consciousness does not embrace
the past or the future except to a very limited extent. Its
faith is not conscious either, it is an expression of its life
force. We human beings, with our awareness of time,
mortality, illness and insecurity, cannot fully depend upon
faith alone to ensure our survival.”
Alexander Lowen, Depression and the Body, p.
203
[The key is to find a new myth – a symbolic/immortality support system – so that
people can believe that their small actions are part of a greater whole – that their
actions add to the larger – that their actions build toward the future – that they
are positively connected to life. ‘Life’ then is the new myth – in the best sense of
the word. 3/31/87]
“If you deny any affinity with another person or kind of
person, if you declare it to be wholly different from yourself—
as men have done to women, and class has done to class,
and nation has done to nation—you may hate it, or deify it,
but in either case you have denied its spiritual quality, and
its human reality. You have made it into a thing, to which
the only possible relationship is a power relationship. And
thus, you have fatally impoverished your own reality. You
have, in fact, alienated yourself.”
Le Guin, p. 9
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[American Culture & Sense of Responsibility]
“Merely living in the same city neighborhood or rural town
does not mold people into a community. They must be
working together, usually on a voluntary basis, to try to
make the place where they live better. One of the peculiar
aspects of the American character, in fact, is this sense of
individual responsibility for communal problems. It is the
mark of the American’s sense of responsibility that when
something goes wrong in the community – when the schools
don’t teach children to read, or when the sewers constantly
back up – the citizen presumes he personally can take action
to get things put right. In other societies, people assume that
only someone ‘in government,’ or with city hall, or otherwise
in a position of power or authority can solve such problems.
That anyone can, on his own initiative, seek to rectify some
wrong or improve existing conditions is truly a foreign
concept to non-Americans.”
Margaret Mead: A Voice for the Century
by Robert Cassidy, p. 123
“True individuality can exist only in a community where
each member is responsible for the group’s welfare and where
the group is responsive to the needs of each member. In a
community a man’s individuality is determined by his
personal value to the group. In a mass society it is
determined by the power of his position. Thus, true
individuality is a measure of one’s participation and not a
reflection of one’s isolation.
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In a mass society only the system is important, since any one
person can be replaced with another. And the mass
individual, whether he is at the bottom or top of the heap, is
important only to himself. This system forces people to
become egotists, whose main effort is directed toward
gaining recognition.”
Alexander Lowen, Depression and the Body, pp.
212-213
“…through faith the past is linked to the future. Through
faith the individual is linked to the community.
Communities have been formed by people with a common
faith and they have disintegrated when it was lost.
“Can you imagine a group of egotists trying to establish a
community, with each person interested solely in his own
importance and image? No community was ever founded on
the principle that its only function was the promotion of the
individual’s well-being. The force that binds people…must be
a force that transcends self or at least that narrow aspect of
the self that is called the ego.”
Lowen, p. 213

[8/18/81]

[Rule 1
Life is complicated

Rule 2
No set of rules can possibly encompass all situations for all time.

Rule 3
Life is all important and theoretically has more power and staying power
than death.
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Rule 4
Fear of death, death avoidance, and desire for immortality and continuity
is so powerful that it represents the hidden core of cultural adaptation –
the drivenness of human ambition and the source of most evil in the
world: war, greed, power drives, etc.

Rule 5
Rules 3 and 4 are not antagonistic but they are a result of the new
evolutionary grade that life achieved with the arrival of human selfreflective consciousness and the sense of time as duration.

Rule 6
Love (truth?) (and beauty?) connect to life and reinforce life and direct
life in positive directions.]

[2/82 - The difference between power abused and responsibility is the difference
between denying mortality and enhancing life.]

[The Meaning of Community]
“Real community is based on memory, on ‘shared
experiences over time, …continually revivified by comment,
by reference, by telling the story over and over again,’
Among primitive peoples…relationships were automatically
determined by the kinship system. One could not help but be
part of the community. For one was born into it.”
“This sense of community is lacking in most of the so-called
civilized world…Villages, towns, and cities are built around
the fulfilment of needs – commerce, recreation, government,
industry. Only as an afterthought do its residents concern
themselves with the creation of a community, a place based
on personal relationships grounded in memory.”
Margaret Mead: A Voice for the Century
by Robert Cassidy, pp. 116-117
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“Feelings, individuation, risk-taking, self-discovery are only
parts of the process of relation, and their enhancement is its
by-products. Each is gained only by aiming beyond. Hence,
security is found by hazarding the narrow ridge, freedom by
accepting the other’s confirming presence as one’s destiny.
“The universal looks out at one from the particular face and
the Goal of eternity stands in the presence of this moment.”
Maps of the Mind,
Martin Buber as retold by Charles HampdenTurner, p.127
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“There are … texts about the detailed meaning of which
there is at present no general agreement, and it is perhaps
not superfluous to give a warning that a tendentious writer,
or a non-specialist quoting inadequate translations, or a
specialist in comparative religion who has made up his
mind that Mesopotamian religion conforms to a certain
pattern or who has not kept abreast of recent researches in
Assyriology, is often able to use texts of the kind mentioned
as an apparent proof of very doubtful theories.”
H.W.F. Saggs, The Greatness That Was
Babylon,
New York: Mentor Books, 1962, p. 284

[A warning to the likes of me!]

“So, after a week of tossing and turning and getting dark
bags under my eyes, I did what any sane person does when
faced with insufficient data. I decided to ignore the problem
and hope it would go away. In the meantime, I planned to
take things as they came. Life is too short to worry yourself
into an early grave over something you have no control
over.”
Duncan MacElroy in Which Way to the Ends of
Time?
by Michael McCollum, Analog 5,
Moewig, 1982, ISBN 3-8118-3595-5. p. 63
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[Life]
“You may ask: Where does a person who has been badly hurt
as a child get the courage to risk additional hurt? My
answer is that life is courageous. A person’s courage is a
measure of his life force. As long as a person’s body is frozen
or locked in the pain of loss, his breathing is restricted, his
motility is diminished, and his life force is reduced. A proper
mourning, with all that is entailed in that term, is nature’s
way of overcoming the shock and freeing the spirit. It is the
therapeutic task to provide the patient with the
understanding and the means to accomplish his liberation.”
Alexander Lowen, Depression and the Body,
p. 158

“To be the last person alive is the deepest urge of every real
seeker after power.”
Elias Canetti
1981 Nobel Prize winner in Literature
(Sephardic Jew, born in Bulgaria, writes in
German, lives in England)
from San Francisco Chronicle, 10/16/81

Editor’s Note: Doodle drawings were created by Ross Maxwell and reproduced from
his journal.
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The Ancient Greek Roots of Cross-Cultural Comparison
Stavros Moutsios
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Tuborgvej 164, 2400 Copenhagen NV, Denmark
Email: stam@edu.au.dk
Abstract
The paper traces the impartial comparative gaze of the Ancient Greeks, in relation to
their ontological understanding of the world, and with respect to the domains of
epistêmê, politics, and paideia, all operating in the field of logos, which underpinned
the life of the democratic polis. The absence of any apocalyptic truth and predefined
historical pathway in the Greeks’ conception of the world, their esteem for intellectual
activity and philosophical inquiry, and their questioning of their laws and institutions
as part of their educational and political life are all, as the paper demonstrates, at the
root of the genesis of cross-cultural comparison in Ancient Greece. The Greeks were
capable of creating cross-cultural comparison because they relativized other
civilizations, as much as they did with their own, in the space of free inquiry and critique
opened up by the democratic polis.
Keywords: Ancient Greece, cross-cultural comparison
Introduction
Ancient Greece was not only the birthplace of historiography but also the place where
impartiality in the way other peoples were viewed and described first emerged. This
statement would sound odd to those who know that the Greeks called foreign peoples
‘barbarians’, since the term indicates that, by definition, the ‘other’ was seen as inferior.
However, barbaros was an onomatopoetic word signifying the incomprehensible to the
Greeks sound of foreign languages (‘bar-bar’), which, even though somewhat
derogatory towards non-Greek speakers, it does not sufficiently describe the Greeks’
perception of the ‘other.’
The word ‘barbarian’ had, basically, two meanings for the Greeks. It described peoples
leading a lawless life, and those foreign peoples living under despotic rule. The first
meaning indicates a common trajectory from lawlessness to organized community,
which applied to all, including the Greeks. Thucydides, for instance, writes that in
earlier times the Greeks bore arms to protect themselves and their habitations.
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This custom ‘was as much a part of everyday life with them as with the barbarians’, and
it was still present in his time, as he notes, amongst some Greek populations which did
not live under the rule of law. 1 The second sense had a direct political content: it
referred to peoples that lacked democratic institutions, namely, to those who never
managed to live without a king or a despot. The latter were for the Greeks aneu logou
(they had no say — as the slaves). As François Hartog writes: ‘The Greek is ‘political’,
in other words free, while the barbarian is ‘royal’ meaning submissive to a master.’2
This political designation of the barbarians, however, did not entail lack of
acknowledgement nor of admiration of their achievements in other domains. Let us just
remember the remarkable preamble of Histories: ‘This is the display of the inquiry of
Herodotus of Halicarnassus, so that things done by man not be forgotten in time, and
that great and marvellous deeds, some displayed by the Hellenes, some by the
barbarians, not lose their glory, including among others what was the cause of their
waging war on each other.’3 Indeed, it is remarkable that an author of the time, who
belonged to a certain nation, considered the achievements of other nations, even of
major enemies, equally glorious and worthy of being commemorated. As Jacob
Burckhardt pointed out, ‘such an idea would not have occurred to an Egyptian or a
Hebrew.’4
Why did this idea occur to Herodotus, to the tragedians, the sophists, and, long before
them, to Homer? In other words, why was the civilization that called foreign peoples
‘barbarians’ at the same time the one that initiated an impartial viewpoint towards other
civilizations, sought to learn about them, acknowledged their particularities and
achievements, and it could even see itself from the others’ perspective? The general
answer, as a number of prominent authors have shown, lies in the fact that Greece was
the first society that, through the creation of the democratic polis, opened up a space of
free inquiry as well as of self-questioning.5 This article is substantiating this thesis with
focus on the emergence in Classical Greece of an impartial cross-cultural or
comparative theory — understood here in its original sense as theôria, namely way of
seeing, observing, examining, judging, or considering.

1

Thucydides, The Peloponnesian War (Perseus Digital Library), 1.5.3, 1.6.1 and 1.6.2.
Francois Hartog, ‘The Invention of History: The Pre- History of a Concept from Homer to
Herodotus’. History and Theory, 39.3 (2000), 393.
3
Herodotus, The Histories (Perseus Digital Library), 1.1.0.
4
Jacob Burckhardt, History of Greek Culture (New York: Dover Publications, 2002), 332.
5
See: Hannah Arendt, The Promise of Politics (New York: Schocken Books, 2005); J.- P. Vernant, The
Origins of Greek Thought (New York: Cornell University Press, 1984); Cornelius Castoriadis,
Philosophy, Politics, Autonomy: Essays in Political Philosophy (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1991); Christian Meier (2009) A Culture of Freedom: Ancient Greece and the Origins of Europe
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009).
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In particular, the article will substantiate the Ancient Greek impartial look towards other
civilizations, first, in terms of the Greeks’ conception of the world, and, secondly, in
terms of three relevant domains of activity, created by the Greeks: politics, epistêmê
(reasoned knowledge), and paideia (education). What characterizes all three is the rise
of logos, which meant not merely speech or discourse, but dialogue, rational
communication, accounting for, and critique. Politics, knowledge, and education
emerged in Ancient Greece as fields of logos, where different viewpoints were freely
exchanged and debated, and, therefore, they are highly relevant to trace the Greek
comparative gaze.
Ontology and Cultural Relativity
In exploring the Ancient Greek perception of the world, Cornelius Castoriadis discerns
two main, even though not coherent, currents of thought. One, starting with
Parmenides’ einai (being) and culminating with Plato’s eidê (forms), sought to identify
an absolute foundation and rule for human and societal creations. This current has
dominated the centre of Western philosophical tradition. The second one, which existed
also beyond the domain of philosophy, and was more characteristic of the Ancient
Greek worldview, gave emphasis on nomos (law, institution or convention) rather than
on physis (natural condition). This current is present in the Greek myths, in poetry, in
politics, in theatre, in the historiography of Herodotus and Thucydides as well as in the
work of philosophers such as Anaximander, Xenophanes, Heraclitus, Democritus and
the sophist movement of the fifth century BCE. The overall idea in this latter current
is that human beings are the creators of their institutions (e.g. customs, language, arts,
polities, and, overall, societies) rather than a supreme being, or any other extra-social
authority.6
At the heart of the Greek social imaginary, Castoriadis locates the ontological stance
according to which the world derived from the chaos, i.e. from void, and it was not the
outcome of divine creation nor premised on the revelation of an absolute truth. Indeed,
in the Greek religion, in contrast to monotheistic traditions, there is no divine
anthropogenesis, namely, a special act of creation of the human being by a
transcendental entity or force. Although religion was an important part of the Greeks’
lives, their gods did not dictate any commandments nor did they provide any dogma
according to which people should live and organise their societies. As also Moses
Finley observed, the Greek gods did not make the world, and thus, they bore no
responsibility for it.7

Cornelius Castoriadis, Ce qui fait la Grece, 1: D’ Homer a Heraclite. Seminaires 1982–1983 (Paris:
Editions du Seuil, 2004).
7
Moses I. Finley, The World of Odysseus (New York: NYRB Classics, 2002).
6
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The world’s origins, as Hesiod writes in Theogony, lie in the chaos. ‘In truth at first
Chaos came to be . . ..’8 Chaos, along with Gaia and Eros, were the elements which
made the world rise. Chaos is where all beings, including supernatural beings,
originate. This conception is similar to Anaximander’s idea of apeiron, meaning the
indeterminate, as the opposite of peras (end, limit, or completion). For Anaximander,
everything comes from apeiron and returns to apeiron. It is an abyss, the source of
non-being and non-meaning, subject to the creation of a cosmos. Cosmos is the worldorder that humans make by creating their institutions or their nomoi.9
It is precisely because the Greeks saw the origins of humanity in chaos, abyss, and nonmeaning, as Castoriadis notes, that they created philosophy, through which they sought
to understand existence, and politics, through which they sought to institute their own
existence as society. It is also because their core ontological notion relativized their
civilization, they sought to understand not only their own but also other civilizations.
In other words, if the Greeks gave their own ‘response’ to the chaos, by creating their
particular institutions, so would the others. Moreover, in examining and questioning
their own creations, a curiosity arose to know about and compare them with those of
the others. Namely, Greek cultural relativity combined the acknowledgement of the
universality as well of the particularity of the human condition.
The Greeks’ relativization of cultures derived from their distinction between nomos and
physis. «. . . τὸ δίκαιον εἶναι καὶ τὸ αἰσχρὸν οὐ φύσει, ἀλλὰ νόμῳ» is the phrase attributed
by Diogenis Laertius to the fifth-century BCE philosopher Archelaus, allegedly a
teacher of Socrates. The phrase means that that which is just (δίκαιον) and that which
is unjust (αἰσχρὸν) is not a matter defined by nature, but by convention or, in broader
terms, by the institution of society (νόμῳ). Laertius attributes a similar phrase to
Democritus: «νόμῳ θερμόν, νόμῳ ψυχρόν», meaning that which is warm (θερμόν) and
that which is cold (ψυχρόν), or our sensual perception of taste is a matter of convention,
i.e. of social institution (νόμῳ). 10 Amongst the sophists, Protagoras most prominently
expressed this perception, with his phrase ‘Man is the measure of all things . . .’
(«πάντων χρημάτων μέτρον ἐστὶν ἄνθρωπος»). 11 The phrase, as, in fact, the entire
sophist movement, signified not only a move away from religion but also a perception
of the human laws as relative. As Jacqueline de Romilly writes: ‘If man was the
measure of all things, the only justice was his justice, that is to say, his particular idea
of justice, as expressed in his laws.’12 In short, for the Greeks, human beings establish
these conventions as a necessary condition for social and political life.
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Hesiod, Theogony (Perseus Digital Library), line 115.
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The acknowledgement by the Greeks of the particularity of each society is associated
with the absence, even though not complete, of the idea of progress, that characterised
so much European Modernity and impacted the world thereafter. Judging from
Thucydides, quoted above, there was a perception of progress in terms of the transition
from a lawless life to an organized community and its material comforts and technical
achievements. Nevertheless, as John Bury and Ludwig Edelstein pointed out, in
reference to the classical times, the Ancient Greeks had no inclination to discard the old
as inferior nor did they look at the future for perpetual improvements. As Edelstein
writes, ‘once security and stability had been established [...] and once the refinement of
the arts and of knowledge had reached its present level, they did not look forward to
things that would be much better than they were.’13 Similarly, Dodds remarked that the
Greek idea of progress was about technical and scientific achievements but ‘…
thoughtful minds in the fifth century were aware of the limitations imposed on progress
by the human condition.’14 This should be seen in conjunction with the Greeks’ overall
understanding of the role of scientific knowledge, which Geoffrey Lloyd has
particularly underlined. According to Lloyd, although the Greeks created empirical
scientific inquiry, they perceived its role as a means to understand natural phenomena,
not to dominate and exploit nature15 — an idea that emerges in European Modernity
after Descartes and Bacon.
After all, for the Greeks, humans had a distinct but no advantageous position in the
world: they existed in equal distance between the savage life of beasts, and the eternal
and blissful life of gods, a condition that the Golden Race shared too, before Prometheus
confers on them the technical means by which they instituted societies. The ritual of
animal sacrifice to the gods was precisely, according to Jean-Pierre Vernant, a symbolic
marker of this distance. All three parts emerge simultaneously and independently from
the chaos, and they all are subject to Moira.16 Moira, or moros in Homer, is allotment,
share, fortune, rather than destiny or fate. It poses the ultimate end, death, and therefore
it is the realm of limits, of peras, within which one can freely move but not transgress.
Transgression of limits constitutes hubris, the consequence of which is nemesis.17
An idea of progress similar to the modern would mean breaking down these limits and
thus challenging Moira. Besides, we should bear in mind the Greeks’ tragic perception
of life, conveyed by the Hesiodic myths as well as the Athenian tragedy.

13

Ludwig Edelstein, The Idea of Progress in Classical Antiquity (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
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In Works and Days, Pandora opens the jar given to her by the gods and she releases all
evils and harms to humanity, but hope. Hope remained in the jar, which can never be
opened again. In tragic theatre, humans cannot have full control of the meaning of their
actions, and thus they are prone to hubris, i.e. exaggeration, arrogance or excessive
manifestation of power, and, therefore, they should limit their actions — something
that, of course, is entirely antithetical to the imperatives of progress.
Moreover, judging again from Thucydides, we do not find in Greece a perception of
progress that includes the moral character of individuals nor their happiness or
unhappiness. Thucydides remarks that there are ‘human things’ (κατά το ἀνθρώπινον)
that transcend time, namely they are relevant to his contemporaries as much as to his
future readers.18 In other words, there is and there will always be hate, betrayal or
crime, and the fact that a society observes certain moral tenets at a particular historical
age does not entail that they would also be observed by other societies in the present or
the future. The absence of an idea of progress similar to the European one testifies also
for the absence in Ancient Greece of hierarchization of other societies, in accordance to
their degree of ‘advancement’, as, in fact, has been the case in the modern world since
the nineteenth century.
Having looked at the ontological roots of the Greek cultural relativity, the following
sections are tracing it further in the domains of knowledge, politics and education.
Epistêmê and Historein
Knowledge, in Classical Greece, emerged as an activity in the field of logos, shifting
away from dogma, transcendental sources of truth, and transmitters and interpreters of
divine or royal discourses. Logos derives from the verb legô, which indicates the
secularization of speaking, namely the expression of one’s own opinion, rather than the
announcement of a sacred or royal discourse. Thus, knowledge ceased to be esoteric,
the privilege of a social class or a holy figure, and became a common property. It is in
this context that philosophy was born, not as the isolated intellectual activity of wise
individuals or literati residing in the king’s court, but as a public questioning of
established beliefs and institutions. It is also in this context that epistêmê, initially
inseparable from philosophy, was born, as reasoned knowledge, based on examination,
debating, and persuasion by means of kreittôn logos (the strongest argument).
Hence the genesis of history as documentation and research of the past and of foreign
civilizations. History comes from the verb historein, which means to inquire.
Certainly, written accounts of the past did not appear first in Greece. Yet these accounts
did not exhibit a curiosity to discover but a desire to commemorate.

18
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The Egyptians wrote annals that recorded the acts of their kings; in Mesopotamia royal
clerks inscribed the deeds of kings on monuments; the Hebrews reproduced the sayings
and experiences of their great ancestors in sacred books; and for the Indians, history
was their ‘Veda’, which included the revelations of extraordinary or sacred persons to
be learned and repeated in the future by Brahmans. For the Greeks, after the Mycenaean
kingdoms, history was no longer a memorization of royal deeds, nor a holy revelation
nor a preserve of a caste of scribes, but an investigative activity.
As Hartog writes, ‘epistemologically, the Greeks always privileged seeing (over
hearing) as the mode of knowledge. To see, to see for oneself, and to know were one
and the same thing.’ 19 Historein indicates the act of going and seeing first, thus
expressing an approach, rather than a knowledge field. But it also indicates the
readiness to question taken-for-granted traditions and knowledge — a readiness which
could only arise in the context of philosophical reflectiveness that emerged in the Greek
polis. ‘I write what I deem true; for the stories of the Greeks are manifold and seem to
me ridiculous’,20 wrote the first known historian, Hecataeus of Miletus, a phrase that
could not be written by an annals-scribe of an Eastern monarchy or in any culture which
did not allow the direct questioning, let alone rejection, of their traditional knowledge
structures.
Yet, the real rupture in historiography came with Herodotus. Herodotus wrote his
Histories investigating the Greco-Persian wars, but at the same time, he explored
neighbouring civilizations, creating also the disciplines of geography and ethnography
and, for that matter, comparative studies. Especially in the first books (Clio, Euterpe,
Thalia and Melpomene), he makes long references to the customs and institutions of the
countries he visited. Herodotus historei, investigates, but also, as Hartog notes, he sees,
interprets, and reports, or in Greek, sêmainei. Both approaches of historein and
sêmainein are, as Hartog points out, ‘two intellectual tools by which to ‘see clearly’
further, beyond the visible, in space or time.’21 And in doing so, Herodotus recurrently
questions the established knowledge and customs of his own people, through a
remarkably impartial attitude, even with regard to his own people’s customs of god
representation in comparison to those of their traditional enemy, the Persians: ‘It is not
their custom to make and set up statues and temples and altars, but those who do such
things they think foolish, because, I suppose, they have never believed the gods to be
like men, as the Greeks do.’22
Note the use of third person plural pronoun both for the foreign people as well as for
his own.
Francois Hartog, ‘The Invention of History’, 386.
Quoted in: James T. Shotwell, An Introduction to the History of History (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1922), p. 138.
21
Francois Hartog, ‘The Invention of History’, 395.
22
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Hartog, in The Mirror of Herodotus, makes this remark too: although ‘them’ and ‘us’
runs through the Histories, he observes, there is no explicit or implicit viewpoint that
‘us’ represents the truth, a model or the progress that should be achieved by ‘them.’
Nor do the barbarians represent the truth or a natural way of living that should be
imitated by ‘us.’ Further, as the author observes, what is particularly remarkable in the
Herodotean narrative is that ‘them’ and ‘us’ becomes ‘them’ and ‘they’, namely, the
barbarians and the Greeks, or the ‘others’ and the Greeks.23
Herodotus’ historical, ethnographic and comparative inquiry should be seen in the
context of the political, philosophical and educational movements that took place at that
time in Athens, which called into question established traditions and representations.
His inquiry encouraged self-examination and self-reflection with respect to foreign
cultures, and it thus contributed to the overall critical stance that was initiated by these
movements. Let us remember that the writing of the Histories was not an isolated
intellectual activity but they were presented in public performances in various Greek
poleis (e.g., in Athens, Thebes, Corinth and Olympia).24 Herodotean impartiality also
expresses the Greek distinction between physis and nomos, which made him aware that
each culture sets its own conventions over natural reality. Each society has its own
myths, traditions, customs, conventions, institutions and, for that matter, education
systems. Persian boys, Herodotus says, lived amongst the women and were not allowed
into the presence of their fathers until the age of five, so that their fathers would suffer
no grief in case their sons died at this young age. Moreover, he tells us that the
education of the boys spanned from their fifth to their twentieth year and that they were
taught only three things: riding, archery and telling the truth.25
A similar observation is made by Xenophon in Cyropaedia. It is a treatise, with many
fictional elements though, on education in Achaemenid Persia that depicts the principles
and practices under which children and adolescents were socialized, with emphasis on
the upbringing of Cyrus the Great as a ruler, whom Xenophon so much admired.
Xenophon describes a form of education that provides learning of neither literacy nor
of music nor of poetry, but supervision of children’s moral conduct and punishment of
culprits.
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In its main part, as also mentioned by Herodotus, it is military training, which in
adolescence, after the sixteenth or seventeenth year, takes place through a form of
preliminary military service to the ruling class (‘these young men are also employed by
the magistrates if garrison work needs to be done . . .’; ‘they present themselves before
the governors for service to the state . . .’; ‘when the king goes out to hunt . . . he takes
half the company with him, and each man must carry bow and arrows’).26
This latter part of youth training marks thereafter their lives as adults: obedience and
service to the state and the rulers. A stark contrast from the values of the Greek paideia.
In other words, Cyropaedia provides another manifestation of the same cognitive
openness that characterised the democratic polis, which allowed everybody, both its
supporters and its adversaries, to inquire about and evaluate ‘barbarian’ institutions
according to their judgement. As Athenian democracy permitted Plato, its major
adversary, to oppose it through his writings and the founding of his Academy, so it
allowed historians like Xenophon, a man of similar to Plato oligarchic convictions, to
praise the political institutions of the traditional enemy of his own people.
Herodotus’ positive judgement of other civilisations, however, does not stem from his
endorsement of despotism and its political or educational practices. His appreciation
of democracy appears in parts of his work, as, after all, it was democracy that allowed
him to write and publicize his history. For example, as he writes in the fifth book, the
Athenians’ achievements show that ‘while they were oppressed, they were, as men
working for a master, cowardly, but when they were freed, each one was eager to
achieve for himself.’27 Negative judgements towards foreign practices or actions are
expressed from the universal perspective towards human conduct that Greece
developed, from Homer down to the Athenian tragedy, e.g., by identifying hubris in the
manifestation of power and force, or the limits of moira.
However, living in democracy was not only about speaking freely on any issue, but also
cultivating one’s ability to acknowledge that this same issue can be seen from different
perspectives, and, by extension, that there are different cultural perspectives.
Politics and Multiplicity of Perspectives
Logos is also the field where politics was realised in Greece. The person who legei
communicates his views, and submits them to critical testing in dialogue with others.
Thus, the rise of politics is inextricably associated with the rise of logos. Jean-Pierre
Vernant calls logos the child of the polis, underlining the inextricable relation between
rational discourse and politics, though it is also true that the polis existed precisely
because logos was made possible.28
26
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The democratic polis can best be described in the words of Thucydides, who referred
to the status of Delphi following the Peace of Nicias in 421 BCE, as autonomous,
autodicus, and autotelic.29 Autonomous meant that it was the dêmos that gave laws to
itself, rather than an external force, a ruler or any divine authority.
As Aristotle writes about the Athenians in the late fifth century: ‘They have made
themselves supreme in all fields; they run everything by decrees of the Ekklesia and by
decisions of the dikasteria in which the people are supreme.’30 The public participation
in the dikasteria or the Hêliaia, the Athenians’ court, is what made the polis autodicus.
Aristotle, again, praised this institution as largely incorruptible: …‘the judicial powers
of the Boule have passed to the people, which seems a correct development, for a small
number are more open to corruption by bribery or favours than a large.’ 31 The
democratic polis was, finally, autotelic in the sense that it was self-governed. There
was no executive authority external to the body of citizens. Aristotle defined as citizen
(politês) the person who has the power to take part in the deliberative or judicial
administration of the polis and to hold some office.32 By doing so, the Athenians realize
what he considers the two principles of the democratic polis: to govern and be governed
in turn; and for one to live as one likes.33
These principles, in fact, describe well the meaning for politics for the Greeks. As
Christian Meier puts it, there were no Greeks before the Greeks, in the sense that they
knew nothing about politics until they created it.34 Politics in the Greek sense does not
refer to the actions of monarchs or statesmen, or to the imposition of a ruler’s decisions
on individuals by force. Coercion and violence have nothing to do with politics; politics
presupposes a space of logos — of dialogue, deliberation, rational argumentation and
questioning — that allows citizens to act together and to change existing or establish
new laws and institutions. This is what Hannah Arendt particularly underlined about
the Greek perception, on which she based her theory of politics against established
modern accounts that equate it with struggles to access the means of violence. 35
Castoriadis emphasised the close relation between philosophy and politics, as thinking
in action by the dêmos, as well as the relation of both to the Greek conception of the
world as originating in the chaos.
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Namely, precisely because the Greeks conceived of the world as chaos, they introduced
logos and philosophy, through which they put this world into constant questioning, and
politics, through which questioning was put into practice on a daily basis by the activity
of the dêmos, which thus transformed established or created new institutions.36
The Greeks relativized their institutions, and, by extension the institutions of any
civilization, in the discursive space opened up by the political activity of the dêmos, a
space, in Habermas’ terms, of communicative rationality, namely of unconstrained,
argumentative speech, that allows for the mutual recognition of criticisable validity
claims.37
This discursive space in the democratic polis was made possible through isêgoria (the
equal right and the value of everybody’s speech); peithô (one’s capacity to persuade the
assembly or their interlocutors); and parrhêsia (the citizen’s moral responsibility to
know the truth and speak with absolute sincerity). Parrhêsia was highly important for
the social and political life of the polis and the quality of being a citizen. Euripides
gives us a good illustration of this, in Phoenician Women, when he presents Polyneices
on his return to Thebes describing to his mother Jocasta the difficulties that he faced as
an exile to another polis. What mattered to him, even more than the fact that, initially,
he wandered around hungry and without a shelter, was that he was unable to speak
freely:
Jocasta: Well then, first I ask you what I long to have answered. What is it, to
be deprived of one's country? Is it a great evil?
Polyneices: The greatest; harder to bear than tell.
Jocasta: What is it like? What annoys the exile?
Polyneices: One thing most of all; he cannot speak his mind.
Jocasta: This is a slave's lot you speak of, not to say what one thinks.
Polyneices: The follies of the rulers must be borne.
Jocasta: That too is painful, to join in the folly of fools.
Polyneices: Yet to gain our ends we must serve against our nature.38
It is, therefore, greatly painful, commensurate to the state of a slave, and even ‘against
our nature’ (παρά φύσιν), as Euripides tells us, when one ‘cannot speak his mind’
(οὐκ ἔχει παρρησίαν) and has to endure hierarchy. This was indeed the perception in
the Athens of his time, where power was distributed equally as long as one was a citizen.
Egon Friedell, in his cultural history, accredits the Greeks with ‘a sincerity that has been
lost to a great extent in our society.
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They were free from the hypocrisy and prudishness that has permeated all life since the
bourgeoisie has come to power [. . .] they spoke with a magnificent openness, both on
their own and their fellowmen’s private affairs.39
In addition, the political and discursive space of the democratic polis made possible the
acknowledgement that there is more than one view to an issue under consideration,
including different worldviews, something that the Athenian citizens were already
taught about through Homer’s epics and the teachings of the sophists (see below). As
Hannah Arendt writes:
Since for the Greeks the public political space is common to all (koinon), the space
where the citizens assemble, it is the realm in which all things can first be recognised
in their many-sidedness. This ability to see the same thing first from two opposing
sides and then from all sides — an ability ultimately based in Homeric impartiality,
unique in antiquity, and whose passionate intensity is unexcelled even in our own
time — also underlines certain tricks of the Sophists, whose importance in liberating
human thought from the constrictions of dogma we underestimate if, in following
Plato, we condemn them on moral grounds.
The appreciation of parrhesia and the ability to see things in their many-sidedness is
what also Greek historiography expresses, as pointed out earlier with reference to
Herodotus. One should include Thucydides in this tradition, even though his history
was about the Peloponnesian War, considering, for example, his well-known
description of the dialogue between the Athenians and the Melians, who were
eventually destroyed by the Athenians because they wished to remain neutral in the war.
The dialogue, which demonstrates that justice can exist only where there is equality,
but not between competing powers, presents the views of the two sides and an example
of raw truth or parrhêsia, which the Athenians valued in their political life. Overall,
the History of the Peloponnesian War approaches the different camps with the same
impartiality as that of Homer or Herodotus, despite the fact that the Athenians put
Thucydides on trial for his failure as a general in the battle of Amphipolis and exiled
him to Thrace.
Inextricably connected with politics, and thus similarly cultivating a perception of
universality and impartiality towards the ‘other’, was Ancient Greek education, or
paideia.

39
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Paideia and the ‘Other’
The emergence of an impartial gaze towards the ‘other’ was indeed part of the Greek
paideia. Paideia, because of its broad meaning, defies easy translation.
It, certainly, includes the school, which was first created in Ancient Greece, not in the
sense of having a group of learners and an instructor placed in a classroom, something
that existed already in neighboring civilizations, but as an activity associated with the
rise of knowledge that is subject to reasoning and disputation.
As Philip Nemo remarks, only when there was epistêmê, independent of any practical
intent, and an intellectual activity that was free from military, athletic or technical
applications was there a ground to create an institution devoted specifically to this
activity. 40 As also Protagoras put it in the homonymous Platonic dialogue, school
education in Athens was «οὐκ ἐπὶ τέχνῃ», not for technical skill, but «ἐπὶ παιδείᾳ», for
paideia, as this befits, Protagoras remarked, the private and the free man.41
Freedom for the Greeks was possible only in the field of politics, where citizens could
define through their democratic institutions, the terms and conditions of their public and
personal life, and, in this regard, paideia was the education of the citizen. Indeed,
Classical Athenians were taught on a daily basis how to rule and be ruled, through the
potential that every citizen had to undertake some public office and to exercise power.
Nevertheless, there was a specific educational movement that emphasized political
education, namely the sophist movement, part of which was, of course, Protagoras, too.
The sophists, mainly metics in an Athens that was open to new knowledge, ushered in
further or higher education as a learning institution. Besides their teaching function,
the sophists were philosophers too, who wrote treatises and placed under philosophical
scrutiny religion, myths, traditions, and the established ideas of the time. In other
words, the sophist movement was indissolubly associated with Athenian democracy
and contributed to its development. Werner Jaeger, in his classic trilogy, Paideia: The
Ideals of Greek Culture underlined this association:
[. . .] the great educational movement, which distinguished the fifth and fourth
centuries and which is the origin of the European idea of culture, necessarily started
from and in the city-state of the fifth century. It aimed, as the Greeks understood it,
entirely at political education, training to serve the polis [. . .].

40
41
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At any rate, unless the whole population had been given an active part in
government (and that is the basis and one of the distinguishing marks of
democracy), it would have been impossible for the Greeks to ask and answer the
eternal questions which exercised them so deeply at that period of their history and
which they left for posterity to answer in its own way...42

Thus, logos, as talk in citizens’ assemblies, on which the function of democracy was
based, and as philosophy and epistêmê, was at the heart of sophist education.
The sophists cultivated isêgoria (speech equality), parrhesia (speaking with sincerity)
and peithô (the capacity to persuade) by teaching their students a variety of competences
in the domain of logos: to ‘speak well’ (eu legein): to speak fluently; to speak briefly;
to lecture on a topic; to establish the truth by reasoned argumentation (dialectic); to
contest on a matter (eristic); to speak ‘from both sides’ (dissoi logoi); and to see the
same issue from different standpoints (antilogic).
Thereby, according also to Arendt’s observation quoted above, sophist education
contributed to the liberation of thought from dogma as well as to the development of
inter-cultural impartiality, by pointing to the different perspectives that different people
and, by extension, different civilizations may have. At the same though, we can find in
the sophist movement a universal understanding of human nature. As the sophist
Antiphon writes in his treatise On Truth:
We have only to think of things which are natural and necessary to all mankind;
these are available to all in the same way, and in all of these there is no distinction
between barbarian or Greek. For we all breath out into the air by the mouth and the
nostrils, and we laugh when we are pleased in our mind, or we weep when we are
grieved, and we receive sounds with our hearings, and see by the light of our vision,
and we work with our hands, and we walk with our feet . . . 43
This remarkable perception of the human condition as universal was already present in
Homer, who ‘educated Greece’ («τὴν Ἑλλάδα πεπαίδευκεν»), in Plato’s expression, for
generations. Indeed, Homer’s poems were for centuries central to the ethical
socialization of children and adults in Antiquity, and, thus, an essential part of the Greek
paideia. The epics highlighted the ethical and emotional world of the individual and
the tragic conditions in which they can find themselves, as well as values and
characteristics that potentially concern everyone, regardless of war camp or ethnicity:

Werner Jaeger, Paideia: The Ideals of Greek Culture: Vol. I, Archaic Greece – the Mind of Athens.
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aretê and aristeia, as the pursuit and accomplishment of excellence; kleos, as
recognition and glory; dikê, as justice; kalokagathia, as beauty and goodness; moira, as
destiny and acceptance of mortality; hubris, as exaggeration and arrogance, nemesis, as
retribution; and inter-cultural impartiality, which, as Arendt correctly observed, was
found, first time, in Homer: ‘This had happened nowhere before; no other civilization,
however, splendid, has been able to look with equal eyes upon friend and foe, upon
success and defeat — which since Homer have not been recognized as ultimate
standards of men’s judgment, even though they are ultimates for the destinies of men’s
lives.’44 In fact, as Thucydides writes, in Homer’s epics there is not even naming and
distinction between Greeks and barbarians.45
The Homeric epics as well as mythology, in general, constituted the ‘raw material’ of
another creation of the Greek paideia, tragedy, which was a particular Athenian
creation.
Tragedy was part of the Athenian paideia, in the sense that it educated the population
in democratic thinking and practice, as well as in the exploration and understanding of
the human condition. As Paul Cartledge writes in The Cambridge Companion to Greek
Tragedy, since formal schooling was a limited reality in Classical Athens, for ‘average
citizens, tragic theatre was an important part of their learning to be active participants
in self-government by mass meeting and open debate between peers.’46 Hence, the
themes that most often appear in tragedies: justice, democratic participation, opinion,
dilemmas before a decision is made, war and peace.
But, as Edith Hall remarks, in the same collection of essays,47 the mode of democratic
thinking in the plays was far more advanced than the reality of the society which
produced the tragedy. In the world of tragedy, all people, regardless of ethnicity, gender
or social status, can express their opinions with isêgoria and parrhêsia, capabilities that
only men-citizens enjoyed in real Athens. The role of tragedy in the democratic paideia
of the Greeks is also explored by Arlene Saxonhouse who points out that tragedies “…
investigate the difficulties egalitarianism poses for their political regime, not in order to
denigrate that regime but to reveal the contradictions and tensions entailed in any efforts
to build on egalitarian principles.”48
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Above all, however, tragedy expressed the ontological foundations of Greek society, by
highlighting particularly the fact that humans, including the Athenians dêmos, cannot
have full control of the consequences of their actions and that they are prone to hubris.
This constituted a universal perspective through which the cultural ‘other’ was viewed
too, as is the case, for example, of Aeschylus’ Persians, presented first in 472 BCE, in
City Dionysia. The tragedy recollects the defeat of the Persian emperor Xerxes and his
massive army after their 480/79 BCE expedition against Greece.
The tragedy is about the sufferings and the devastation of the enemy, which thus faced
the nemesis that the hubris of Xerxes caused, who mobilized his entire army for his
overambitious endeavor to conquer Greece but finally destroyed his own people.
Through the dialogues between his mother Atossa and the ghost of his father Darius, as
well as between Atossa, Xerxes and the chorus, who lament the Persian defeat,
Aeschylus puts himself and the Greek audience in the place of the ‘other’, even if they
fought in that war against their major enemy.
In Euripides’ Trojan Women, presented in 415 BCE, it is the hubris of the Athenians
against the ‘other’ that is castigated. The tragedy is about the eventual destruction and
conquest of Troy by the Greeks, who killed most of the men and were to take the women
and their families as slaves back to Greece. The real issue, however, to which the play
indirectly referred, was the Athenian invasion, the year before, of the island of Melos.
The tragedy was a condemnation of the Athenians’ cruelty, written by an Athenian poet
and presented to the Athenian audience — an audience open to self-reflection and ready
to face its own hubris — which also granted him a prize.
But the Athenian audience was also open to self-reflection through another theatrical
creation of the time: comedy. Comic plays satirized institutions of the polis, the
political life of the time, public figures, social classes, and even gods, by making up
grotesque situations.
In Lysistrata, Ekklêsiazusae and Thesmophoriazusae,
Aristophanes parodies established gender roles and envisages a society in which women
come to political power to bring about peace and full economic and gender equality; in
The Wasps and The Knights, he challenges demagoguery and abuse of political and
judicial powers; in Plutus, he castigates the unjust distribution of wealth; and with
Peace and The Acharnians, he mocks warmongering and appeals for peace amidst the
Peloponnesian War. As Burckhardt writes: “Other periods of history have left satiric
self-portraits but none so grandiose and concrete as that of Aristophanes’ comedy.”49
In addition, the author emphasizes the remarkable fact that this self-parody was
acceptable even in the middle of a fierce war:
49
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[. . .] there was an Athens that enjoyed placing its eyes at the focus of this mirror.
Whereas the French Revolution would have lopped off the head of anyone who cast
the slightest doubt on the value of its passionate enthusiasms or dared to portray
them as grotesque, Athens lived her mad life, desiring to know how she appeared
in the eyes of her great poets and allowing them a high degree of independence in
their views, often no doubt minority views.50
Indeed, the Athenians willingly looked into the mirror through the works of their poets,
their philosophers, their historians, the deliberative practice of politics, and the
comparison with other societies.
Conclusion
Notwithstanding the naming of foreign peoples as ‘barbarians’, and contrary to the
misunderstandings and the stereotypical way by which this distinction has very often
been used, Ancient Greece appears as the first society that conceived of itself as equal
and, simply, as different amongst the other contemporary societies.
The Greeks recognized the common traits of human nature, but they did not expect
other peoples to be sharing their own worldviews and institutions. Thus, the barbarians
enjoy and suffer, succeed and fail, act with judgement or in hubris, as the Greeks do.
At the same time, the barbarians are not an undifferentiated ‘other’; they have distinct
cultures and their own representations and institutions about and from which the Greeks
can learn.
The paper discussed the Greeks’ impartial comparative gaze towards other civilizations,
in relation to their ontological understanding of the world, and with respect to the
domains of epistêmê, politics, and paideia, all operating in the field of logos, which
underpinned the life of the democratic polis.
The absence of divine anthropogenesis, of any apocalyptic truth, and, ultimately, the
absence of any predetermined meaning lie behind the Greeks’ remarkable relativization
of the world, and their acknowledgement that each people institutes societies in their
own particular way, or, as Castoriadis expressed it, that each people creates arbitrarily
their own convention of how to co-exist with the abyss. Part of the same ontological
notion was not the complete absence but the limitation of the idea of progress into the
areas of material and technical advancement, rather than its application to ethics,
culture, and society in general.
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In other words, although there may be a common trajectory regarding the technical
means of comfort, production, and destruction, progress does not constitute the gauge
by which other peoples are classified and hierarchized. All peoples create their own
cultures and traditions, which the Greeks sought to know about.
Primarily, they sought to know their own traditions and beliefs, and placed them under
philosophical inquiry, which generated epistêmê, as a form and activity in the field of
logos, advanced empirical inquiry, logical argumentation and the search for truth. This
high esteem for intellectual activity gave rise to a genuine curiosity about other cultures,
an activity associated with the ethos of philosophical critique that characterized the
democratic polis.
The questioning of its laws and institutions, and its related values and practices, with
isêgoria and parrhêsia, was, also, part of politics, which, in turn, was associated with
the effort of the first historians to reflect on home institutions by researching those of
others.
The Greeks recognized cultural diversity as they recognized the multiplicity and
equality of views in the framework of the democratic polis. As there can be a different
doxa about the same issue amongst interlocutors, so can other cultures have different
worldviews.
Finally, the development of the Greeks’ impartial comparative gaze towards other
societies was at the center of their paideia that included philosophical and empirical
inquiry, political activity, sophist education, and the artistic life of the polis.
The Greek paideia created a legacy of approaching the cultural ‘other’ with a curiosity
to learn about them and through this knowledge to learn about one’s own self, and with
an impartial attitude that acknowledged both the universality and the particularity of the
human condition. We had to wait until the European Enlightenment to find again this
intellectual attitude, which, although it has been thereafter registered in cross-cultural
studies, has never been prevalent.
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Abstract
The globalization of the earth, the old colonial dream of the sixteenth century, is still a
challenge to historical understanding. In the contemporary debate, comparative history
and global history have gained increasing interest as we try to explain the four parts of
the planet in an overview, which allows us to think about the world, modernity, and
universal history in a different way than a simple European expansion in Africa, Asia,
and the Americas. The theater of observation has become global when it relates Japan
to China, India to New Spain, Portugal to Spain, Britain to the Netherlands to Indians,
Malays to Javanese, East to West.
The plurality of initiatives, dialogues and cross-cultural exchanges have not only
occurred during capitalist modernity. If universal history was born with the New
World, the contacts, influences and interactions occurred in worlds of another
magnitude that had become intertwined through multiple contacts arising from their
condition of neighborhood.
Towards the fifth century B.C.E. the Greeks and the high civilizations, whom they
called barbarians, played a leading role in this game of transfers from East to West. In
The Histories, by Herodotus, he realizes the interactions between one and the other
through the comparison of political systems, ethnographic characteristics and religion,
with which he explained the causes of similarities and the peculiarity of differences.
Therefore, The Histories maintains an approach that allows us to observe the creation
of worlds and how to think about them.
In Alien Vision, Arnaldo Momigliano states:
The notion of a barbaric wisdom gained consistency and acceptance among
those who considered themselves Greeks (…) The intellectual influence of the
barbarians was, however, felt in the Hellenistic world only to the extent to which
they were capable of expressing themselves in Greek.1
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Introduction
The aim of this paper is to study the contacts, influences, and interactions in the
Hellenistic world between the Greeks and those outsiders whom they2 called barbarians:
Egyptians and Persians, but also others, such as the Scythians. The stage, the great
theatre of events is The Histories by Herodotus of Halicarnassus (circa 480-425 BC), a
work considered to be the starting point of history.
Observing the circulation of ideas, the game of exchanges between the Greeks and all
other peoples, Herodotus compares the incomparable 3 by representing the Greek
condition in the mirror of the barbarians 4 . The Greek fact is not a fortified and
inaccessible bastion but a melting pot where all the colours of the Hellenistic world are
bathed, for in analysing the multiple filiations or neglected bifurcations between Greeks
and barbarians, Herodotus poses a challenge to Eurocentrism.
How was the polis and democracy defined as a policy of free men, in the face of the
tyranny of the Megas Basileus in the immense East, or in the face of the nomadism of
the ferocious Scythians, sons of transhumance? Where did the oracle, the names of
some gods and the Greek rites come from, if not from the transfer of Egypt from the
pyramids and the endless Nile?
At the intersection of these worlds, the West and the East, Herodotus wrote a story full
of crosses, contacts, and influences. He did so by comparing nearby societies in time
and space, which is why his procedure of comparative analysis deals with the
connections between civilizations that are close in time and space; different, but
contiguous and contemporary, which he studied by distancing himself from his
condition as a Greek, in order to explain the reciprocal influences and cultural
affiliations, unknown and even denied by the Greeks, with the aim of showing the series
of transcultural exchanges throughout the Mediterranean.
In this sense, by studying the exchange links between ancient civilizations he advocates
a procedure of comparative analysis that defines, through the play between similarities
and differences, a hypothesis on the relationships and filiations of Hellenization.

2
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Therefore, the essay opens with the study of his historiographic operation: the
exploration of the Greek condition in particular. It then goes on to study politics and
then religion separately: the circulation of connections, the importance of influences
between different civilizations. Later, a joint analysis is undertaken on the comparisons
and units of analysis, and above all, the explanation of the interactions or
correspondences. Finally, the conclusion addresses the value of the historian's
procedure for contemporary debate at a time of the re-emergence of comparative history
(crossover, connected, transnational) and global history (histoire globale, histoire
mondiale or world history).
Thus, in studying these cross-cultural exchanges between peoples and civilizations, the
author takes a renewed look at the use of political and religious comparisons from
Hellenocentrism to the fifth century BC. This way of looking at history that is so much
his own allows us to revisit the past and the relationships between distant and different
worlds, which despite the wars and conquests were able to shape something new out of
the above: the melting pot of Hellenic civilization, with the colours of oriental
civilizations.
Herodotus Inquires of the Greeks
Author of The Histories, or The Nine Books of History5, Herodotus of Halicarnassus
had a historiographic method that combined the knowledge of logographers about the
critical revision of Greek myths — even though he maintained a causality attributed to
the gods about certain events that seemed to him to be of divine ascendancy, with the
oral testimonies of his many informants and witnesses. He sought them everywhere
(listening to them just as he did) in order to project by studying the present and past
from the oral evidence, a veil of authenticity over the “representation of reality,” in the
sense that Auerbach6 attributed to it. All this through the writing of history: historie, in
the Ionian dialect; or Historiae, in the Greek of Athens.
His journeys, observations, enquiries, questions, and range of interests led him to
include economic, political, social, and cultural aspects, both Greeks and of other
peoples, as a kind of universal history of the time (between 550 and 479 BC).

5
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This method was based on the knowledge he acquired during his voyages through
Central Greece, the Peloponnese, Macedonia, Syria, Babylon and Egypt, which also
makes him a witness7; on his doubts and questions, which prove his facet as an analyst
and represent the basis and route of all his “research”, as in his fruitful conversations
with the Persian scribes or Egyptian priests, for example, whose wisdom came from the
northern and eastern regions of the ancient world, where, unlike in the Greek world,
there was a long tradition of preserving documentary knowledge in archives.
Thus, the oral tradition (“Of all the many stories that are told about Cyrus’ death, this
one seems to me to be the most trustworthy”8); the direct experience (“I myself have
seen these mines”9); the fundamental role of his informants and witnesses (“I know that
this is what happened, because I heard it from the Delphians,”10 or “This is what the
priests at Thebes told me”11); consulting texts on the subjects he had to deal with or
reading them by the Egyptian priests, 12 corroborating the evidence and even the
survivors of the past in his time, the enormous curiosity that in Herodotus founded his
doubts as well as his questions, and the observation of “almost contemporary” history,
were the qualities that served him to write his work.
In questioning the actions with a critical sense and scepticism: (“I am obliged to record
the things I am told, but I am certainly not required to believe them – this remark may
be taken to apply to the whole of my account”13), his aim was to expose the causes of
the wars between the Greeks and the ‘barbarians’, safeguarding from oblivion the
achievements of both.
Herodotus, a “Master of Truth,” according to Marcel Detienne's expression, is the one
who preserves the memory of the actions of men, safeguarding not only the actions of
the heroes but also the values, the culture, the civilizing features that emerged in the
framework of the poleis, the glorious cities of the Hélade, at the time of the Medical
Wars.
Five centuries before the birth of Christ, Herodotus referred to the Greco-Persian Wars
when he wrote in the first preamble to his Histories:

7

Herodotus, II, 99.
Herodotus, I, 214.
9
Herodotus, VI, 47.
10
Herodotus, I, 20.
11
Herodotus, II, 55.
12
Herodotus, II, 100.
13
Herodotus, VII, 152.
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Here are presented the results of inquiry carried out by Herodotus of
Halicarnassus. The purpose is to prevent the traces of human events from being
erased by time, and to preserve the fame of the important and remarkable
achievements produced by both Greeks and non-Greeks; among the matters
covered is, in particular, the cause of hostilities between Greeks and nonGreeks.14
These are the characters of one of the most important comparative investigations of the
ancient world, which was assembled through the links between peoples, cultures and
civilizations (“Greeks,” “Hellenes,” or “Europeans,” as well as “Persians,” Asians,” or
“barbarians”) like a kind of global history of the ancient world. “Nothing like it had
ever been attempted before, neither among the Greeks nor among the other nations they
knew,” observed Moses Finley, highlighting that this investigation proposed to lunge
“first in the breach of ethnocentrism and then in the destructive backlash on their own
traditions.”15
As such, the first fascination which The Histories provokes is that of its comparative
perspective. Noting this condition, Momigliano considered that Herodotus influenced
“other Greek and later, Roman writers who explored the customs of other countries and
who also, as natives, explained to Greeks and Romans the characteristic features of their
own countries.”16
Herodotus’ comparisons are the result of the relationships between the Greeks and other
peoples, whose proximity made them share the vast space of civilization which
characterized the Greek world: its forms of government, beliefs, literature, art, and
religion.
The tension between identity and otherness 17 surfaces even in the contrasting
relationships between Greeks themselves, attending from the start to their obvious
similarities, but also to the difference in their dialects, the sense of a belonging to a
polis, political organization, forms of government, the codification of laws and the
meaning of justice, the links of solidarity between community members, and the moral
codes or religious practices that existed in not only continental Greece, but also in the
Greek poleis of the Mediterranean.

14

Herodotus, I, 1.
Moses Finley, The Ancient Greeks. (England: Penguin Books, 1991), 111.
16
Arnaldo Momigliano, De paganos, judíos y cristianos. (México: Fondo de Cultura Económica, 2011),
30. “En escritores griegos y más tarde romanos que exploraron las costumbres de otros países y que
también, como nativos, explicaron a griegos y romanos los rasgos característicos de sus propios países.”
17
Jean-Pierre Vernant, La muerte en los ojos: Figuras del Otro en la antigua Grecia. (Barcelona: Gedisa,
2001).
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Nonetheless, this tension existed particularly between the Greeks and those they
considered barbarians: Persians, of course, but also Egyptians, Phoenicians, Scythians,
or Thracians, among many others who lived outside Hellas and who appear in
Herodotus’ narration. The Greeks had a sense of themselves, notes Finley, “as
contrasting and distinct from the barbarians.”18
Regarding these relationships, contacts, and transmissions, Momigliano observed that
the Hellenistic period (from the fourth to the first century BC) was characterized by:
an intellectual event of the first order: the confrontation of the Greeks with four
other civilizations, three of which had been practically unknown to them before
[Romans, Celts, and Jews], and one of which had been known under very
different conditions [Iranian civilization].19
Nonetheless, this “intellectual event,” meaning Greek proximity to and discovery of
their neighbors in the region — “confrontation” along with mutual “discovery” 20
between Greeks, Romans, Celts, Jews, and Iranians, and later “Germans and
Arabs,” 21 — was a historical and cultural phenomenon that had occurred much
beforehand. For example, the Greeks already had formidable relationships with the
Persians and the Egyptians. These relationships constitute one of the most significant
intellectual events of the ancient world, which Herodotus observed through comparison.
Although Jean-Marie Hannick has argued that in Greek antiquity the comparative
method had been used by Greek historians intuitively, without being theorised22, an
approach that has been endorsed by Chloé Maurel in her Manuel d’Histoire globale23, I
consider The Histories makes use of comparative logic, specifically between (1)
political and patriotic elements — for example, poleis, democracy, citizenship, laws, or
homeland; and (2) ethnographic and religious elements — for example, nomos,
language, customs, ethnic origin or religion.

18

Finley, The Ancient, 35.
Momigliano, Alien wisdom, 2.
20
Momigliano, Alien wisdom, 2.
21
Arnaldo Momigliano, Ensayos de la historiografía antigua y moderna. (México: Fondo de Cultura
Económica, 1997), 18. “Germanos y árabes.”
22
Jean-Marie Hannick. “Brève histoire de l’histoire comparée.” In G. Jucquois et Chr. Vielle (dir.) Le
comparatisme dans les sciences de l’homme. Approaches pluridisciplinaires. (Bruxelles: De Boeck,
2000), 301-327.
23
Chloé Maurel. Manuel d’histoire globale. Comprendre le “globale turn des sciences humaines.”
(Paris: Armand Colin, 2014), 9.
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With these units, Herodotus assembles an analytical framework for his narration.
Without it, culture would remain impenetrable; using it, it is possible to observe a world
characterized by a “reciprocal exclusion”24 between Greeks and barbarians.
Neighbours in dispute for the surrounding space, both the “Greeks”, “Hellenes” or
“Europeans,” and the “Persians,” “Asians” or simply “barbarians,” would be the central
actors in one of the most important comparative investigations (“of both the Greeks and
non-Greeks”25) of the entire ancient world. By creating a continuum of human events
that made it possible to order the past around a human temporality, when myth or legend
contained timeless or circular cycles, and to establish a temporal sequence of events
that spanned two centuries of Greek history (from the middle of the 7th century BC
onwards), Herodotus recorded the vast civilizing space that included the Mediterranean
Sea as well as other neighbouring seas: The Aegean, Ionian and Black seas, whose
waters bathed cities, towns and civilizations on three different continents, which
together made up the world as we know it today.
It is in this territory marked by the comparison between Greek identity and the rest of
the known world ― or by the systematic contrast between its forms of government,
beliefs, literature, art, religion and the normal values of Greek civilization, which in the
mirror of the ‘barbarian’ world not only recognised its undeniable superiority, but also
the reaffirmation of its identity ― that the comparison is placed between peoples,
cultures, political and thought systems on a civilizational scale. Therefore, when
identifying this fundamental feature, Arnaldo Momigliano considered that Herodotus
"influenced Greek and later, Roman writers who explored the customs of other
countries and who also, as natives, explained to Greeks and Romans the characteristic
features of their own countries."26
In The Histories, the comparison allows him to experiment indirectly, to contrast rival
cities and empires, or between a system of thought and different cultural codes, as well
as through the contrast between the same forms of social organization and shared
identity codes, making it possible to explore the diverse or the different, in an effort to
think of the Other from a concrete or particular frame of reference: one's own identity.

24

Carlo Ginzburg, Threads and Traces: True, False, Fictive. Transl. Anne C. and John Tedeschi.
(California: University of California Press, 2012), 215
25
Herodotus, I, 1.
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Momigliano, De paganos, 30. “Influyó en escritores griegos y más tarde romanos que exploraron las
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This comparison has been approached through the logical premise of investigating
identity in the face of otherness, the contrast between which has regularly been
favorable to the former, who, through contact, emerged victorious from the
denouncement of the latter; however, this also allows us to observe a form of
comparison through the elaboration of units of analysis, or the criteria that will be used
for the comparison, which Herodotus did not expressly formulate but which constitute
the architecture of all his work:
1. Political and patriotic comparisons: the poleis, democracy, citizenship, patria;
2. Ethnographic and religious comparisons: the distinctive features of Greek
civilization, whether ethnic origin or religion.
These are the units of analysis that Herodotus formulated in his history of the Hellenistic
world.
Comparing Polis, Democracy/Nomadism, Tyranny
Political comparisons occupy a prominent place in Herodotus' work, although at first
glance they seem to be a feature shared by Greek historians. The way in which men
should govern themselves: monarchy, oligarchy, tyranny, democracy, or the issues of
general taxation, income, local independence or empire, and the coexistence of radically
different political systems: that of Athens and that of Sparta, for example, — also
considering the forms of government of other peoples located outside the Hélade —
were for them an invitation to comparison. For this reason, from Euripides or Isocrates
to Polybius, via Plato and Aristotle, to name but a few, there are discussions on the
respective merits of one or another political regime.
In Herodotus, however, political comparisons have a privileged role, and like
ethnographic and religious comparisons, they allow us to find similarities and
differences between the Greeks themselves, as well as between them and the
'barbarians'.
In the case of the comparison between Greeks and ‘barbarians’, when he wrote about
the Scythians, "theirs is the most recent race on earth"27, and in an approach similar to
that of the naturalists of the 18th and 19th centuries, or the geographers of the first half
of the 20th century, Herodotus' analysis starts from the geographical and climatic
characteristics of the Scythian territory, with the intention of explaining a social
formation of "a nomadic tribe living in Asia"28, in the north of the Mediterranean world,
beyond the straits, on the western shores of the Black Sea, which would later become
the shores of modern Bulgaria, Romania and Ukraine.
27
28

Herodotus, IV, 5.
Herodotus, IV, 11.
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Although brave, daring, and indomitable in battle, the Scythians were for Herodotus a
nomadic people who did not sow or cultivate. For the historian, the Scolotos, whom the
Greeks called Scythians, are:
Since they have no towns or strongholds, but carry their homes around with
them on wagons, since they are all expert at using their bows from horseback
and since they depend on cattle for food rather than on cultivated land, how
could they fail to be invincible and elusive?29
Nomadism, a characteristic feature of the Scythians, becomes the great difference that
can be seen in the mirror of political comparison. The basis of the politics and
government of the Greeks, the place from which the great intellectual transformation of
Greek thought, science, philosophy, literature (poetry, tragedy, comedy, or prose), or
the culture and arts that had founded the peculiarity of the historical importance of the
Hélade, did not exist in the young nation of the Scythians. When Herodotus said: "they
have no cities built,” he meant that among the Scythians there was nothing comparable
to the polis.
However, this difference did not only exist between Greeks and ‘barbarians’. Herodotus
had noted this condition among the Greeks themselves, regarding the Macedonians30,
who in the eyes of some Greeks ― even though their language, customs and religion,
or the etymology and mythological genealogy, placed them as one of the Hellenic
branches ― were not proselytising Greeks or entirely Greeks.
This consideration of the Macedonians survived until the 19th century, when Niebuhr
and Grote, for example, saw in Alexander, ― who became king of Macedonia, head of
the league of all Greek states, king of Asia Minor, pharaoh of Egypt, great king of the
Persian Empire and rajah of the north-western territory of India, and at whose time the
greatest rivers of the world: the Nile, the Indus, the Tigris and the Euphrates; or the
greatest cities of the ancient world: Athens, Sparta, Memphis, Babylon, Susa or
Persepolis, were all gathered under his sceptre ― nothing but the "brilliant barbarian"31.
What is the reason for this lack of clarity about the identity of the Macedonians? At the
beginning of the 5th century, Macedonia did not yet have the political autonomy that
had existed in the Hélade for a long time: the polis.

29

Herodotus, IV, 46.
Herodotus, VIII, 136-144.
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Grouped in a several thousand kilometers long ellipse, the Greek colonies were located
throughout the area of the Hélade, but also along the coasts of the Black Sea, in the
southern parts of modern Italy, Spain and France, and as far as Africa (Libya, Egypt
and the entire Nile Delta), in a passage that ran from the Pillars of Hercules to the Phasis
(which flows into the eastern end of the Black Sea, in what is now Georgia).
In this immense extension, the thousand and a half cities and colonies that made up the
Hélade were built, however, with the type of constitution coming from the metropolis,
that in the formation of the city, historical circumstances were added to the influences
of the environment.32
Therefore, the Greek city, in terms of its urban character (mainly rural, although it
grouped the community and allowed the construction of all the religious and civic
buildings), but also in terms of its sense of political entity, was the place where, above
all in the agora (a marketplace that served for commercial transactions, but also a public
square where news was known, where politics was discussed and where currents of
opinion were formed), the small group of free citizens met in plenary assemblies: the
people's assemblies. In its classic sense, the polis meant: "an autonomous state, which
governs itself".33
Being a citizen of a polis meant being a member of the Greek community, being within
the highest form of human coexistence — “man is by nature a being-for-polis,”
formulated Aristotle — but it also meant being free. In Greece, pan-Hellenic solidarity
and the unity of civilization were manifested in the political arena, so the liberation and
independence of the individual was inherent in the character and nature of the city. The
polis was able to become a political organism as it encompassed all the groups (genos,
fratrias, tribes) that made it up and occupied a given territory, and which "was
designated by a word that came to mean all the people who inhabited it, demos"34.
But just as the demos, or the people, was the body of the members of the city, the figure
of the citizen was also the centre of the whole political figure. For this reason, the
democratic project was based on the idea of the freedom of the citizen, even if the
freedom concerned the community of citizens in general, in strong solidarity with the
autonomous character of the city and with state sovereignty. “The fact that the
community was the only source of the law,” says Finley, “was a guarantee of
freedom”.35

32

Gustave Glotz, La Ciudad griega, (México: UTEHA, 1957), 1.
Finley, The Ancient, 55.
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For the Greeks, the Persians were thus ‘barbarians’ not only because they were not
Greeks, but also because they lacked democracy and were not born into the polis. In
other words, they were not citizens and free men ― just as the Greeks considered their
own slaves, without whom there was no art, science, or Greek state, as F. Engels warned
in Anti-Düring ― but subjects of a king.
And this was the very danger posed by Darius, who, at the time of the first Medical
War, had given orders “to reduce Athens and Eretria to slavery and to bring the captives
before him”.36
Although “this contrast between Greek freedom and Asian despotism was largely
illusory,”37 for Herodotus the glorious poleis were the antithesis of the Persian Empire,38
as they constituted one of the fundamental features of Greece's historical development
and the essence of Hellenism. In the light of the political comparison, we see, on the
one hand, a people divided and dispersed into innumerable small communities,
governed by their free autonomy, united by the idea of democracy and freedom,
politically differentiated but grouped together in a community of civilization;39 and on
the other, a complex of different nations, united by the conquest and the strength of the
weapons that had created the Persian Empire, united by means of humiliation and
subjugation,40 whose most representative figure was the great king, considered not only
to be a king of kings, but also of a divine character.
Therefore, the passion for independence, the prestige and autonomy of the Greek poleis,
regardless of their size, population, wealth, makes them sovereign states, but also a
patria to which the Greeks offer themselves and whose efforts are devoted to the relief
of Greece.41 Thus, compared to the vast Persian Empire, the creation of the immense
Orient, the citizen has the patriotism of a local character and the vitality of his small
polis; compared to the Persians, or 'barbarians', who live under the yoke of the
despotism that usually deifies the Megas Basileus, Herodotus portrays the image of
democracy and the citizen; and as opposed to slavery, he contrasts the figure of the free
man.
In this regard, Vernant said:

36

Herodotus, VI, 94.
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Certainly one cannot speak of otherness without adjectives: it is necessary to
distinguish and specify in each case the precise types of otherness: what is other in
relation to the living creature, the human being (ánthropos), is to be civilized, the
adult male (anèr), the citizen.42

All this, in addition to shared religious rites, the meaning of cultural practices, values
and skills, the sharing of funeral traditions, language or customs, identity defined by
opposition, or the construction of what it meant to be Greek, represents in Herodotus,
the great historian of the Medical Wars, two units of analysis that are the core of his
comparisons. They are both ethnographic and religious: Greeks/Barbarians, the
original features of Hellenic civilization, whether ethnic origin or religion, as well as
political and patriotic. Thus it is Citizenship-Freedom and Slavery-Servitude, the
poleis, citizenship, patria.
Comparing Identity-Otherness and Religion
The ethnographic, religious, and political comparisons that he used are the result of the
relations that brought about contact between the Greeks and other peoples, perhaps
more ancient, but undoubtedly neighbors and contemporaries, whose proximity made
them share the vast civilizing space of the Mediterranean, which from the bottom of the
world was stirring up the whole of the Mediterranean world.
Because the Mediterranean “is not even a sea,” as Fernand Braudel points out, “it is, as
has been said, a ‘complex of seas,’ and seas, moreover, dotted with islands, cut by
peninsulas, surrounded by branched coasts. Its life is mixed with the land”43, defining
the liquid spaces and continental strips of three different continents. This is the fate of
this Mare Internum, Braudel said, as it is “immersed in the widest range of emerging
lands in the world: the great, gigantic, unitary continent,” Euro-Asian, which he
considered to be a “planet on which everything circulated precociously.” 44 Three
continents “each of which is the name of a woman:”45 Europe, Libya or Africa, and
Asia, which together constituted the world studied by Herodotus, through the units of
analysis.
Vernant, La muerte, 16. “Desde luego no se puede hablar de alteridad sin calificativos: es necesario
distinguir y precisar en cada caso los tipos precisos de alteridad: lo que es otro en relación con la criatura
viva, el ser humano (ánthropos), es ser civilizado, el varón adulto (anèr), el ciudadano.”
43
Fernand Braudel, El Mediterráneo y el Mundo Mediterráneo en la época de Felipe II [1949] (México:
FCE, 1953), 13. “No es siquiera un mar (…) es, como se ha dicho, un “complejo de mares”, y de mares,
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Herodotus considers the relations that arose from the Greeks' contact with other peoples
by way of ethnographic and religious comparisons. However, the relations between
“Greeks,” “ Hellenes” or “Europeans,” as opposed to “Egyptians,” “Scythians,”
“Persians,” “Asians” and above all “barbarians,” as he usually defined them all, were
extremely complex and came from very far away in the Mediterranean world, especially
as regards the identity and otherness of each other, and were built up according to the
situation and the form of contact.
“The concept of otherness, although vague and excessively broad,” Vernant said, “does
not seem anachronistic insofar as the Greeks knew it and used it.”46
However, even though they never called themselves ― and in their own language ―
“Greeks” (a name that comes from the Romans, who called them graeci; while in
Homeric poems they often appear under the name of Achaeans, some of whom later
received the names of Ionians and Aeolians), they identified and recognised themselves
as members of the same civilizing community under the name of hellenes.47
This connection, which by classical times was known by the collective name of Hélade,
because it brought together all the Greek peoples settled around the Mediterranean and
Black Seas, and especially in the southern part of the Balkans and the Aegean, despite
its homogeneous characteristics, never really represented an absolute identity.
Accordingly, the tension between the identity of the Greeks and the otherness of the
other peoples emerges from the disparate relations between the Greeks themselves,
taking into account at first the obvious similarities, but also the differences between
them: the differences in dialects, the awareness of belonging to a polis, political
organization, forms of government, the codification of laws and the meaning of justice,
the bonds of solidarity of a community, the moral codes or religious practices that
existed in continental Greece, particularly in the specific case of the Athenians and
Spartans or Lacedemonians, but also in the Greek polis and colonies located throughout
the Hellenistic world.

Vernant, La muerte, 16. “El concepto de alteridad, aunque vago y excesivamente amplio, no parece
anacrónico en la medida que los griegos lo conocieron y lo emplearon.”
47
The author of the History of Hellenism, and who coined the latter term, considered: "The Hellenes of
this era are, compared to the nations of Asia, nations of old culture, a young people. The Hellenic name
gradually brought together a whole series of scattered peoples, twinned by affinity of language. Their
history is marked by the achievement of their national unity and the failure of their political unity".
Droysen, Alejandro Magno, 4. “Los helenos de esta época son, comparados con las naciones de Asia,
naciones de vieja cultura, un pueblo joven. El nombre helénico fue aglutinando poco a poco a toda una
serie de pueblos dispersos, hermanados por afinidad de lenguas. Su historia se cifra en el logro de su
unidad nacional y en el fracaso de su unidad política.”
46
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But above all, this tension between identity and otherness existed in the relations of the
Greeks with those civilizations and peoples whom they themselves considered
'barbarians': Persians, of course, but also Egyptians, Phoenicians, Scythians, or
Thracians, among so many others that run through Herodotus' narrative and that were
outside the borders of the Hélade, even if they were within the Mediterranean World.
For all those whose mother tongue was not Greek, the category of ‘barbarians’ served
to group them together, for not only were they incomprehensible to Greeks (Herodotus
himself was monolingual: he knew only the oral Doric dialect that was his birthright
and the literary Ionian he used in writing his historie48), “but also - [and] many Greeks
came to believe it - of an inferior nature”49. Accordingly, Finley points out that the
Greeks had an idea of themselves “as opposed to the barbarians.”50 A counter-figure
invented expressly to serve as a contrast, Fontana considered in relation to the image
that the Greeks elaborated of themselves, “looking at themselves in the deforming
mirror of the Asian barbarian”. For this reason, he considers that the concept of “Greek”
has been constructed at the same time as that of “barbarian.”51
From this perspective, Herodotus' Histories recodes and translates the otherness or “the
mirror” of the representation of the other52; defining by opposition to the 'barbarian'
world the identity of Greek civilization, from the political and moral needs arising from
the Medical Wars. However, Herodotus does not condemn the ‘barbarian’ world.

48
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associated with translation. The so-called "father of history" (Cicero) was not, however, a philologist
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On the contrary, he builds an observatory that allows him to identify — by distancing
himself from his own codes, avoiding as far as possible the Greek familiarity that led
to the vision of the 'barbarian' — the peculiarities and originality of the Egyptians and
Persians, to whom, among all the ‘barbarians’, he dedicated the greater part of his work;
thus locating the evident differences, but also the unknown analogies of these with the
Greeks.53
To avoid Greek assumptions about the “barbarians,” Herodotus positioned himself at a
distance from his own Greekness. This permitted him to find not only the obvious
differences between the Egyptians or Persians and the Greeks, but also the still
unremarked-upon affinities between the Greeks and these “barbarians.” In bringing
their similarities with the supposed original features of Greek civilization into play, he
relativized important differences and the conception of the “barbarians” versus the
Greeks; he hung a bridge linking the analogies of one group with another. Just as Frazer,
centuries later, would do with The Golden Bough, Herodotus had brought the barbarians
“close to home.” 54 Annoyed by this occurrence, Plutarch would call him
Philobarbarian.
Herodotus establishes a use of ethnographic comparison associated with the similarities
and differences between neighboring and contemporary civilizations, cultures, and
peoples. This is the unit of analysis that allows the historian an analytical framework
without which a culture is impenetrable, becoming also an essential part of analysis and
research.
This comparison makes it possible to make known what is unknown in the Hélade,
relating it and even familiarising it with a different world, almost completely alien,
strange and above all, foreign. Because it gives meaning to a distant reality, to an older
civilization: the Egyptian one, neighbour of the Greek world, still alive although with
the ancient glory worn away by the passage of time. “Familiarising ourselves with a
past whose daily appearance is elusive,” as Ginzburg points out, is an “apparently banal
operation, which in reality presupposed a profound break with the historiographic
tradition born in Greece.”55
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Above all, Athenians, and Spartans or Lacedemonians. Herodotus linked the latter directly to the
Persians (VI, 59) and assimilated them to the Egyptians (VI, 53; VI, 60). This view of the 'barbarians'
would have consequences. In the libel attributed to Plutarch, De Herodoti Malignitate (On Herodotus'
Malignity), he considered that the latter had fulfilled the objective of preserving the achievements of the
'barbarians', but not that of impartially preserving the achievements of the Greeks. Although excessive,
this is a testimony of discontent towards a history full of relations and influences between Greeks and
'barbarians'.
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George W. Stocking, After Tylor. (Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1995), 147.
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The discovery of these original and specific attributes of a different world, must be
made known to be equally valued, through the affiliations between the Hélade and the
‘barbarians’. “With what objective curiosity, with what polite attention,” Herodotus
“examines that distinct and paradoxical world that contradicts his Greek habits at every
step”56.
Deeply impressed by the immense Nile, the funeral and religious rites, the daily
customs, the variety of the pantheon of its gods, the brilliant monumental architecture
or the vastness of his culture and the magnificence of his civilization, Herodotus
dedicated an entire book, Euterpe, to explaining the originality and the extraordinary
impact of Egypt on the known world and, above all, on the Greeks.
Religion had interested him greatly, and he went around the world collecting myths,
rituals, and customs, so that, from a religious comparison about the Egyptian origin of
the names of the Greek gods57, Herodotus tells a surprising passage:
The names of almost all the gods also came to Greece from Egypt. My enquiries
led me to discover that they are non-Greek in origin, but it is my belief that they
came largely from Egypt. With the exception of Poseidon and the Dioscuri (as
I have already mentioned), and also Hera, Hestia, Temis, the Graces, and the
Nereids, all the gods and their names have always been found in the country of
Egypt. Here I am repeating what the Egyptians themselves say.58
When Momigliano noticed this extraordinary filiation, which does not deal with generic
similarities but with those that express historical relations, he considered:
As an attentive traveller and a follower of the comparative method (which
doctors of the time used to explain climatic differences), Herodotus created a
model for the investigation of religion. He explained the similarities between
the Greek gods and the Egyptian gods by stating that the Greeks had derived
their gods from Egypt.59

María Rosa Lida de Malkiel, “Estudio Preliminar.” In Herodotus, Los Nueve Libros de la Historia,
(USA: W.M. Jackson INC, 1972), 9. “¡Con qué objetiva curiosidad, con qué atención cortés”, Heródoto
“examina ese mundo distinto y paradójico que contradice a cada paso sus hábitos de griego!.”
57
Herodotus, II, 43; II, 45.
58
Herodotus, II, 50.
59
Momigliano, De paganos, 30. “Como viajero observador y como adepto del método comparativo (que
los médicos de la época utilizaban para explicar las diferencias climáticas), Heródoto creó un modelo
para la investigación de la religión. Explicó las semejanzas entre los dioses griegos y los dioses egipcios
afirmando que los griegos habían derivado sus dioses de Egipto.”
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Thus, the historian who was looking for answers to his questions in the land of the
pyramids and the ancient pharaohs, found a sort of genealogical link between Egyptians
and Greeks that made it possible to explain the peculiarities of the arts (such as poetry60)
and above all the religion of the Greeks (processions, religious offerings, the origin of
oracles and the origin of the names of the gods61, such as that of Herakles62) from a
complex game of influences and borrowings that they had received from Egypt.63
This is a discovery of the originality of the civilization and religion of the Egyptians,
considered Greek by the Greeks themselves, which was made possible through the
comparison, in this case, of religion. Religious, ethnographic, political, and patriotic
comparisons are the units of analysis that permit Herodotus to understand the grand
“intellectual events” of his era, through the similarities and difference between cultures
and civilizations that existed close together in time and space.
Conclusions
In our days, the increase in the number of researches on transoceanic and terrestrial
explorations, imperial wars, colonial conquests in the four corners of the world, in
particular from the long 16th century (1450-1650) to the 21st century, the era of
capitalist modernity, has elevated the importance of the cultural dimension of the
world's interlinkages to highlight the connections, interactions and comparisons on
multiple scales between colonized societies and colonizing metropolises, between
discovered and pretended worlds, between dying and revitalised empires.
However, none of the authors escapes unscathed from war, conquest, or occupation.
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Herodotus, II, 58.
Herodotus, II, 50; II, 144-146.
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Herodotus, II, 42-45.
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This is the subject of the "Black Athens debate", based on the three volumes that Martin Bernal
published in 1987, 1991 and 2006: Black Athena: the Afroasiatic roots of Classical Civilization. He
argued that the origins of ancient Greece were to be found in Egypt, Phoenicia and the Semitic
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Although domination permeates all relationships, it also helps to define ephemeral,
conjunctural or long-term historical formations, as well as to explain and understand
the relationships and interactions 64 of actors who occupy very different social and
cultural positions (even within their own culture and society) and whose practices and
representations are defined in the mirror of otherness, miscegenation and the circulation
of ideas, expressing themselves less in conditions of equality than through conflict.
However, this plurality of initiatives, dialogues and cross-cultural exchanges has not
only occurred during the era of capitalism. In their own way, small worlds, on a smaller
scale than world history, have created these relationships and transfers, even before the
birth of colonial empires and nation states.
Thus, the history of ancient civilizations, which gravitated around the Mediterranean
Sea, on the borders of the Hélade with the East, was investigated by Arnaldo
Momigliano, who, in his work Alien wisdom. The limits of Hellenization, studied the
historical-cultural phenomenon that took place between the 4th and 1st centuries BC
when five civilizations came into contact and interacted: Greeks, Romans, Jews, Celts,
and Iranians.
He showed how the Greeks, proud and sceptical of foreigners, strangers, outsiders
maintained a relationship of closeness and neighbourliness with all other peoples,
knowing and evaluating their neighbors in terms of their own culture, and publicizing
an unusual fact: the international circulation of political ideas, religious beliefs, identity
references, specific positions of familiarity and alienation between the culture of one
and the other.
This setting, recreated with other participants a century earlier, gave Herodotus the
opportunity to make comparisons. So that it seems that comparative history has not
made ancient history a subject of study, as if intercultural relations were a feature of the
modern world and had happened only once in the past. Hence, Herodotus' work has
hardly been studied from this perspective, when comparisons between Greeks and
barbarians have been made throughout the nine books of Historiae. It is curious to note
that two centuries ago, Hegel considered Herodotus to be a representative of immediate
history; for the philosopher interested in the life cycle of the spirit, the historian of
Egypt, Babylon and Greece was, when writing history, a contemporary. After all, the
historian who travelled through the northern regions of the Hélade may not be a
foreigner in the land of comparative history.
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A restless traveller, Herodotus explored the world at the time of the Medical Wars.
What he knew directly, as well as the data, witnesses, and testimonies that he found in
his travels around Greece and the lands of the ‘barbarians’, constituted the evidence to
corroborate the truth of the events. His ability to observe, his fine reasoning and his
vision of the whole were abilities only comparable to his talents as a conversationalist.
A contemporary of Socrates, perhaps the greatest conversationalist of the ancient world,
Herodotus assimilated the knowledge of witnesses, survivors of deeds, Egyptian
scribes, and Persian sages, who transmitted to him the memory of their refined
civilizations, much older than the Greek one to which he belonged. As Ginzburg said,
like venial knowledge, historiography also had a knowledge based on the reconstruction
of events not directly witnessed, allowing us to know beyond, or instead of, direct
experience; thus, establishing the border between reality and fiction, the true and the
false. From this historiographic practice emerged his work, which is considered the
beginning of historical narration in the Western tradition.
However, is the comparison of Herodotus, a comparative method, quietly emerging in
the framework of ancient historiography? Although Momigliano has pointed out that
he has been a “follower of the comparative method,” particularly because of his research
on religion, the problem is that the historian never explicitly defined what he was doing
and even less did he reflect on it in more abstract terms, with the tools that the
philosophy of his time would have allowed him. In short, his comparison is not like the
comparative methods that were later put into practice in the human sciences, be it by
the Settecento, the Enlightenment or during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, but
rather a comparative procedure that, nevertheless, allows one to examine similarities
and differences between two or more facts or phenomena, to draw conclusions and
explanations of the causes that foster both similarities and differences between them.
This comparative procedure has three fundamental and unprecedented characteristics
in Western historiography. Firstly, it is a modality based on the explanation of
similarities and differences between distant but contemporary societies and
civilizations. Secondly, it is based on criteria or units of analysis that are both
ethnographic and religious: Greek/Barbaric, and political and patriotic: CitizenshipFreedom and Slavery-Servitude. With them, the historian had tools without which a
world, like his, was completely incomprehensible; for it is these units that finally point
out what is compared and how it is compared. Thirdly, being a comparison located in
synchrony, and being based on units of analysis, the historian built bridges to explain
the differences between the Greeks themselves (the Macedonians, for example) or the
Hélade and the Persians and Scythians, but also the similarities with other ‘barbarians’:
the Egyptians, for example, allowing him to shape the contours of identity in the face
of otherness, pointing out the peculiar features of the Greeks themselves, but also all
the wisdom of the ‘barbarians’ who were present among them.
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Egypt is the best example of the fact that these similarities are not generic but specific,
and the explanation for them is based on a deep historical relationship: the origins of
the Greek religion are to be found in the nebula of the 'barbarians', which is the land of
the Nile. Therefore, when investigating two religious institutions that have taken place
in two or more nearby environments, the historian observes the originality of one and
its influence on the other, revealing, then, affiliations, influences, imitations, and
transcultural borrowings on a civilizing scale.65
Based on these three factors, this comparative procedure made it possible for him to
organise his work to the extent that it also enabled him to understand the ancient
Mediterranean world. Thus, the Hellenic condition, the fact of being Greek in the whole
of civilization, was observed from the specific contrast, whether Scythians or Persians
— since, as Plato said: “one cannot conceive or define the Self except in relation to the
Other, with the multiplicity of others”66 - which results in a positive and glorious image:
the polis, democracy, freedom, and all the qualities of Panhellenism which, at that
moment of the collision of the Medical Wars, is delimited, recreated and exalted as the
fruit of contact between civilizations.
For this reason, the figure of the Greek was created from the reflection of the figure of
the ‘barbarian’: “The other as a component of the Self, as a condition of one's identity.”67
Perhaps for this reason, what “we could call the comparative method of ethnography,”
as Momigliano recalled, “vindicates Herodotus.”68
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This has been studied through a diversity of approaches (sometimes used at convenience to shelter any
kind of practice), which however have given rise to original essays in recent years under the name of
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Therefore, when observing the meaning of these relationships of/to/different, one can
see how this knowledge starts from familiarity as well as from estrangement, closeness,
or distance: the similarities/differences, identity/alterity, explain the relationships,
affiliations, borrowings and influences between Greeks and ‘barbarians’ in the ancient
Hellenistic world.
After all, as Carlo Ginzburg recalled, “we are all strangers to something and someone.”69
It's a way of questioning how to be foreign, strange, different,70 each is the ‘barbarian’,
the 'savage' or the 'primitive' of the other; each is the ‘pagan’, the ‘heretic’, the ‘infidel’
or the ‘idolater’ of the other; each is the ‘oriental’, the ‘black’, the ‘Indian’, the ‘redskin’
or even the ‘white’ of the other; each is the ‘underdeveloped’, the ‘inferior’, the
‘unequal’, the ‘abnormal’, the ‘outcast’ of the other.
Hence, the explanation of the causes of similarities and differences between Greeks and
‘barbarians’ also explains the contacts, influences, and interactions between those who
were contemporary and neighbors in the ancient Hellenistic world. Thus, by allowing
us to understand the procedure of historical comparison ― by penetrating the
explanation of the similarities and differences, that is the nucleus of the comparison ―
the units of analysis used by the historian of Halicarnassus allow us to assess a type or
model of comparative history in classical historiography, showing us what he compared
and how he did it. That is why comparative history and global history should look back
at Herodotus’ Histories.
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Abstract
This study presents a method for mapping and comparing the regional extents of
historical city-based economies at the global scale by integrating the World-Systems
Theory of Immanuel Wallerstein with the Regional Systems Theory of G. W. Skinner.
The approach taken here focuses on mapping urban cores and their rural peripheries
based on available disaggregated urban population estimates for 1741 cities according
to six main historical periods from ca. 3700 BCE to 1900 CE. As a result, a spatial
history of some regional-scale changes wrought by increasing modes of capitalism in
the Modern and Industrial periods may be compared with earlier patterns.
Keywords; World Systems Theory, Regional Systems Theory, Historical Demography,
Cities, Historical GIS
Introduction
This study proposes a new methodology for mapping historical World Economies, and
their modern integrations into one Global Capitalist Economy, based on the WorldSystems Theory of Immanuel Wallerstein (1974, 1975) and the Regional Systems
Theory of G. W. Skinner (1985). The purpose of this endeavor is to compare historical
city-based regions of trade and marketing across different societies and civilizations.
Many economists consider population density the best measure of the level of
technological advance of economies before 1800 (Allen 2011, Combes et al 2008).
These spatial differences can be compared and measured at regional scales since the
Bronze Age and maintain relevance into the modern period characterized by the
development and spread of a Global Capitalist Economy.
To illustrate these points, the best available GIS dataset of historical urban populations
will be utilized to map the varying extents of regional economies over the course of
recorded human history according to Regional Systems Theory. These data were
harmonized by Reba et al (2016) from “Four Thousand Years of Urban Growth: A
Historical Census”, by historian Tertius Chandler (1987), and “World Cities: -3,000 to
2,000”, by political scientist George Modelski (2000, 2003).
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Unfortunately, the sparse nature of the available historical urban census data with
incomplete and missing population estimates requires mapping patterns according to
six broad, general periods ca. 3700 BCE to 1900 CE. As a result, only a general
delineation of the largest regional economies is discerned across historical cultural
landscapes, though some new insights are provided in how these regional networks of
trade and commerce formed historical World Economies that became more integrated
into one dominant World-System over time.
Regional Systems Theory focuses on how the historical agrarian-based marketing
systems of societies formed regional economies that conditioned aspects of culture,
such as demography. Regional Systems Theory also examines how traditional peasant
economies and societies changed as they ultimately evolved into industrial political
economies.
This problem also forms the crux of World-Systems Theory with its main tenet that a
Modern Capitalist Economy arose in Europe in the sixteenth century and led to
European hegemony over a single World-System that connected more and more peoples
and their regional economies together through trade, migration, and investment. Before
this period, there was no single World Economy but instead many regional economies,
or what Skinner termed “macroregions”, based where the circulation of food and
everyday raw materials was largely self-contained in rural to urban networks defined
by bulk-good exchanges due to the limitations of pre-mechanized transportation, but
with some interaction with other cultures and civilizations through long-distance trade.
Wallerstein’s approach is largely qualitative, while Skinner based the validity of his
theory on quantitative findings from historical geographic information systems (HGIS)
models of entire states and civilizations. The idea that historical groupings of
macroregional economies provided the material basis for societies and civilizations was
proposed by Fernand Braudel (1981-1984), a key figure of the Annales school of
history, using the term économie-monde (World Economy) to define those
economically autonomous parts of the world. Historical take-overs of multiple
macroregional economies by larger political-military networks contributed to common
forms of cultural practices that helped to shape civilizations, such as Rome’s
contribution to Classical Civilization, and the Han dynasty’s contribution to Chinese
Civilization. In such cases, however, broader cultural commonalities among multiple
macroregions of the same civilization owe far more to common agricultural systems
related to climates and watersheds, and also geographically isolating factors such as
oceans and mountain ranges, than they do to more recent and shorter-lived periods of
common political-military domination.
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Only with great effort were these regional flows supplemented at particular times and
places with bulk-good connections between multiple macroregional economies, such as
the Romans achieved with Egyptian grain shipped across the Mediterranean, and the
Chinese with grain moved along the Grand Canal from the Lower Yangtze to North
China.
The striking complementarity between Skinner’s Regional Systems Theory and
Immanuel Wallerstein’s World-Systems Theory can be seen in several similar general
rules:
1. The changing geographical extent of World Economies over time
2. The dominance of major urban centers over their hinterlands within each
regional economy, and
3. The hierarchical nature of the nested core-periphery zones.
World-Systems Theory, as it has been articulated so far, however, only provides a
generalized mapping according to modern state boundaries. Regional Systems Theory,
on the other hand, provides spatial detail on how marketing systems connected urban
centers with rural areas, and the historical socioeconomic transformations in human
culture that occurred when the Modern Capitalist World-System spread and integrated
disparate World Economies.
Another key difference between World-Systems Theory and Regional Systems Theory,
lies in the focus of the latter on the marketing of economic surplus directly from peasant
production and how these forms of commercialization affected social processes
according to location within World Economies defined largely by civilizational factors,
while Wallerstein considers the narrative of greater interest once proletarians subsisting
on their wage labor arose in different parts of a single Global Economy.
When this happened, largely due to industrialization initially in Europe, a greater power
hierarchy started to operate between urban “core” states, and more rural “periphery”
states in which these powerful and wealthy capital-intensive core societies could
dominate and exploit weak and poor labor-intensive peripheral societies.
Wallerstein, however, generalizes about the historical geography of these
socioeconomic changes over centuries by placing entire nations and societies into
abstract, spatially undifferentiated developed cores or less developed peripheries
according to modern state boundaries. In reality, vast regions since ca. 1500 were beset
by uneven development caused by imperialism, colonialism, and capitalism. Some
people profited from commercialization side-by-side with peasant subsistence
producers.
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There also exist today historically enduring internal core-periphery geographies within
each of Wallerstein’s theoretical cores and peripheries, such as the Celtic Fringe of
British national development, and Native American Nations within the United States.
This study will illustrate how mapping actual core-periphery geographies of societies
and economies over time using Regional Systems Theory offers greater detail and
accuracy in discerning and quantifying the rise and spread of the Modern Capitalist
World System.
World and Regional Systems Theories: A Comparison
World-Systems Theory was developed by Immanuel Wallerstein (1930-2019) to
explain contradictions in classical modernization theory that posited similar stages of
development for all states and cultures while ignoring how global capitalist markets and
commerce exploited weaker states.
Inspired by Marxist economic theories, Wallerstein focused on how capitalism grew
from European roots after about 1500 into one global market system beyond the power
of national political regimes to control and spread to subjugate the entire world largely
for the benefit of the West by the twentieth century. Wallerstein (1974) published the
first major articulation of World-Systems Theory in his seminal paper “The Rise and
Future Demise of the World Capitalist System: Concepts for Comparative Analysis.”
Subsequently, Wallerstein (1975) published “The Modern World System I: Capitalist
Agriculture and the Origins of the European World-Economy in the Sixteenth Century,”
which is widely considered Wallerstein’s landmark contribution to sociological and
historical thought, triggered numerous reactions, and inspired many others to build on
his ideas (Martínez-Vela 2001).
In relation to this present study that examines World-Systems Theory across time and
space, it is useful to consider the summarization of the views of world historians vis-àvis Wallerstein according to Abu-Lughod (1993):
1. Wallerstein espouses the view that there has only been one World-System, the
one that began with the sixteenth century.
2. Abu-Lughod argues that there have been several successive World-Systems,
each with a changing structure and its own set of hegemons.
3. Frank and Gills (1993) argue there has only been a single World-System that
has continued to evolve over the past 5,000 years.
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These different views are each correct according to their own definitions and it is not
possible to disprove any because the work of Wallerstein, and those of his followers, is
largely qualitative and does not engage with HGIS databases, spatial analysis, and
cartography to map changing extents of regional and world economic systems over
time. Hence, world historians and World-Systems theorists lack agreed-upon
methodologies for measuring how trade and marketing networks produced regional
economies over time, unlike the quantitative spatial methods developed in Regional
Systems Theory for mapping and defining macroregional economies at given points in
time based on available disaggregated historical census and related data.
Regional Systems Theory was pioneered by the anthropologist G. W. Skinner (lived
1925-2008) to map and measure the effects of economic systems on social and cultural
processes over the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Skinner 1964, 1965, 1985).
Skinner’s oeuvre focuses on applications of his theory and methods to explain how
demographic processes and cultural institutions were largely conditioned by the trade
and marketing systems of macroregional economies in China, France, and Japan.
In fact, Skinner’s efforts led to the first historical instances of national-level Historical
GIS (HGIS) databases being built and utilized for research during the 1980s and 1990s
for these research projects. Skinner, however, did not refer to his methodology as HGIS
because the term was not coined until the 1990s, and consequently his efforts have not
been recognized as such. But when the new field began to take shape from different
disciplines in the 1990s, early proponents quickly recognized how well-suited the
project was for the study of regional economic growth and change (Healy and Stamp
2000).
Despite a great amount of effort exerted by Skinner over the 1980s through the early
2000s in working on comparative macroregional systems case studies of nineteenth
century China, France, and Japan with the support of large grants and specialized
workshops, only his work on China and Japan resulted in formal peer-reviewed
publications (Skinner 1993, 1994; Skinner, Henderson, and Yuan 2000; see also
Henderson 2013). The work on France, in contrast, can only be studied now by reading
Skinner’s relevant unpublished grant proposals, conference papers, and lectures
(Skinner 1988, 1991). Furthermore, Skinner’s archived statistical and GIS datasets for
France is in disarray compared to his more polished China data available online for the
late imperial and PRC periods, and a recent Beta-version of his Japan data (Henderson
and Berman, 2016).
Recently, a HGIS teaching manual has been published, and subsequently discussed in
detail, by Ryavec and Henderson (2017, 2018), two former students of Skinner,
introducing how to apply the main tenets of Regional Systems Theory. This manual
focuses on teaching GIS techniques required to replicate Skinner’s regional systems
models and findings with his historical GIS datasets of France and China.
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In these HGIS exercises, the nineteenth century urban systems of France and China are
mapped in relation to population densities, and then compared to navigable waterways.
A final exercise compares late nineteenth century urban population densities between
the two countries.
There was also a shift in Skinner’s refining of Regional Systems Theory over the 1990s
to a focus on China’s contemporary demographic structure due to the accuracy of
China’s 1982, 1990, and finally 2000 censuses compared to the largely inaccurate and
spatially incomplete historical data on Chinese society. Though there are isolated cases
of demographic data for various small areas in China historically, there are no accurate
data offering complete spatial coverage of China prior to the 1982 census. Available
data from China’s 1953 and 1964 censuses offer less detailed demographic information
than the later censuses and were also subject to Maoist period data rigging and
manipulation.
Skinner (1987) published key findings on this problem pertaining to nineteenth century
population data from Sichuan, where he found that while imperial concern and pressure
may have led to short runs of empirically based reports, the reporting system quickly
reverted to the systematic fabrication of data. The telltale signs of such fabricated data
series are invariant population growth year after year coupled with growth rates that
steadily and regularly decline. For this reason, only Skinner’s research on France and
Japan included the analysis of pre-twentieth century macroregional systems of the entire
countries based on demographic variables, such as fertility. In his study of dynastic
China, mainly during the late Qing period, Skinner based his macroregional systems
analysis largely on estimates of the size and importance of urban centers.
It is mainly due to this reason that Skinner focused on contemporary China in his late
research and justified it to some extent by arguing that China retained important traits
of a mature Eurasian peasant economy as documented in the 1982 census, and to
varying extents in the 1990 and 2000 censuses. Skinner believed the rigid household
residency (Chinese: Hukou) requirements of the Maoist period, still largely retained by
1990, allowed the traditional rural-urban characteristics of Chinese civilization to be
studied and compared with modern census data along with recent changes due to
economic modernization, such as in rail transportation.
In contrast to the largely qualitative Marxist approach of Wallerstein to uneven
development due to the expansion of a European capitalist mode of production from the
16th century onwards, Regional Systems Theory utilizes classic Land Use, Central
Place, and Time Geography Theories to quantitatively map and measure how trade and
marketing conditioned the human geography of traditional peasant societies.
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The historical legacy of spatial unevenness in trade and marketing in premodern
agrarian economies, due in part to the limitations of pre-mechanized transportation
technologies, resulted in systematic areal differences in culture and demography, such
as in life expectancy, fertility rates, and family systems.
Skinner’s approach is often characterized as “Macroregional Systems Theory” due to
its detailed mapping of economic and demographic processes in relation to densely
settled urban cores centered on apex cities and their agrarian hinterlands. The advantage
of this approach for world-system and world history theorists lies in its ability to
construct and analyze detailed HGIS models of societies, settlement systems, and
economies so that a more detailed spatial history of changes wrought by increasing
modes of capitalism in the Modern Period may be mapped and compared with earlier
patterns.
Criticism of Skinner’s Regional Systems approach largely stem from concern that as a
spatial model it fetishizes the traditional marketing systems of peasant societies
according to geometric zones of urban and rural land use and is unable to consider
impacts from increasing modes of capitalist accumulation and global investment in the
Modern Period (Szymanski and Agnew 1981, Cartier 2002).
However, much of these lines of criticism ignore that forms of quantification in
Regional Systems Theory, specifically its use of HGIS databases, are actually necessary
for both testing hypotheses and the generation of new knowledge in historical economic
geography. This study argues that constructing and utilizing HGIS datasets can advance
both theory-based understanding of impacts from marketing and trade on entire
civilizations and societies and changes wrought since the 16th century by the rise of a
Global Capitalist Economy, instead of the mere generalizations produced by theoretical
tropes.
In conclusion, it might be useful to apply the classic parable of the blind men and an
elephant to compare Skinner’s and Wallerstein’s efforts to describe how historical
World Economies functioned and became more integrated over time. Each approach
offers an accurate assessment of a part of the historical World-System. In Skinner’s
case, the impacts of urbanization and marketing on demography and social structure are
explained and mapped in detail for the historical macroregional economies of China,
France, and Japan according to both traditional peasant systems and increasing modes
of industrialization. Wallerstein, in turn, explains how and why capitalism developed
and spread after about 1500 CE, and impacted historical world economies. Combining
these two approaches will facilitate the development of a global historical model of
capitalism that includes local and regional-scale data to compare and quantify how
cultures and societies changed from agrarian-based economies to integral parts of a
Modern World-System.
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Previous Research
To date, there has been no attempt to map and measure the areal core-periphery extents
of historical regional and world economies, and their integration into a Global Capitalist
Economy, according to the specific methodology of Regional Systems Theory with its
heavy reliance on Geographic Information Science. There are, however, some related
mapping attempts worth outlining for better understanding the background to this
current study.
Wilkinson (1991, 1993) determined there are fourteen civilizations that formed
historical World-Systems based on “collections of interacting cities,” or what Braudel
called “World Economies,” based on established criteria by classic civilizationists such
as Quigley (1961) and Toynbee (1934-1961): cities, record-keeping, economic surplus,
non-producing classes, etc.
These civilizations are Mesopotamian, Egyptian, Aegean, Indic, Irish, Mexican,
Peruvian, Chibchan, Indonesian, West African, Mississippian, Far Eastern, Japanese,
and Central. The spatial histories of these ideal-type civilizations are characterized by
urban cores, semi peripheries, and weakly connected peripheries.
Wilkinson produced chronographs charting the historical integrations of these WorldSystems into what he termed one “Central Civilization” after ca. 1500, which may also
be considered part of the basis of Wallerstein’s Modern Capitalist World-System. In
addition, Wilkinson drew nine maps of the approximate areas of the core and periphery
of Central Civilization for periods ranging from 825 BCE to ca. 1990 but provided no
data and methodology for how these spatial zones were determined other than
referencing a series of Penguin historical atlases of world history.
Nevertheless, Wilkinson’s roster of fourteen major civilizations is frequently mapped
and discussed in the World-Systems and world history literature, and for this reason
offer useful comparisons for the core and periphery zones of historical world economies
mapped and analyzed in the findings section of this study below.
Chase-Dunn and Hall (2011) define regional economies prior to the emergence of a
Global World-System in the nineteenth century as varying “spatially nested interaction
networks,” and the smallest of these they term “bulk goods networks” which can be
equated with the Skinnerian macroregion. Bulk goods networks could be encompassed
by larger political-military networks, and these by even larger networks in which
prestige goods and information flowed. The works of these World-Systems theorists
over the past decades is largely based on graphing estimated sizes of cities over time,
with the goal of identifying systemic patterns such as cycles of growth and decline
(Inoue et al 2015).
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Unfortunately, these calculations of spatial expansions and contractions of different city
networks over time do not identify and measure the areas of urban cores and their rural
peripheries, and other key features such as cores developed along coastal regions.
These attributes, detailed in the findings section below, are key to determining when
World Economies arose historically, and became part of one single Global WorldSystem.
To summarize, these previous studies merely offer a general conclusion that Western
political-military networks of the nineteenth century caught up with the world’s prestige
goods networks such that in the twentieth century the bulk goods network became
global. What is missing from this scholarship is a theoretically informed methodology
to map historical World Economies and measure the extents to which they survive and
have also changed as part of a single Modern Capitalist Economy or World-System.

Data
A global historical GIS database of city locations, and estimated urban populations at
different points in time, provided the data for this study on mapping the history of
regional and World Economies (Figures 1 – 6). These data were harmonized by Reba
et al (2016) from “Four Thousand Years of Urban Growth: A Historical Census”, by
historian Tertius Chandler (1987), and “World Cities: -3,000 to 2,000”, by political
scientist George Modelski (2000, 2003). Chandler included only cities with populations
over 20,000 from 800 to 1850 CE, except for Asian cities which had a 40,000 population
threshold for this period. A total of 1,599 geolocated cities are in Chandler’s work for
the entire time period, based on estimates from a wide range of sources, such as
censuses, travelers’ diaries, and tax documents.
Based on these sources, Chandler determined a demographic factor for each particular
city (such as from the number of loaves of bread sold) and then applied a relevant
multiplier to create urban population estimates for specific years. Modelski
subsequently built upon and extended Chandler’s work by focusing on urban
settlements from 3500 to 1000 BCE, and by using different minimum thresholds for
different periods:
1. Ancient (3500 to 1000 BCE): 10,000 or more inhabitants
2. Classical (1000 BCE to 1000 CE): 100,000 or more inhabitants
3. Modern (1000 CE onward): 1,000,000 or more inhabitants.
Modelski also augmented Chandler’s dataset with additional historical sources, and
selectively applied rank-order principles (also known as Zipf’s Law or the Power Law)
to estimate more historical city sizes.
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Despite the different sources and methodologies Chandler and Modelski employed in
their historical city population estimates, their two volumes are the only global-scale
compendiums of urban population pre-1950.
The harmonized dataset contains 1,741 unique city entries, and 10,352 unique
city/data/population values. Each city was initially georeferenced using a single, central
latitude and longitudinal point by using the online geocoding platforms of CartoDB,
and Google Places API. Next, the GeoNames database was used to improve upon the
online geocoding results. The resulting harmonized data list a primary Romanized
name for each city, and an alternate spelling(s) if any. In addition, the contemporary
state where each city is located is listed for reference.
Owing to the complexity of mapping the changing geographical extents of regional and
World Economies over the entire course of recorded human history, these historical city
data have been aggregated into six main historical periods to facilitate this initial
mapping and identification project:
1. Ancient; 3700 - 500 BCE, 96 cities (Figure 1)
2. Classical; 499 BCE – 500 CE, 104 cities (Figure 2)
3. Medieval; 501 – 1200 CE, 304 cities (Figure 3)
4. Early Modern; 1201 – 1500 CE, 350 cities (Figure 4)
5. Mercantilist; 1501-1800 CE, 648 cities (Figure 5)
6. Industrial; 1801 – 1900 CE, 1287 cities (Figure 6).

Figure 1: Cities of the Ancient Period, ca. 3700-500 BCE
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Figure 2: Cities of the Classical Period, ca. 500 BCE – 500 CE

Figure 3: Cities of the Medieval Period, ca. 501-1200 CE
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Figure 4: Cities of the Early Modern Period, ca. 1201-1500 CE

Figure 5: Cities of the Mercantilist Period, ca. 1501-1800 CE
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Figure 6: Cities of the Industrial Period, ca. 1801-1900 CE

Methodology
Based on the 1,741 unique cities georeferenced in the harmonized dataset by Reba et al
(2016), median urban population estimates were analyzed for 2,789 city entries
according to the six historical periods with 1900 CE as a temporal endpoint. The Kernel
density function of ArcGIS (ESRI, Redlands, California) was utilized to map the
density surface of urban population distributions by period. For any point in space, the
Kernel density estimator searches the neighboring city sites within a predefined distance
range or bandwidth. A value of 300 km was used for this bandwidth function.
Each city was also weighted by the median estimated urban population for the specific
time period so that the search neighborhood included in the density estimation is
determined by a mathematically defined kernel function with higher weights given to
cities with larger populations.
The urban population densities are mapped in four zones (Skinner typically identified
between 7 and 14 zones for a given region), though there is no specific number of zones
required.
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But too few zones would not allow the cores of regional economies, or macroregions,
to be identified within cultures and civilizations, while too many zones would spread
the highest density values over a multitude of zones making it difficult to discern the
cores of macroregions and World Economies.
These four zones range from an innermost core to an outermost periphery and were
mapped based on the Natural Breaks method of Jenks (1967). The Jenks optimization
method is also known as the goodness of variance fit (GVF). It is used to minimize the
squared deviations of the class means. Optimization is achieved when the quantity GVF
is maximized.
Specifically, these zones are labelled for heuristic purposes as the Inner Core, Outer
Core, Near Periphery, and Far Periphery. For each historical period, the core-periphery
zoning reflects core areas of estimated urban population densities as proxies for
economic activity relative to the data itself.
Thus, comparisons between periods are not based on absolute numbers, but rather
values that reflect areas of dense urban settlement relative to each period. To better
illustrate this point, consider that the Inner Core population densities in the Ancient
Period ranged from 2.5 to 4.7 persons per square kilometer. By the Industrial Period,
the density values in the Inner Core increased to 21.1 to 54.5 persons per square
kilometer. If the natural breaks method was not utilized to map population density
ranges relative to each period, large regions would perforce be labelled as the Inner
Core by the Industrial Period, and the significance of relatively higher core-like
densities only found by then in Europe and North America might go unnoticed.
Findings
The core areas of regional and World Economies are identified based on the highest
estimated urban population densities, termed the Inner Core, mapped during each
historical period (Figures 7 – 12). Lower levels of urban population densities are
mapped, in decreasing order, as the Outer Core and Near Periphery. Note that the Far
Periphery, by default, covers the entire world not otherwise defined as one of these three
higher-level zones. This approach will facilitate a concise, yet complete, historical
survey of the largest macroregional economic systems for global comparisons.
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The Ancient Period, ca. 3700 - 500 BCE

Figure 7. Urban Cores and Peripheries of the Ancient Period, ca. 3700-500 BCE
Three macroregional economies arose during this period: Egyptian, Mesopotamian, and
Chinese (or Far Eastern according to World-Systems Theory parlance). Smaller urban
core areas are likely represented by the Near Peripheries in other parts of Eurasia and
the Americas. But these peripheral regions do not compare to the greater urban
population densities of the three agrarian civilizations with macroregions defined as
Inner Cores during the Ancient Period.
Interestingly, the ancient Indic region of the Indus river valley did not develop a core
of any level during this period. Most surveys of ancient civilizations, however, always
include the Indus Valley civilization. The key cities of Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa in
the Indus river valley supported about 20,000 residents each, and these estimates are far
below the apex cities of the ancient macroregions with median populations of
approximately 100,000 (i.e., Pi-Ramesses in Egypt, Babylon in Mesopotamia, and
Yinxu and Kaifeng in China).
Scholars do not agree whether the Indus Valley script was a language or merely a
complex of signs and symbols, and this distinction is important in how civilizations
have been defined as having ‘record-keeping’. There is no evidence that the Indus
Valley script was a language similar to the ancient languages written with archaic
Chinese characters, Sumerian Cuneiform, and Egyptian Hieroglyphics.
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Instead, the seals may have represented records of food grains and commodities, and
this record-keeping script never evolved into a higher language proper. Throughout
human history there have been many languages that never developed a script, but for
those languages that did examples of the script have always been found carved on cliffs
and other rocks, and also on utensils and various objects.
But the Indus Valley script was not used in this broader manner and is only documented
from several thousand surviving seals. And while significant numbers of Indus seals
and seal impressions have been found in the Gulf region and far into modern Iraq, no
Mesopotamian inscriptions have ever turned up at any Indus site (Farmer et al 2004).
The fact that urban population densities did not increase and expand to form a
macroregion(s) in the Indus Valley comparable with those in the Middle East and China
could indicate the Indus Valley was economically peripheral to Mesopotamia, and also
why there was no broader societal need to develop a language proper from the ancient
Indus signs and symbols.

The Classical Period, ca. 499 BCE - 500 CE

Figure 8: Urban Cores and Peripheries of the Classical Period, ca. 499 BCE – 500 CE
Seven macroregional economies characterize this period with four in the Classical
World of the Middle East and Mediterranean, one in North India, and two in China.
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The two ancient macroregions in Egypt and Mesopotamia continued to thrive in this
period though their apex cities changed. In Egypt, the ancient apex city of Pi-Ramesses
was supplanted by the nearby city of Alexandria (pop 400,000). And, in Mesopotamia,
Babylon with 200,000 persons was integrated with the nearby cities of Seleucia and
Ctesiphon each with 250,000 persons. New macroregions developed centered on Rome
(pop 250,000), and on Constantinople (pop 400,000). Cleary defined peripheries
separated these four macroregional economies, indicating each was largely selfsufficient in staple bulk-good items.
At the same time, however, the Mediterranean exhibited aspects of a World Economy
by this period (if not earlier) made possible by several factors, mainly political
integration under the Roman Empire, and economic integration facilitated by maritime
trading networks across the inland sea that functioned as one large navigable waterway.
In China, the ancient macroregion centered on the North Central Plain continued into
the Classical Period based on the cities of Luoyang (pop 200,000) and Kaifeng (pop
150,000), while a new adjacent macroregion formed in Northwest China centered on
the great Han capital of Chang’an (present-day Xi’an).
It is noteworthy these two Chinese macroregions were connected by their Outer Cores,
indicating a denser level of urban settlement and marketization throughout the entire
region. Here an argument can be made for the first occurrence of a World Economy
defined according to Braudel’s criteria of historical groupings of macroregional
economies providing the material basis for a civilization.
Applying these same criteria to the Classical World is more problematic, because as
mentioned above the macroregional economies there were separated by peripheral
regions, and an argument needs to be made to combine Greek, Roman, Egyptian, and
Persian civilizations under the single rubric of one Classical civilization. Given these
complexities, many World-System theorists simply aggregate the entire Middle East
and Mediterranean regions into a so-called “Central Civilization” by this period.
Between the Western and Eastern World Economies, Indic civilization exhibited its first
macroregional economy during this period centered on the cities of Patna (pop 150,000)
and Pataliputra (pop 100,000) along the Ganga of North India. This region witnessed
a flourishing of numerous urban centers with populations over 50,000 following the
long hiatus of about a millennium since the mature phase of the Indus Valley civilization
(ca. 2300-1800 BCE).
Later Buddhist, Jain and puranic sources refer back to sixteen “great countries”
(mahajanapadas) of ancient India, which were closely linked with the emergence of
urban administrative capitals and competed for political preeminence in the mid-late
first millennium BCE (Neelis 2011).
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Subsequently, this macroregional economy formed the material basis for the Mauryan
empire (ca. 400 to 200 BCE) which, like the roughly contemporaneous Roman and Han
empires, is credited with supporting economic development based on control over trade,
taxation, and monetary policies across South Asia.
At this point in human history, the growth of World Economies and their networks of
long-distance exchange benefited, to some extent, the simultaneous growth and spread
of universalizing religions that unlike the ancient, place-based ethnic religions, openly
welcomed converts. Buddhism spread from its roots in North India during the Classical
Period to parts of Central, Southeast, and East Asia along maritime and overland trade
routes, as too did early Christian communities spread across the cities and towns of the
Roman empire.
Available GIS models of historical economies and censuses of religious adherents,
however, are too coarse in their spatial and temporal scales to permit more than
interesting conjectures about interrelationships between religious and economic growth
within and between different cultures and civilizations at this time.

The Medieval Period, ca. 501 - 1200 CE

Figure 9: Urban Cores and Peripheries of the Medieval Period, ca. 501-1200 CE
A macroregional economy based on the city of Baghdad appears to have dominated
according to the above-mentioned Natural Breaks mapping methodology of this study.
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Baghdad was the world’s largest city with an estimated urban population of 700,000,
and the nearby city of Ctesiphon (pop 500,000) was the second largest.
In contrast, the third largest city was Xi’an in Northwest China (pop 450,000), but here
and elsewhere the apex cities of macroregional economies occur in areas perforce
labelled as Outer Cores. Considering how the immense size of Baghdad skews global
comparisons in this way, the Outer Cores should also be considered macroregional
cores in their own right during the Medieval Period.
If this perspective is adopted, the Baghdad macroregion is seen bordered by four
surrounding macroregions, that of Egypt now centered on Cairo, Southeastern Turkey
centered on the former Greek Byzantine city of Mopsuestia, the Persian Gulf and the
oasis city of Al-Hasa located 60 km inland, and Persia centered on Qom and Ray (today
absorbed into the greater Tehran metropolitan area).
Interestingly, no other macroregion during this period occupied such a central location
relative to surrounding macroregions, which partly explains Baghdad’s economic
importance and unusually large size.
In the Mediterranean, Constantinople continued to function as the central urban node
of a macroregional economy. And the center of the Italian macroregion shifted north
from Rome to Milan where it would function for another six hundred years during the
Early Modern and Modern periods.
A clear development of macroregional economies is also evident in the Americas with
core areas of Aztec civilization in Central Mexico (centered on the city of Teotihuacan),
and Mayan civilization on the Yucatan (Caracol) identified. The Mesoamerican
civilizations were relegated to peripheral status during the two previous periods by the
relatively larger Eurasian civilizations, but it should be noted that during the Classical
period one macroregion is already discernable in Central Mexico based on an Outer
Core level of urban population density.
During this period the world’s third great universalizing religion of Islam developed
within the now larger system of Middle Eastern macroregional economies, and also
established itself in two distant macroregions; in Gujarat of western India centered on
Patan and Cambay, and in Andalusia of southern Spain centered on Cordoba.
Both of these distant macroregions were separated from the Middle East by vast tracts
of sparsely populated deserts but connected by both overland and maritime trade routes
of the Mediterranean and Indian Ocean. One result of Islam’s early diffusion to Gujarat
was its subsequent spread and growth among communities in Southeast Asia.
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The Gujarati Muslim traders occupied a relative central position between the
macroregions of Western Civilization (or “Central Civilization”) and East Asia which
by this period included both the growing Chinese world economy and Japan. In China,
the Lower Yangtze macroregion arose and functioned in addition to the two earlier
North and Northwest macroregional economies.
Meanwhile in Japan a central macroregional economy arose centered on the ancient
cities of Nara and Kyoto. Partly as a result of increased world trade between East and
West, a distinctive South Asian world economy developed during this period.
In addition to macroregions centered on Gujarat, and along the Ganga in North India, a
third macroregion arose on Ceylon.
The Early Modern Period, ca. 1201 – 1500 CE

Figure 10: Urban Cores and Peripheries of the Early Modern Period, ca. 1201-1500 CE
There was a marked shift of macroregional economies to northern Europe for the first
time in recorded history during this period based on a number of cities from Paris and
Rouen in northern France, to Brugge and Ghent in the Low Countries. And the core
region of the Italian macroregion expanded in size with the increase in urban
populations of many key cities in addition to Milan, namely Bologna, Florence,
Genova, and Venice.
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In North China, a macroregion developed around the Mongol’s new capital in Beijing,
while the Lower Yangtze continued to function. However, the former macroregional
economies of North and Northwest China centered on Kaifeng and Xi’an declined to
peripheral status partly as a result of the Mongols’ defeat of the Song.
In fact, the expansion of the Mongol Empire during the thirteenth century across Central
Asia to Persia does not coincide with any macroregional economies besides these two
in North China and the Lower Yangtze administered as part of the Yuan Dynasty or the
“Empire of the Great Khan” (i.e., Kublai Khan). The other Mongol khanates included
the Chaghadai, Golden Horde, and Ilkhanate. All four polities are often described as
forming the largest land empire in world history.
In comparison, most of the economic cores of the Medieval Period in the Middle East,
Persia, and North India declined to peripheries with only one core in Egypt and one in
South India functioning during this period of Mongol supremacy.

The Mercantilist Period, ca. 1501 - 1800 CE

Figure 11: Urban Cores and Peripheries of the Mercantilist Period, ca. 1501-1800 CE
The initial creation of a Global Capitalist Economy resulted from the Columbian
Exchange with its new forms of trade and finance supporting and regulating imperial,
and colonial, expansions of the European World Economy.
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In Wallerstein’s first volume of his seminal work, The Modern World System, this
sixteenth century European World Economy is defined as “constructed out of the
linkage of two formerly more separate systems”; the Christian Mediterranean system
centered on the Northern Italian cities, and the Flanders-Hanseatic trade network of
north and northwest Europe.
Furthermore, connected to this new complex was East Elbia, Poland, and some other
areas of Eastern Europe, and various Atlantic islands and parts of the New World
(1976:68).
Note what Wallerstein considers “more separate systems” are in fact the two separate
macroregional economies already identifiable during the Early Modern Period with one
core in northern Italy, and another core in Northern Europe, while Eastern Europe
functioned as a peripheral hinterland to Northern Europe’s core. To the east, the only
other macroregion of the Western World during this period was based on
Constantinople/Istanbul. This core functioned as the main economic base of the
Ottoman Empire after Constantinople was captured from the Byzantines in 1453.
In Asia, the three macroregional economies of the previous Early Modern Period
continued to thrive in South India, North China, and the Lower Yangtze region, but two
new macroregional economies emerged.
One macroregion was based in Bengal, and one in Central Japan. Specifically, Japan’s
medieval urban core expanded north from the area of Kyoto and Nara to Tokyo which
had become the largest Japanese city by this period. Interestingly, both of these new
cores developed along seacoasts where port cities likely connected these regions with
the increased trade and commerce emanating from Europe.
According to Wallerstein, the creation of a single World-Economy can be precisely
measured by the spread of increased prices at the beginning of the fifteenth century, and
in the long run the closing of the gap in regional price variations by the eighteenth
century. One major explanation of these historical price increases relates to the global
spread of New World gold and silver, and the general rise of capitalist activity that
accounts for the use made of this bullion compared to traditional uses, such as casting
religious idols and gilding temple roofs.
World-Systems Theory assumes increased modes of commerce, and new capitalistic
forms of trade and finance, led to greater control by the historical European World
Economy over the rest of the world culminating in the creation of a single WorldEconomy. Wallerstein, however, offers no specifics to map and measure these assumed
changes across entire macroregional economies in the way that Regional Systems
Theory does with deductive cartographic visualizations related to theorized changes in
rural to urban exchange systems.
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For example, were European political directives and economic ventures alone sufficient
to redirect enough bulk goods from rural areas in the traditional peasant economies of
Asia to alter demographic processes in core areas, or did historical systems continue but
with new capitalistic mechanisms?
This question best frames the purpose of this study on integrating World and Regional
Systems Theories in ways to permit new and accurate mappings of how historical World
Economies of different civilizations and cultures changed in relation to new capitalistic
methods of trade and marketing.
One specific example concerns historical gender imbalances between rural and urban
areas in different cultures. Skinner (1988:27) theorized that in traditional agrarian
societies with consistent male-centered kinship systems (such as China or India), it was
primarily men who were sufficiently mobile to take advantage of economic
opportunities away from home.
By contrast, in agrarian societies with cognatic kinship systems (such as France or
Japan), there was institutional scope for economic opportunities away from home to
develop for women as well as men and female migration to take on significant
proportions. According to Regional Systems Theory, there likely would have been
more men drawn to the new Bengal macroregional core of South Asia, but more women
drawn to Japan’s new core around Tokyo where the demand for female labor was high.
These social processes are related to economic growth, but not determined by it, thus
integrating World and Regional Systems Theories will allow for a fuller understanding
of how cultural norms and values of different societies interrelated with economic
growth and change over time.
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The Industrial Period, ca. 1801 - 1900 CE

Figure 12: Urban Cores and Peripheries of the Industrial Period, ca. 1801-1900 CE
Industrial capitalism led to larger rural to urban migrations in the West, as evidenced
by these new macroregional patterns. Over the course of this century, the entire world
became peripheral to two economic macroregions, one based in Northern Europe since
the Early Modern Period, and a new North American core.
The striking spatial contrast gives new meaning to the term “The West and the Rest.”
The apex cities of the European Inner Core were London and Ruhr in Germany, while
New York and Philadelphia were the largest cities in the American Inner Core. The
growth in urban populations made possible by industrialization are well documented,
such as in the rise of Urban Societies when England became the world’s first such
country where more than half the population lived in urban settlements by the second
half of the nineteenth century, though America did not follow until about 1920.
Comparing areas mapped as Outer Cores, it can be seen that much of Eastern Europe
was included by this period. In the Mediterranean, however, only Northern Italy was
part of the overall European core, while the rest of Italy and Spain declined to peripheral
status. Otherwise, only a small Outer Core survived around Istanbul, reminiscent of its
former economic strength under the Ottomans. In Asia, three Outer Cores existed in
China, one in Central Japan, and one in North India. In America, the new industrial
economy created two Outer Cores, one centered on Detroit, and another on Chicago.
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Conclusion
The global historical mapping approach of this study based on a GIS database of
estimated urban populations facilitates comparisons between core and peripheral
economic regions of different societies and civilizations.
A number of new comparative findings about historical changes in areas of economic
growth counter many long-term assumptions. For example, urban settlement in the
Indus Valley during the Ancient Period did not produce core economic regions on par
with civilizations in Egypt, Mesopotamia, and China. It is possible the Indus Valley
was peripheral economically to the Middle East. Conventional humanistic models of
civilizations cannot account for these differences and need to be evaluated in relation
to economic factors too.
China offers another intriguing example, one that may be defined as the world’s first
occurrence of a World Economy during the Classical Period based on historical
groupings of macroregional economies within the same civilization. In the West, by
contrast, macroregional economies were separated by peripheral regions, as seen with
those of Greece, Rome, Egypt, and Persia. Finally, during the Industrial Period, new
developments in trade and production allowed Northern Europe and Northeastern
America to attain sole urban core status at the expense of the entire world.
Integrating World and Regional Systems Theories with GIS methodologies permits the
Global Capitalist Economy, historically based in the Western centers of trade and
commerce, to be mapped as the sum of its parts. Specifically, social and demographic
processes of different agrarian societies are compared to changing urban-based systems
of trade and marketing over time. As a result, complex cultural and socioeconomic
processes are not reduced to abstract notions of labor and capital removed from their
geographies.
According to Regional Systems Theory, the demographic processes involved (fertility,
mortality, and migration) covaried in the same consistent manner across rural to urban
hierarchies of internally differentiated nodal territorial marketing systems, but
demographic processes involving nuptiality and gender differed in their spatial
dynamics from one agrarian society to another in accordance with differences in kinship
and family systems (Skinner 1988). Industrial capitalism ultimately changed the
traditional marketing systems of Eurasian peasant societies, but uneven development,
and debates over cultural heritage and identity, indicate social and economic
modernization are ongoing and contested spatial processes that need to be mapped at
local to regional scales to permit global comparisons and understandings.
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Future research would benefit from improving upon this GIS database with historical
urban populations for more towns and cities, and by providing estimates for each
century. One weakness of this current study results from missing urban population
estimates for some cities during entire historical periods leading to local inaccuracies
in the mapping of core-periphery economic regions. It would be worthwhile to conduct
this survey again with interpolated values of all 1741 cities for each century, and to map
patterns of growth and decline accordingly rather than by these broad historical cultural
periods.
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One Book—Two Authors—Whose Ideas?
Leland Conley Barrows
Professor Emeritus of History, Voorhees College, Denmark, SC
lbarrows@voorhees.edu
This short essay attempts to answer some questions that came to my mind regarding the
authorship and the origin of ideas developed in De la Sénégambie française1 (Paris:
Librairie de Firmin Didot Frères, Fils et Cie., 1855) by Frédéric Carrère and Paul Holle,
two notables of mid-nineteenth century Saint-Louis, Senegal. I had been commissioned
to prepare an analysis of the attitudes towards Islam of the authors for Christian-Muslim
Relations: A Bibliographical History 1500-1900, a multi-volume series of
bibliographical studies under preparation by the Department of Theology and Religion
of the University of Birmingham in England being published, volume by volume, by
Brill Press of the Netherlands. My specific assignment was to develop an essay
according to a set format in which I discussed the opinions of the authors in regard to
Christian-Muslim relations in the Senegal River valley in the 1850s.
During this period, the French colonial authorities based in Saint-Louis and Gorée were
attempting to impose French military and commercial dominance along the navigable
course of the Senegal River through the elaboration of a system of domination and
pacification with only limited conquest. The nagging questions, the answering of which
went beyond the scope of the assignment for Christian-Muslim Relations, were the
following: Whose book is De la Sénégambie française? Who was the lead author,
Carrère or Holle? Who of the two authors contributed the basic ideas? This essay
attempts to answer these questions.
Confining itself to the Senegal River Valley (despite its title) and excluding Gorée and
its Dependencies, administered separately between November 1854 and February 1859,
De la Sénégambie française offers a description that is both geographical and historical,
sociological and anthropological of the various societies and state systems lining both
sides of the Senegal River as far inland as the limits of seasonal navigation (about 1000
kilometers). It dwells on Saint-Louis, the colonial capital, and its diverse population.
It recommends steps which the French government and French business interests might
take to develop Senegal, many of these having been recommended by Edouard BouëtWillaumez, a French naval officer who had served as Governor of Senegal from 1842
to 1844 and the recommendations of an Inter-ministerial Commission on French
possessions in Africa that had met intermittently in Paris from August 1850 to June
1851.

Translated as “On French Senegambia.” All the translations from French to English appearing in this
essay are my own.
1
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The authors express praise for the pacification efforts that newly appointed Governor
Louis Faidherbe (1818-1889) was making; however, two chapters express strong antiMuslim views, one regarding the perceived threat to the French position in Senegal of
the jihad that the Toucouleur religious reformer, Al Hajj Umar Tal (1797-1864), had
declared in the upper river a little more than a year earlier, and the other, which
denounces what the authors refer to as the “unrestricted” Islamization of Saint-Louis
and its environs. Both chapters could be interpreted as strong criticisms of Governor
Faidherbe’s efforts to support the pro-French elements within the Muslim community.
The book is quite typical of the kinds of writings that, appearing in the mid-nineteenth
century, reflected a growing European interest in the “Dark Continent.” Other writings
of this sort on Senegal include Stéphan Aucousteaux, Le Sénégal est une colonie
française (Paris: Imprimerie Administrative de Paul Dupont, 1851, reprinted by
Hachette, 2018); Hyacinte Hecquard, Voyage sur la côte et dans l’intérieur de l’Afrique
occidentale (Paris: de Bénard, 1855); and Anne Raffenel, Nouveau voyage dans le pays
des nègres suivi d’études sur la colonie du Sénégal et de documents historiques,
géographiques et scientifiques, 2 vols. (Paris: Chaix, 1856). Typically, such books
describe the various indigenous societies with regard to their histories, their political
and social systems, their religious practices, and the geographical features of their
homelands. They estimate the commercial potential of the given societies and regions,
the receptiveness of the populations to “civilization,” i.e., European ways, and to
Europeans themselves.
What particularly struck me is that De la Senegambie française is cited and described
by the American historian, Robert July, in his seminal study, The Origins of Modern
African Thought: Its Development in West Africa during the Nineteenth and Twentieth
Centuries 2 along with Esquisses sénégalaises by Pierre-David Boilat (Paris: P.
Bertrand, 1853) as the two earliest examples of francophone West African thought. But
how representative of West African thought are these two books? Two of the authors,
Boilat and Holle, are Eur-Africans (known as métis(se)) — mixed — the French term
that I shall use to designate such persons throughout this essay). Their fathers were
metropolitan Frenchmen. Boilat’s mother was herself a métisse, a signare.3

2

Originally published by Praeger in 1967; republished by Africa World Press in 2004. Dr. Richard
Sklar, UCLA Emeritus Professor of Political Science who wrote the Introduction to the 2004 edition,
stated that, “…no standard history of African thought comparable to [it] in its combination of historical
depth and transcolonial breadth within a multi-state region of Africa…” existed, never mind that the
scope of the book is limited to West Africa. Sklar added that July’s attempt to view “the intrusion of the
West as completely as [he] could through the eyes of those on whom it fell” (p. 17) is genuinely
Afrocentric and largely accounts for the enduring influence of this pioneering work.”
3
From the Portuguese senhora, the short- and sometimes long-term African or métisse concubines of
French residents of Saint-Louis and Gorée, who sometimes amassed great wealth through their
successive liaisons. They were among the principal founders of the métis community in the 18th
century.
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Holle’s mother was fully African, a Toucouleur from the mid-Senegal River Fouta Toro
Confederation. In both cases, the French fathers arranged to have their sons legally
recognized as French and baptized. The third author, Frédéric Carrère (1814-1888), the
lead author of De la Sénégambie française, was a metropolitan Frenchman born in
Toulon.
Although Boilat (1814-1901) was the single author of his book, and it does reflect an
intimate knowledge of Senegalese cultures, it is hard to tell how much he identified
with the native people in Senegal given his profound commitment to the Roman
Catholic priesthood and to French Christian civilization. He does, however, identify
himself on the dedication page of Esquisses sénégalaises as a “child of Senegal.” His
mother came from the Christian métis community that had existed in Saint-Louis and
Gorée for more than a century; however, the members of this community maintained
numerous ties, both family and commercial, to the African hinterland. They were fluent
in French and in the nearby African languages, particularly Poular, Wolof, and Serrer.
Boilat was taken to France in 1826 as an adolescent by Mother Anne-Marie Javouhey,
(founder, in 1807, of the Sisters of St. Joseph of Cluny), along with several other métis
youths for education with the idea that they would be trained to be Catholic priests and
then return to Senegal to form the nucleus of a native priesthood. After his ordination
in 1840, Boilat did return to Senegal as a missionary priest, and for a while he directed
a school in Saint-Louis. He returned permanently to France in 1853, where for the rest
of his life he served as a parish priest.
Paul Holle (1807-1862), on the other hand, spent his whole life in Senegal — much of
the time employed in the hinterland first as an agricultural technician at the Richard
Toll experimental farm and then as a government agent, also at Richard Toll (18231833). For the next seven years, he worked as a gum trader and then returned to
government service. From 1840 to 1846 and again from 1847 to 1849, he served as
commandant of the upriver post of Bakel. From 1852 to 1855, he commanded the post
of Sénoudébou that he had helped to establish in 1845. In 1855, Governor Louis
Faidherbe appointed him to command the newly constructed post at Médine. Given
Holle’s Toucouleur Muslim mother and his long periods of activity in the hinterland, it
seems reasonable to believe that he remained closer to his African roots than Boilat,
even if as an adult he identified as a Catholic. His mother tongue was most likely
Poular, given his mother’s Toucouleur origins. His command of French was perfect.
Carrère, was a French jurist who spent twenty-six years in Saint-Louis in the colonial
judicial service where he held positions of increasing importance. Through his wife,
Thérèse Caminade, whom he married in 1840, he became indirectly linked to the métis
community of Sénégal. Given the position in the evolution of West African thought
that Robert July attributed to De la Sénégambie française, a first question that comes to
mind is how representative of early West African thought could its two authors really
have been?
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July, who more or less ignores Carrère, attributes the book and its arguments in favor
of French civilization and against Islam to Holle probably because of Holle’s long
career in the French colonial bureaucracy and his role in leading the defense of Medine
in 1857 against the onslaught of Al Hajj Umar’s forces. But July also acknowledges
that “Holle is not normally associated with the development of ideas in West Africa.”4
Given Holle’s family background, his Muslim Toucouleur mother, on one hand, and
his marriage in 1838 to Marianne Pellegrin which linked him to a notable Catholic métis
family of Saint-Louis, on the other, he was probably pulled in two directions.
Carrère had accumulated fifteen years of work experience in Senegal at the time of
publication of De la Sénégambie française. Unlike Holle, who spent most of his career
in the hinterland, Carrère, who was named President of the Saint-Louis Court and Head
of the Judicial Service of Senegal in 1848, spent almost all of his time while in Senegal
in Saint-Louis, the colonial capital, which had many of the aspects of a small French
town. He was frequently in France on sick leave or for other reasons. He was awarded
membership of the French Legion of Honor in 1847 for his efforts to assemble and to
codify various laws and royal and imperial decrees, some of them dating back to 1781,
on the guardianship of vacant properties in the French enclaves in Senegal. His further
codification of the local administrative and police regulations in Senegal and its
Dependencies earned him promotion in 1860 to the rank of Officer of the Legion of
Honor.
Carrère’s experience of the hinterland was clearly second hand; however, he became an
increasingly convinced partisan of the efforts, spearheaded by the Bordeaux-linked
Saint-Louis business community and the French government after 1850, to impose
military domination over the native societies on both sides of the navigable Senegal
River, to guarantee French control of the terms of the gum trade, and to encourage the
expansion of peanut cultivation increasingly viewed as the key to the economic future
of Senegal. His initial hesitations in regard to these changes stemmed from his
realization that they would end the privileged position in the gum trade of the métis and
African intermediaries based in Saint-Louis.
So, the second question that arises from any attempt to answer the first one is which of
the two authors did what, both in elaborating the conception of De la Sénégambie
française and then of writing it. The only indication of who did what that appears in
the book itself comes from the title page that places Carrère’s name first.
It seems clear that although De la Sénégambie française reproduces information
obtained from Holle, the book as a whole cannot be construed as Paul Holle’s voice.

4

July, 1967, p. 167.
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It is the creation and the voice of Frédéric Carrère, who conceived of it as a way to
ingratiate himself with various ranking officials in the Ministry of the Navy and
Colonies in Paris by demonstrating his knowledge of current affairs in Senegal and by
presenting the information that he conveyed so as to reflect what he thought his readers
might want to read. 5 He made numerous requests to these officials, particularly to
Henri-Joseph Mestro (1804-1858), the official who served as the Director of the
Colonial Office in the French Ministry of the Navy and Colonies from 1848 to 1858,
for promotion, for a transfer to an appropriate position in the judicial service of another
French colony or in France, for sick leave, and for permission to remain in Senegal
when he changed his mind, having received an offer of transfer.6
Some of Carrère’s letters addressed to Mestro are particularly obsequious and selfserving. In one of these, by which he requested Mestro’s permission to dedicate De la
Sénégambie française to him, he suggests that the useful information about Senegal that
it marshals is essential learning for any “new man” who might be placed in charge of
Senegal once the pacification war ends. 7 The hint is subtle but perceptible given
Carrère’s implicit claim that he as the author of the book has this requisite knowledge.
Six years later, Carrère went beyond hinting by reporting directly to an official in Paris
that rumors were circulating in Saint-Louis that he might be chosen to replace Governor
Faidherbe.8
As for Paul Holle, his Ministry of the Navy and Colonies Personnel File (CAOM: EE
1112/26), yields no information at all about his participation in the writing of De la
Sénégambie française.

5

One can trace the origins of De la Sénégambie française and the course and consequences of its
writing and publication in a series of letters and reports that have been conserved at the Centre des
Archives d’Outre-Mer of the National Archives of France (abbreviated CAOM) located in Aix-enProvence. Of particular interest are File Sénégal II, Mémoires, publications, explorations, particularly
Sub-files Sénégal II 4 and II 7, Carrère 1854-1869, that contain correspondence about the book
including preliminary studies, and Carrère’s Ministry of the Navy Personnel File, EE 399/2. References
to the book can also be found in the massive General Correspondence file, Sénégal I Governor to the
Minister; Minister to the Governor, and related materials for the years concerned.
6
Good examples of such correspondence, all of it in CAOM: EE 399/2, are Carrère to the Director of
the Colonial Office: 4 February 1849, 7 February 1853, 24 January 1854, 15 April 1854, 5 October
1854, 4 May 1856, 11 March 1864, and 30 April 1864; the Director of the Colonial Office to Carrère
12 June 1858; and Carrère to Governor Faidherbe 12 June 1858,.
7
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What it does reveal is Holle’s efforts to claim a military rather than a civilian retirement
pension including the supplement owed to members (chevaliers) of the Legion of
Honor. Governor Faidherbe had recommended Holle for this award because of his
service in a military capacity as the heroic Commandant of the Médine post during the
attack by Al Hajj Umar’s forces and the ensuing siege (April-July 1857) that was lifted
at the last moment by the arrival of troops led by Governor Faidherbe himself. But as
a civilian employee of the colonial bureaucracy, Holle could not normally claim a
military pension or a Legion of Honor supplement even though he had served as a de
facto military commandant at Médine and in the other posts that he had commanded.
There is much back-and-forth correspondence in the file on this matter and much
support by Governor Faidherbe for Holle’s claim; however, Holle died in March 1862
before the problem could be resolved.
Carrère’s origins were modest. Son of a naval commandant (jour côme) of penal galleys
operating in the port of Toulon, he managed to complete a doctorate in law in Paris in
September 1840 shortly after his marriage to Thérèse Caminade. He then departed for
Saint-Louis to serve initially as an assistant prosecutor. It seems clear that his
motivation for going to Senegal, in addition to the presence there of his wife’s relatives,
was that his initial colonial salary at 4,000 francs per year would be twice what it would
be in France.9 In 1848 he was named President of the Saint-Louis court and Head of
the Judicial Service. His title was redefined in 1852 after the proclamation of the French
Second Empire. He was now the President of what was called the Imperial Court of
Saint-Louis, and he held a permanent seat in the Executive Council of the colony. He
was a very hard worker and apparently a tough prosecutor. He tried hard to cultivate
important people who might help him advance in his career but had mixed results in
doing so.
At some point, Carrère became close to Henri-Joseph Mestro (1804-1858), the Director
of the Colonial Office in the Ministry of the Navy and Colonies from 1848 to 1858. A
protégé of Admiral de Mackau, a sometime Minister of the Navy and Colonies, Mestro
had risen through the ranks of the civilian bureaucracy entering as a clerk in 1830,
following a year in Saint-Louis (1828-1829) where he had served as secretary-archivist
of the colonial government. In 1852, he was appointed to the French Council of State.
Through his long period of service in the Ministry of the Navy and Colonies, Mestro
brought some stability to French colonial policy in a Ministry that was usually headed
by senior naval officers who were more interested in battleships than in colonies.

9

CAOM: EE 399/2, Direction des Colonies, Bureau du Personnel, to Carrère, 20 September 1840.
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Several of Carrère’s professional evaluations issued by three successive governors of
Senegal in 1851, 1862, and 186310 indicate that he knew no languages other than French
and had no scientific or literary achievements to his credit other than, as per the 1863
report signed by Governor Faidherbe, his authoring of De la Sénégambie française and
two legal compendia. Nevertheless, it is clear that Carrère began to write reports about
aspects of the economic and political situation of Senegal as early as 185011. The final
chapter of De la Sénégambie française quotes a few lines from a note dated 9 December
1852 in which Théodore Ducos, the Minister of the Navy at the time, had thanked
Carrère for suggestions that he had made in a recent meeting of the Executive Council
of Senegal as to the need to suppress the trading fairs (escales) that had been controlled
by the Mauritanians and to bring about the ‘commercial and agricultural emancipation
of Fouta and Walo’ (the Wolof kingdom bordering on Saint-Louis).12 Carrère sent a
similar but more developed report to Mestro dated 9 January 1854 13 that clearly
paralleled what would be sections of De la Sénégambie française. Marginalia scribbled
on the cover letter dated 21 March indicate Mestro’s approval of Carrère’s proposals
that parallel the requests for political and economic change that were being penned at
the same time by the Maurel and Prom Company of Bordeaux and Saint-Louis.
Having observed that these writings solicited by Mestro and other officials in Paris were
appreciated, Carrère began to pen what seem to have been unsolicited reports about
Senegalese affairs, particularly when the start of Al Hajj Umar’s jihad in the upper river
in the closing months of 1854 began to alarm members of the Christian community of
Saint-Louis, who were already expressing strong anti-Muslim opinions and criticizing
the colonial government for having facilitated the construction in 1847 of a mosque in
Saint-Louis.
First came a letter dated 8 March 1855 addressed to “Monsieur” in which he described
the attacks that Umar’s forces had made on certain French traders, habitants,14 in the
upper river region in November and December 1854 and the apparent support given to
Umar by certain other such traders. He sent a copy of what would be Chapter 30 of De
la Sénégambie française, the one on Al Hajj Umar, to Mestro dating it 28 April 1855.15

10

All of them in CAOM: EE 399/2.
CAOM: EE 399/2, Mestro to Carrère, 23 August 1850.
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Carrère and Holle, 1855, p. 393.
13
CAOM: Senegal II 4, Carrère to the Director, 9 January 1854.
14
CAOM: Senegal II 7, Carrère to “Monsieur,” 8 March 1855. In mid-nineteenth century Senegal, the
terms, habitant (inhabitant), Sénégalais (Senegalese), and sometimes even indigène (native) referred to
métis and Africans who lived and worked within the French orbit and might in some cases, particularly
after 1848, be recognized as French citizens. The French authorities viewed them as being distinct from
the hinterland peoples whom they typically identified in terms of their ethnic and linguistic affiliations.
15
CAOM: Senegal II 7, Carrère to Mestro, 28 April 1855.
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Here he cites his co-author, Paul Holle. Finally, on the fifteenth of May 1855, in a
particularly obsequious letter to Mestro in which he again cites the book that he is
writing about Senegal, but without mentioning his co-author, he asks permission to
dedicate the book to him. Several lines in this letter are worth quoting:
I perceive, with joy, that I have not lost any of that exalted good will on your part
that honors me so greatly. I shall strive with all the force that my soul can muster
to always be worthy of it. In my efforts to remain in your good graces, I am not
directed by any kind of vulgar calculations, I beg you to believe [me]; this is my
wish because if you were less imbued with good will, you would not have such a
good opinion of me, and for me to be deprived of your good opinion would be a
source of unbearable shame…. I have heard it said that when somebody who has
given birth to a book wishes to express sentiments of profound friendship
and…gratitude he should place the name of that person on the first page: thus, when
I search my heart, my soul, in myself and in others, I ask, who is the person to whom
I would most like to offer a public acknowledgement of my feelings, an
acknowledgement which cannot be delayed; I always come to the following
conclusion…if Mr. Mestro will permit it. [What follows is the usual flowery closing
formula for a French letter of that era.]16
One can detect the words, “I accept with pleasure,” that appear faintly, penciled in, on
the margins of this letter. In this same letter, Carrère speculates as to the course that
will be taken by the French authorities in Senegal once the struggle for domination in
the Senegal River valley, launched by Governor Faidherbe in early 1855, has ended:
After the war, [re]organization will be needed; undertaking that task, which might
be assigned to a new man, will call for patience and energy; perfect understanding
of the customs, the interests, the ideas, the prejudices, and the needs of the peoples
with whom the French authorities will necessarily be in contact, will require an
opening towards new combinations and solutions which might be neglected or
compromised by an insufficient understanding of the region. I have attempted to
offer a warning in regard to this danger; if I have not succeeded, either in terms of
the basic message or of its presentation, I can say that at least I have tried to be
useful, at least in theory.
According to this letter, if one can read between the lines, De la Sénégambie française
will offer clear proof that its author (its one author?) has the necessary familiarity with
local conditions that a ‘new man’ should have.
Finally, this same letter brings up the question of publication.

16
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Carrère, it seems, had initially wanted to have the manuscript printed, at his expense,
by the Senegalese government press that Governor Faidherbe was setting up in SaintLouis, but this press was not yet in operation. Therefore, as Carrère adds “…my book,
even though, if you will excuse the inference, is bound to be of permanent utility, it is
also intended to serve an immediate purpose… There is, certainly, the press at Dakar
belonging to the Spiritan Fathers, but using it would cost a fortune.”17
What happened to the manuscript of De la Sénégambie française over the next six
months is difficult to trace. Mestro did permit Carrère to dedicate the book to him but
apparently delayed so-informing him, or the news was delayed. At that time, there was
no telegraph service linking Saint-Louis with France, and transportation by sea was
slow and not always reliable. But at some point, somebody in Paris, possibly Mestro
himself, arranged to have the book published by the Librairie de Firmin Didot Frères,
Fils et Cie, a very old and prestigious press that at that time was the designated official
printing house of the Institut de France. That this press published De la Sénégambie
française was very much an honor for the authors.
While waiting to learn whether or not he would be permitted to dedicate De la
Sénégambie française to Mestro, Carrère learned that Mestro had provided for the
separate publication of the chapter on Al Hajj Umar in the Revue Coloniale, the official
information organ of the Ministry of the Navy and Colonies.18 This news prompted
Carrère to respond by letter dated 16 November 1855 with some flattery and a hint that
Mestro had not yet let him know whether or not he was permitted to dedicate De la
Sénégambie française to him.
This latest proof of your favorable opinion of me… is very precious because it
persuades me to believe that my modest work meets with your approval: up until
now I have hesitated to have my manuscript printed: the subject [I believed] was
worth developing, but did I have what it took to produce something acceptable?
Today I do think so, at least somewhat.
My wishes would be completely realized if I could be reassured in regard to a point
that I hardly dare to evoke: I wanted to dedicate my book to you, and I had
respectfully communicated this wish to you by my letter of 15 May; nothing up until
now has permitted me to be aware of your wishes; possibly in expressing my
heartfelt sentiments I committed an indiscretion; if so, I beg you to excuse it.19
Perhaps Carrère was concerned that his obsequiousness had been counterproductive.

17
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Nevertheless, he closed his letter by informing Mestro that while attending a banquet
that the business leaders of Saint-Louis had organized on 11 November 1855 in support
of Governor Faidherbe, he “had [had] the good fortune” to be able to offer a toast to the
Director of the Colonial Office, one that was “enthusiastically endorsed” by the 150
guests present.
Within a few days Carrère received word that Mestro had granted the permission
requested. He dated the dedication page of the book 25 November 1855. The same
ship bound for France that carried Carrère’s authorization to print probably also carried
his gushy letter of appreciation, dated 29 November 1855, addressed to Mestro. It too
is worth quoting, not the least because in it he gives some credit to Paul Holle:
If I have ever experienced a moment of sheer joy it was when I received your
authorization to dedicate my very modest work about this colony to you. I attempted
to present some accurate and practical information about Senegal. My humble
efforts were seconded by Mr. Paul Holle, a highly recommended man who has
served the State for more than twenty years. I… hoped to associate myself with your
views and with the efforts of the energetic, very distinguished, and very capable
man who is currently heading the colony. When I witnessed the devotion with
which our admirable soldiers and sailors and their worthy officers are confronting
bullets, fatigue, and the sun, I told myself that I must absolutely play my part in the
common task in the only way possible for me.
Have I at least achieved a minimal success? I do not know, and I have doubts. I am
nevertheless aware of one thing: of your indulgence; a man with your temperament
is necessarily kind and indulgent regarding good intentions… thus I am not worried
because I know that you will always perceive me as I really am… with a sincere
heart in which sentiments of gratitude and devotion to your person are very much
[present].20
The book, printed in early 1856, seems, at least initially, to have been well received in
Paris, particularly by the Colonial Office. However, when the first copies arrived in
Senegal in mid-May 1856, the anti-Muslim passages in the book offended the
influential leaders of the Muslim population of Saint-Louis and, according to Faidherbe,
risked setting back his efforts not only to support and encourage pro-French Muslims
to collaborate closely with the French effort to put an end to the Mauritanian control of
the gum trade and the raids by Mauritanians directed at the south bank sedentary
populations but also to retain the unqualified support of the Saint-Louis Muslim
community as a counterweight to the influence of Al Hajj Umar.

20
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The anti-Islamic stance of passages in the book, of which a few lines are quoted below,
certainly reflected the views of a number of the members of the white, Catholic, French
population of Saint Louis:
So long as Mohammedanism is officially recognized, so long as marabouts are
honored, so long as the [Saint-Louis] mosque continues to stand, it is only too
evident that the progress of Christianity [which is equated with French civilization
itself] will be nil (p. 356). Islam is encircling us! It is… choking us! …foreign
marabouts [those from outside the French orbit] are flocking into Saint-Louis; they
settle here, and while getting hold of children whom they brainwash, they exploit
the gullibility, the ignorance, and the superstitions of their parents…. (p. 359) …Let
nobody come to Senegal and speak of tolerance, of freedom of religion; these
principles may have value in places where the powers of human reason, having
reached a state of great development and self-discipline, will have led to the right,
subject to the rule of law, to invoke freedom of conscience; but let us not forget that
here [in Senegal] we are confronted with races imbued with vulgar instincts which
are nourished by a stultifying religion (p. 360).
It is not clear that this attitude was widely shared by the métis community, including
Holle, given his Muslim Toucouleur mother. His wife’s family, like many of the métis
families, had business links with the Muslim populations of the hinterland. As Hillary
Jones suggests, “The history of cooperation between Muslims and Christians and the
nature of commercial relations mitigated religious conflict.”21 The white, Catholic elite
of Saint-Louis, on the other hand, despite cohabitation including intermarriage between
white men and métisse women, realized that they formed a very small minority not only
in Senegal as a whole but in the colonial capital. This reality, as Yves Saint-Martin
indicates, made them very fearful.22
Governor Faidherbe’s report to the Minister of the Navy about the reception of the book
in Saint-Louis was fairly mild. In a review that he published in the recently founded
Moniteur du Sénégal, he made clear that the book was not an official policy statement;
it only represented the personal opinions of the authors. He added that “except for the
question of Muslims, on the subject of which I do not completely share Mr. Carrère’s
point of view, the work as a whole reflects the ideas of progress which are those of all
enlightened persons.”23
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But in a report that Faidherbe prepared for the Minister of the Navy and Colonies over
the summer of 1856 while on furlough in France, he expressed considerably less
tolerance for the critics of his Muslim policy. He summed up his achievements in regard
to Islam over his first year-and-a half as governor of Senegal:
By striking down the Moors, by halting Al Hajj’s progression, I have taken strong
measures against Islam and its prestige among the Blacks. Therefore, the persons
responsible for the affairs of the country must be permitted to act, and those persons
who have no such responsibilities must not be permitted to obstruct the actions of
the authorities through unjust and clumsy provocations, thereby stimulating
defiance and destroying the good effects of measures that have already been taken
to combat the bad tendencies of the Muslim spirit. [These others] are motivated by
zeal which is as reckless as it is insincere.24
Carrère, it is true, had had some policy disagreements with Faidherbe but the real
problem between them had been one of rivalry. When Faidherbe arrived in Saint-Louis
in 1852 as a captain in the Engineer Corps, Carrère, four years his senior, had been a
head of administration for a number of years. He held a permanent seat on the
Executive Council of the colony and as such had exercised a great deal of influence
over several former governors. Also, as the Head of the Judicial Service, Carrère and
other jurists attached to the Colonial Judicial Service benefitted from a certain degree
of judicial independence. Thus, as Faidherbe explained to the Minister of the Navy and
Colonies:
Any man in such a situation would have been frustrated at having to recognize me
as governor, all the more in that a man like him who is conscious of his capabilities
and whose personality pushes him to dominate and to crush all obstacles that he
meets along his way was bound to experience a shock when encountering somebody
like myself who will not give ground in regard to upholding the authority that you
have delegated to me.25
Faidherbe nevertheless thought very highly of Carrère as a jurist, praising him for his
knowledge, his very great intelligence, his energy, his capacity for very hard work, and
his wise opinions and ideas about the affairs of Senegal. Faidherbe viewed him as
highly qualified to hold a high-ranking position in the judiciary in France. But he added:
Here is why I believe that it would be best not to let him remain in Senegal: he has
been in this little town of Saint-Louis for 17 years; it is a town filled with gossip,
cliques, and intrigues, as in all small towns; thus, in 17 years, he has had a thousand
occasions to become involved, to carry grudges, and to form liaisons.
CAOM: Sénégal I 43a: “Mémoire sur la colonie du Sénégal par le Gouverneur Faidherbe,” 5 August
1856.
25
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24
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He is linked to a family the members of which are not the best; thus occasions for
bias have arisen because he has sentiments of family affection that are very
pronounced…. Remove M. Carrère from the environment that I have described to
you; he can be an excellent functionary.26

Eventually Carrère became a strong supporter of Faidherbe’s actions in Senegal despite
his family links. As a patriotic French colonial official, he could not avoid favoring
policies and actions that would strengthen the French position in Senegal.
Probably the publication and distribution of De la Sénégambie française would have
been passed over with no further negative comments if Carrère had not been implicated
in a corruption scandal involving the person who in Saint-Louis served as the court
clerk, registrar, and notary. This person, Bréghot-de-Polignac, in addition to being an
employee of the Judicial Service was Carrère’s brother-in law. An investigation that
resulted from a complaint that Bréghot de Polignac had charged the purchaser of a boat
legal fees that were higher than what should have been charged led to an investigation
that revealed that Bréghot’s procedures, particularly the fees that he charged, were
wrong. He was tried for corruption but acquitted because he was able to prove that his
procedures were no different from those followed by his predecessors and that a set of
instructions that he was supposed to have received from France was never delivered.
Despite Bréghot de Polignac’s acquittal, the Ministry of Justice in France relieved him
of his position. But Bréghot was very popular in Saint-Louis, a bon vivant, known for
the dinner parties and the receptions that he hosted. Faidherbe, who liked him, arranged
to have a new position created for him, that of court assessor (commissaire priseur) so
that he could remain in Saint-Louis with more or less his previous salary.27
Prompted by Faidherbe, the Minister of the Navy and Colonies preferred to issue a
general criticism of the Judicial Service rather than to hold Carrère, its head, personally
responsible for Bréghot de Polignac’s actions.
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The Minister of Justice, on the other hand, outraged by Carrère’s apparent negligence
in failing to supervise Bréghot de Polignac’s work, suggested that the Ministry of the
Navy issue him a personal reprimand, above and beyond the scope of the “collective
reprimand [addressed] to all the persons whose negligence had permitted the
accumulation of disorder for so many years.”28
While the Bréghot de Polignac scandal was unfolding, Carrère was trying, as he had
tried many times before, to obtain a transfer to another posting in the colonies or
preferably in France, but with a promotion. Again, he found himself retained in
Senegal, this time because the problems caused by the publication of De la Sénégambie
française and the Bréghot de Polignac scandal converged.
First, when the Minister of Justice enquired as to why the Minister of the Navy and
Colonies wished to have Carrère transferred back to France as a judge or a chief
prosecutor, the reply that came from the Minister of the Navy and Colonies cited
“political problems” caused by the publication of De la Sénégambie française and gave
the following explanation:
Almost two years ago, Mr. Carrère published a book on Senegal, a publication for
which he received the approval of my department, but which should have been
printed [by the Saint-Louis press] after having necessarily been examined by the
governor. Rather than proceeding in this fashion, Mr. Carrère had the book printed
in France and then distributed it in Senegal without having had it examined by
anybody.29
The letter cites the opposition expressed in the book to the relatively tolerant attitude
of the colonial government to Islam including criticism of the appointment to the
Legion of Honor of Hamat N’Diaye Anne, the tamsir (head) of the Muslim community
in Saint-Louis, for services rendered to the colonial government. Furthermore, the letter
claims that Carrère habitually denigrated the actions of the governor.
It seems doubtful, given the tone of this letter, that Mestro was the person who drafted
it for signature by the Minister. Whoever did so probably disapproved of or disliked
both Carrère and Mestro, for it makes no mention of the receptiveness of the Ministry,
particularly of Mestro, to the idea of publishing this book in the first place, and it
exaggerates Faidherbe’s reaction to the book as expressed in his letter to the Minister
of the Navy and Colonies of 6 June 1856.
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At any rate, the Minister of the Navy and Colonies reported that he had informed
Carrère that in the future he should restrict his activities to his judicial functions and
responsibilities.30
The outcome for Carrère is that he never obtained a transfer either to France or to
another colony, and this despite efforts by Faidherbe to have him transferred.31 As the
Minister of the Navy explained the situation to Faidherbe:
Regardless of your expressed wish that Mr. Carrère not return to Senegal, I had to
send him back. The warning that he received will have sufficed to make him
more…vigilant particularly in the management of his service. To place him in
France at this time would be tantamount to rewarding him, and I would have to
recommend him. I could not do this just after he had been given a reprimand. In
such a situation I would be contradicting myself.32
Before Carrère could have received any request from the Ministry of the Navy and
Colonies that he restrict his activities to his judicial functions, he had penned a short
account of the siege and deliverance of Médine that he had then arranged to have printed
by the now functioning government printing press in Saint-Louis. Titled Le Siège par
Alaghi du fort de Médine au pays de Kasson, the publication praises the role of the
commandant of Médine, Paul Holle, in leading the defense of Médine, but its
introductory paragraph suggests that Carrère had been the sole author of De la
Sénégambie française. Knowing that he was slated to return to Senegal after a period
of leave in France, Carrère offered a copy of the published account to the Minister of
the Navy and Colonies suggesting that he take particular note of his flattering
description of Faidherbe’s role in breaking the siege of Médine.33
The Ministry officials clearly approved of this latest publication by Mestro because they
took the necessary steps, probably spearheaded by Mestro, to have it reprinted in the
Revue coloniale. 34 No doubt the Ministry wished to publicize the fact that a small
French force had been victorious against a much larger Muslim army. Carrère probably
hoped that his published praise for Governor Faidherbe might overcome the effects of
their previous disagreements.
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And Faidherbe, a bit later, and probably realizing that because of the Bréghot de
Polignac scandal Carrère would not be transferred elsewhere and that therefore he and
Carrère would have to get along, praised him in a letter to the Minister and then invited
him, if he were willing, to codify all the local ordonnances relating to the administration
and the police, a task that when completed would earn Carrère promotion in the Legion
of Honor to the rank of officer.35
From then on, the relations between Governor Faidherbe and Judge Carrère were very
good. But in Paris, the resignation in June 1858 of Mestro from the Directorship of the
Colonial Office followed by his death a few months later and the brief transfer of the
Colonial Office itself to the short-lived Ministry of Algeria and the Colonies (June
1858-November 1860) seems to have caused Carrère to lose whatever particular
Ministerial support he may have previously had. The occasional reports on the
economic development of Senegal that he submitted from time to time to the Ministry
were politely acknowledged but not followed up. In 1866, Carrère retired to Bordeaux
having been awarded the title, Honorary President of the Imperial Court of Saint-Louis,
Senegal. He died in 1888.
Clearly De la Sénégambie française is Carrère’s book. He began to prepare it as early
as 1850 in the hope that it would enhance his career. Paul Holle’s role was that of an
expert informant. Most of the references to the book both by Carrère himself and by
the various government officials, particularly in France, who made comments about it
considered it to be Carrère’s work. Holle, who spent most of his government career
working in the hinterland, certainly acquired a great deal of knowledge of the local
peoples among whom he worked and lived, but Carrère probably listed him as the coauthor of his book, not because of the information that he provided, but as a gesture in
favor of the métis community to which he was linked through his wife’s family. Carrère
had initially opposed some of Faidherbe’s initiatives because of the harm he perceived
that they were doing to the economic livelihood of this community, many of whose
members had been gum traders. Possibly he wished to present Holle as an example of
a successful métis who, having given up gum trading, became a full-time civil servant
and a link between the African majority in Senegal and the European minority. At the
time of his death in 1862, Holle was listed as a Class I Civil Administrator.
While Professor July was probably correct in listing Boilat’s Esquisses sénégalaises as
a founding contribution to Francophone West African thought, he was mistaken in
doing the same for De la Sénégambie française.

CAOM: EE 399/2, Carrère to “Monsieur,” Saint-Louis 12 June 1858 and Comments by the Governor
[Louis Faidherbe] 19 juin 1858. The work in question was titled Codification des règlements
d’administration et de police en vigueur au Sénégal et dépendances. It was finally published by the
government press in 1865.
35
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Because he failed to do even a summary job of archival research in regard to Carrère
and Holle, he offers to Anglophone readers the ideas and the prejudices of an ambitious
and obsequious French judge in the guise of a significant contribution to the origins and
the evolution of Francophone West African thought.
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Letter to the Editor
Editor’s Note: The letter that follows was published in CCR 84 Spring 2021; however,
references cited by the author were dropped inexplicably. We regret the error and offer
the letter in its entirety.

The Pahlavis and the Other Side of the Coins
Ardavan Khoshnood
Lund University, Lund, Sweden
ardavan.khoshnood@med.lu.se
It was with great interest that I read “Political Power of Iranian Hierocracies” by János
Jany published in Comparative Civilizations Review (83, 2020: 67-102). Writing about
Iranian history is not an easy task because historical points of view have been highly
politicized. Such is particularly the case when discussing the Pahlavi dynasty,
particularly its founder, Reza Shah Pahlavi, and his successor, Mohammed Reza Shah
Pahlavi. It is therefore of major importance to be transparent and, when feasible, to
present the varying views and schools of thought which may exist with respect to the
Pahlavi dynasty (Khoshnood, 2019).
Jany’s article is one-sided — very biased — regarding certain points that I shall
endeavor to clarify by presenting the other side of the coins.
Point 1. As a result of Reza Shah’s pro-German policy during the 1930’s, British and
Soviet forces entered Iran in 1941, and the Shah abdicated in favor of his son (Jany
(2020): 76).
For purely political and ideological reasons, the opponents of Reza Shah and the Pahlavi
dynasty have attempted to attribute pro-Nazi sentiments and therefore pro-German
policies to Reza Shah. Such attributions could not be more mistaken. That Reza Shah
had pro-Nazi or pro-German tendencies is a myth. Based on matters related to national
interests, Iran had political and economic ties with the German government, just like
the ties which the Swedish government maintained with the Germans during World
War II (Åmark, 2015, pp. 350 and 353-355). Even though the reasons for the allied
occupation of Iran are complex, scholars have argued that the primary reason for the
occupation was to secure the Iranian railway in order to enable it to transport supplies
to the Soviet Army engaged, as it was, in its war against Nazi Germany, and to secure
the Iranian oil fields (Farrokh, 2011, p. 269).
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Regarding Iranian Jews, Reza Shah informed Adolf Hitler that these people were
Iranians and that any harm to them would be viewed as a direct offense to the Shah
himself. Hitler thus refrained from declaring Iranian Jews to be enemies of the Third
Reich (Ross, 2019). As a result of the Shah’s support, the Iranian Schindler, Abdol
Hossein Sardari, who was Iran´s consul in Paris during World War II, saved thousands
of Iranian Jews from certain death in German extermination camps (Mokhtari, 2012).
That Reza Shah was in no way pro-Nazi was also clearly demonstrated by the way he
modernized Iran and treated minorities. Orly Rahimiyan (2012) writes that “the Reza
Shah era witnessed the repeal of all of the discriminatory laws applying to Jews. Jews
were accorded the right to serve in the military and to enroll in state schools.”
Point 2. Mossadegh was finally removed from office in 1953 with the help of the CIA,
Operation: Ajax (Jany (2020): 76).
Although it is unfortunately and commonly believed among academics that the CIA,
through Operation Ajax, and MI6, through Operation Boot, removed Mossadegh from
office, the truth is far more complex. Many scholars either reject the view that the CIA
and MI6 contributed in any way to the fall of Mossadegh, or conclude that the roles of
the CIA and of MI6 were insignificant (Afkhami, 2009; Bayandor, 2010 and 2019;
Cooper, 2011 and 2019; Milani, 2009 and 2012; Mokhtari, 2008; Taheri, 2012; and
Takeyh, 2013 and 2014).
There is much more to the story than that of Operation Ajax and Operation Boot.
Point 3. The 1970’s witnessed an economic boom fueled by rising income from the oil
industry, and at the same time, controversies over land reform, which caused millions
of people to become unemployed, forcing them to settle in cities to look for jobs, more
often than not in vain (Jany (2020): 76).
Here, it is important to mention that the Iranian economy in 1977, just prior to the unrest
that contributed to the downfall of the Shah, was in an impressive state. Iran´s gross
domestic product (GDP) was 65 percent larger than that of Korea and 26 percent larger
than that of Turkey. Also, when examining GDP rankings, Iran, in 1977, was ranked
as the world´s 18th largest economy. Seventeen years earlier, it had ranked as the
world´s 19th largest economy (Chamlou, 2019).
In regard to unemployment rates, different sources present different rates. For this
reason, it is of utmost importance to consult primary sources. Dr. Jahangir Amouzegar
(1992), a prominent Iranian economist and former Minister of Finance and Minister of
Commerce in Iran, states in an article that “Most specifically, Iran's prerevolution
economy was far from stagnant: It was registering positive growth every year between
1963 and 1977, and unemployment was relatively small and localized.”
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A year earlier, Amouzegar (1991, p. 59), had stated that “All through the 1970s, even
to the very end, there was a shortage of labor in the country, as a whole, of both skilled
and unskilled workers. Open unemployment remained very low — at 1 percent of the
work force.” He added that “The unemployment rate consequently declined from 3
percent of the labor force in 1976 to 2.9 percent in 1977 […].”
It is thus not correct to write, as does Jany, that “millions of people” were unemployed.
Point 4. Since the army was not in full control of the situation, the Shah fled the country
the next year and made the way free for Khomeini to return (Jany (2020): 77).
Unfortunately, there is a massive lack of studies as to why the Imperial military failed
to gather behind the Shah and to bring order to the country. But to claim that the military
was not in full control is wrong. Regrettably, Jany’s article does not present any
information about this matter.
Many experts consider that the Islamic revolution was the unanticipated outcome of a
joint US-UK effort, encouraged by the West in general or made possible by it. The
why’s and how’s of these events are beyond the scope of this brief letter. I refer the
curious reader to various sources (e.g. Afkhami, 2009; Cooper, 2011; Evans, 2009;
Hanke, 1998; Nahavandi, 2005; Shawcross, 1981). To establish an authoritative basis
for my criticism, I refer here to Alexandre de Marenches, head of the French External
Documentation and Counter-Espionage Service (SDECE), who informed the Shah that
the US president, Jimmy Carter, had determined to overthrow him and replace him with
someone else. De Marenches states that he “mentioned to the Shah the names of those
in the United States who had been given [the] responsibility of seeing to his departure
and replacement” and added that he also informed the Shah that he “had even taken part
in a meeting where one of the questions for consideration was, ‘How is the Shah’s
departure to be managed, and by whom shall he be replaced?’” (Ockrent, 1988, pp. 125126)
Even if one assumes that the US and the UK were behind the revolution, other
inferences can be made. These can be more clearly understood through the words of
the former NATO Supreme Allied Commander Europe, General Wesley Clark, who in
an interview with Piers Morgan (2013) stated: “[…] We sent in an American general
[Huyser] …to tell the Iranian generals [to] back off. So for about 60 days we kept the
military from intervening in Iran. During that period, the revolution coalesced, the
military forces fell apart, extreme Islamists took over, and at that point the Carter
administration said, ‘oh my goodness, get the general to take control, don't let this
happen.’ And the general said, ‘we waited too long, we have no forces, and a few
months later all the generals had been shot,’ and we have Iran today.” In support of this
statement by General Clark, Jimmy Carter (1995, p. 457) states: “He [Huyser] had
dissuaded some of its [the military] leaders from attempting a coup”.
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It would thus, perhaps, be more correct to underline the passivity of the military with
respect to foreign interventions.
Point 5. Similarly, advocates of Western thought are believed to be or at least are
denounced as Western agents collaborating with foreign powers against Iran, a charge
with serious consequences. This reality helps one to understand why leaders of the
green opposition demanding more democracy and openness hastened to declare
publicly that they respect the underlying principle of the Iranian constitutional system,
velayat-e faqih, even though doing so undermines their own program, since this very
principle is the most important obstacle in the way of further democratization (Jany
(2020): 94).
This paragraph is highly problematic because of its political inferences. Jany states that
the leaders of the “green opposition,” its principal one being Mir-Hossein Mousavi, are
in reality opposed to the constitution of the Islamic Republic of Iran, but that they are
forced by fear of persecution to state otherwise. This very political statement is not at
all representative of Mir-Hossein Mousavi’s political views.
Mousavi was not only a close assistant of Ruhollah Khomeini, but he was also the Prime
Minister of the Islamic Republic during one of its most difficult periods including an
ongoing war with Iraq. Mousavi was also involved in the 1988 massacres of political
prisoners which still haunt the regime (Khoshnood, 2020). To believe that Mousavi, as
the leader of the green movement, is in reality opposed to the constitution of the Islamic
Republic is very wrong. On the contrary, both Mousavi and other individuals in the
green movement, just as Jany states, have endorsed the constitution of the Islamic
republic. It is very unclear how Jany (2020) can claim to know what the leaders of the
green opposition really think. Based on their history as servants of the Islamic regime
in Iran and Mousavi´s role in the 1988 massacres, it is fully understandable that they
would not only respect but also support the constitution of the Islamic Republic.
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Book Reviews
Michel Danino. The Lost River: On the Trail of the Sarasvati.
Gurgaon: Penguin Random House India Pvt. Ltd, 2010. 357 pages
Reviewed by Joseph Drew
Professor of Government, University of Maryland Global Campus, Adelphi,
Maryland.
Joseph.drew@faculty.umgc.edu

When early civilizations were listed back at the beginning of the modern discipline that
constitutes the comparative study of civilizations, one of the greatest of them all was
yet essentially unknown. It was only about a century ago that information was brought
forward on the possible existence of this most interesting, extensive, and influential
Bronze Age civilization, the Indus River Valley Civilization.
And even then, as its former existence became known, British imperialism and Eurocentric thinking colored scholarly and popular perception: this newly-unearthed ancient
civilization was truly not an actual independent civilization at all but rather the
prehistoric precursor of an Aryan society which gave us the real first Indian civilization!
One such writer, for example, was Arnold Toynbee. He refers to “recent unearthing, in
the Indus Valley, of a culture (dating, on the two sites first explored, from circa 3250 to
circa 2750 B.C.) which was very closely related to that of the Sumerians in Iraq.” He
thought it a part of the Empire of Sumer and Akkadia. Otherwise, “Indic” civilizational
history apparently begins for Toynbee with the arrival of the barbarian Aryans (there
was a “time of growth” which left its record in the Vedas, he says) and then the Guptas.
Equally, the great British Indologist A. L. Basham, who authored The Wonder That Was
India, which I read in college, discounted the ancient civilization.
He does state, early in his work, that civilization, “in the sense of an organized system
of government over a comparatively large area, developed nearly simultaneously in the
river valleys of the Nile, Euphrates and Indus.” He points out, however, that we know
a great deal about the civilizations of Egypt and Mesopotamia, but we cannot read the
inscriptions of the ancients in the Indus River Valley. Therefore, “our knowledge of
the Indus civilization is inadequate in many respects, and it must be classed as
prehistoric, for it has no history in the strict sense of the term.” But, worse, he
comments:
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The period of the Vedas, Brahmanas and Upanishads is a sort of transition from
prehistory to history. If history, as distinct from archaeology, is the study of the
human past from written sources, then India’s history begins with the Aryans.”

Basham goes on to observe that the “discovery of the Indus cities, which have nothing
in common with the culture described in the Veda and are evidently pre-Vedic, proves
that the hymns cannot have been composed before the end of Harappa.”
So, “although the Aryans were not uninfluenced by the earlier inhabitants” and were
“less advanced than that (culture) depicted in the Iliad,” they basically subjugated the
indigenous inhabitants, the Dasas, and moved on to greatness.
Could it be that the prejudices of the past regarding this early civilization were wrong?
Today, this recently-discovered ancient civilization is typically known as the Indus or
Harappan or Mohenjo Daro civilization. However, according to one investigator, Jane
McIntosh, the “Saraswati river system may have been even more productive than that
of the Indus, judging by the density of settlement along its course. … While there are
some fifty sites known along the Indus, the Saraswati has almost a thousand.” Perhaps,
as author Michel Danino explains in his fascinating work, The Lost River: On the Trail
of the Sarasvati, this civilization should be known more accurately as the “Indus–
Saraswati” Civilization.
That’s odd in part, perhaps, because no Saraswati River exists today. But by logic,
archeology, modern technology (such as NASA’s LANDSAT, French SPOT, and
Indian Remote Sensing satellite photography), and the continuing location and
unearthing of the many cities of this civilization, we know that such a mighty river once
did exist and that many of the major cities of this civilization were established along its
very banks.
Where did the river go? And in what ways can we demonstrate that the Saraswati was
central to the civilization? What more might we learn about the civilization once its
written language is decoded?
To understand the rise and fall of this civilization, we have to go way back, very far
back — basically to about fifty million years ago. We must go back to the time that the
Gondwana supercontinent was on the move. That was the time when it was “cruising
along at the speed of 15 cm. a year” and heading in a northeastern direction; as a result,
it inevitably crashed into Eurasia. Its leading edge slid under the Eurasian plate, uplifted
the latter (creating the world’s tallest mountain range, the Himalayas, which are still
rising up today, and the Tibetan plateau), and attached the subcontinent of India to Asia.
Of somewhat lesser impact was the creation from this mighty crash of a series of hills,
over which water could flow — and also of geologic faults.
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Soon, water was running down from these hills via many rivers. They generally headed
in a southerly direction, toward the Indian Ocean. Among these rivers was one — the
mighty Saraswati — on whose banks many inhabitants eventually settled. Then, later
on, the early Aryan residents of India, the people who had famously migrated into India
across the Hindu Kush from Central Asia, came along.
These Aryans gave birth to great literature, writings that rank among the world’s most
beautiful, mellifluous, and incisive early works of religion and philosophy, especially
the Vedic Scriptures and the Upanishads; these, though composed over many centuries,
were first passed down orally and then written down, eventually, in Sanskrit, an IndoEuropean language. Like the civilizationally-central Homeric poems in Greece, the
Iliad and the Odyssey, these verses sang of the many beliefs of the composers. They
also told of the particular local geography they valued.
The Rig Veda, the oldest of these scriptures, referred to the river Saraswati frequently.
The river was a source of sanctification, purification, fertility, and good fortune for
those who bathed in her abundant waters. And so great was the river, in fact, that
Saraswati was destined to become deified for later residents of India, many of whom
know her to this day as a goddess of knowledge, music, art, wisdom and learning.
Heraclitus famously asked us if one can bathe in the same river twice. Luckily, he
didn’t live in India. For with the Saraswati, at one point he couldn’t bathe twice in the
river, because it actually disappeared underground. How could this great gusher of
water simply disappear? Where did it go?
Probably, because the remnants of that old huge collision between the supercontinent
Gondwana and Eurasia remained around to curse mankind periodically, its demise came
via earthquakes. It is likely, as Danino leads us to conclude, that tectonic plate action
led to the relocation of the high-up headwaters. Water that previously had flowed into
the Saraswati now lent its bounty instead to the (eventually, moving west) Sutlej River,
flowing into the Indus, and to the (eventually, moving east) Yamuna instead of the
Saraswati.
These geologic upheavals condemned the poor Saraswati to end up sinking into the
sand, its banks shrinking away, occasionally disappearing and sometimes reappearing
en route to its new terminus in the Rann of Kutch, a vast mud flat. But with the advent
of modern, sky-based satellite imagery and other sources, we can make out once again
the sacred, huge riverbed, vast and far flung.
Archeologists can unearth the land that lies in this riverbed and find still moist layers
containing soil of unmistakable Himalayan origin.
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At the same time, we can unearth the presence of many settlements that once thrived on
the banks, and we can prove, more or less, that the Saraswati of Vedic times did indeed
exist and that it was a major center of the civilization known generally as the Indus
Civilization.
Moreover, it turns out that the Saraswati River Valley settlements, along with the towns
of the Indus River Valley (where the ruins of the 40,000-to-50,000-person city of
Mohenjo Daro [Mound of the Dead] were found laid out on the right bank of an
abandoned bed of the river), plus settlements arrayed next to additional small rivers,
provided a fundamental building block of modern India.
As a result, perhaps, of these findings we can bid farewell to the idea that the lighterskinned Aryans actually “invaded” India, bringing their brilliant culture with them.
Instead, we can see that the Vedic Scriptures, then the Brahmanas, and then the
Upanishads, and other foundational writings were based on the ideas and images and
culture of the Indus-Saraswati civilization, only expressed now in Aryan language, an
Indo-European medium of communication.
Rather than reveling in a civilization that erupted ex nihilo as the result of an invasion,
India was probably then, as now, a melting pot of ideas, and languages — a place that
welcomed immigrants who enrichened all, expanding the culture. Perhaps the whole
idea of the invasion of these brilliant Aryans from Central Asia was essentially the
manifestation of, and a scholarly justification for, the later British invasion of India,
which also would justify the earlier Arab and Muslim invasions of India.
“O Ganga, Yamuna, Sarasvati, Shutudri, Parushni, hear my praise!” sang the poet. The
great German author Max Müller thought that in this hymn the rivers invoked are “the
real rivers of the Punjab, and the poem shows a much wider geographical horizon than
we should expect from a mere village bard.”
According to the poem, the Saraswati flows between the Yamuna and the Sutlej,
precisely where we find today that the ancient, but sunk, riverbed runs. The later
Mahabharata reports legends to explain the disappearance of the Saraswati, as did the
Puranas and even subsequent literature. But the end in all these accounts was the same:
Into the desert the river was fated to go.
Now, as Danino writes, we know that the civilization itself had several heartlands:
Baluchistan, the Indus basis, the Saraswati basin, and Gujarat. It was densely populated
between the fourth and the second millennia BCE. Mostly, it was centered on two great
rivers, like Mesopotamia; here it was likely the Indus and the Saraswati.
Using a chronology Danino provides on Page 98, we can divide up the civilization’s
period of efflorescence from roughly 5500 BCE to 1300 BCE.
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The Early Age extended from either 5500 BCE or 3300 BCE to 2600 BCE; the Mature
period, from 2600 BCE to 1900 BCE, and the later period from 1900 BCE to 1300 BCE.
Some have dated the civilization back further still, to 7000 BCE, estimating the age of
a site in Baluchistan known as Mehrgarh. Danino reports that other Neolithic sites
currently are being explored. One has produced several radiocarbon dates in or before
the fifth millennium; “if confirmed, they would open new horizons on the antecedents
of Harappan culture in the Saraswati basin.”
The urban order of this civilization collapsed at 1900 BCE. For reference, we may date
the Aryan arrival period at roughly 1800 BCE.
What does Danino give as the girth of this civilization of about 2400 settlements? He
writes that it spanned roughly 8,000 square kilometers, the size of ancient Egypt and
Mesopotamia put together. Sites have been found along the coast of South Asia, not
far from Iran, in northern Afghanistan, plus across much of the land held by Pakistan
and India today — thus, “a vast expanse.”
Research reveals a highly complex society, one “in the full blaze of civilization,”
summarizes an expert on the Rig Veda. (Page 257) There is partial evidence that the
language has passed on Semitic and Aramaic influences. The French poet La Fontaine
claimed that the source of his stories was ancient India; thus, the parable of the Fox and
the Crow has its origins there, if art uncovered in the Indus Valley Civilization digs is
to be credited.
Trade with foreign lands flourished, and evidence exists of commerce with far-flung
Afghanistan, Oman, Bahrain, Kuwait, and elsewhere, some proofs going back to 2500
BCE or earlier. Measurements and weights were standardized. There was apparent
peace in the realm — no war or worship of war.
The most conspicuous feature of the civilization, according to Danino, was the
sophistication of its urbanism. We find fortifications, an acropolis or citadel in every
city, a rich and a poor neighborhood, great central baths, colleges, granaries, assembly
halls, and streets that were wide and aligned along the cardinal directions.
The culture was egalitarian. Indus cities did not center on magnificent quarters for
rulers, but they did bring to ordinary citizens amazing features; that is, there may have
been elites, but no kings are to be found. The one innovation that struck me as most
impressive was the fact explained on Page 104 that most houses had their own
bathrooms, each built on a sloping platform of close-fitting fired bricks, with a drain
through the outer wall taking waste waters to a collective sewer. The latter was
connected to a network of drains made of carefully aligned baked bricks.
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“Such a sanitary system, unrivalled in the ancient world till the Roman Empire —
which developed some 2000 years later — could function only on the basis of certain
conditions.” This meant that the architecture was based on rigorous calculations with
entire neighborhoods erected on massive common platforms of bricks. Drainage
systems were omnipresent. There must have been, as well, speculates Danino,
municipal workers or civil servants to inspect the water works and soak pits regularly
and to keep them clean, fully functional.
What would Karl Wittfogel, with his hydraulic theory of civilization, have made of this
ancient civilization? It seems that it might have provided proof for his premise of large
bureaucratic organization required to run water systems, only minus the main point he
pushed — Oriental Despotism.
To provide for this engineering triumph there was a plentiful water supply. The city of
Mohenjo-daro, for example, had an estimated 600 to 700 wells.
First, experts comment that social conditions for the residents of these cities were far in
advance of what was then prevailing in Mesopotamia or Egypt. “There is nothing we
know of in pre-historic Egypt or Mesopotamia or anywhere else in Western Asia to
compare with the well-built baths and commodious houses of the citizens of Mohenjodaro,” wrote one investigator.
He pointed out that money had generally been spent elsewhere, in other early
civilizations, on kings, but in the Indus Valley civilization, “the picture is reversed, and
the finest structures are those erected for the convenience of the citizens.”
Second, this allowed for ritual purification through water. This element of religion has
persisted and is often found in modern manifestations of Hinduism.
True, our understanding of the civilization is still in its early phases, but the findings
over the past half century are impressive. A major controversy, however, divides
scholars. Many of them now believe that there are a whole lot of bridges to be found
between the Harappan and the Vedic cultures; they believe that the legacy of the IndusSaraswati civilization reveals a cultural continuum.
They ask: What real evidence is there that Gangetic culture diametrically opposed that
of the Indus-Saraswati civilization? Further, how and when did the civilization fall
apart? Possibly this brilliant civilization declined and disintegrated because they
overstretched themselves. Possibly not.
Fascinatingly, an increasing number of contemporary scholars argue that actually this
early civilization didn’t fall apart at all. It may have simply continued on, evolved.
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If so, perhaps there is no total break, no caesura at all, in the history of the northern
reaches of the Indian subcontinent. Clearly, many of the measurements that this
civilization utilized have remained; many of the artistic forms and artifacts they
designed in Harappa have continued. Further, a good part of the Vedic Scriptures is
based, in general, on events of this civilization, and they inform the opinions and values
of many today.
The author makes the fascinating point that the Aryan theory of civilization collides
with the fact of the drying up of the late Saraswati in the late third millennium BCE.
Did the Vedic Scriptures go on at such great length about a bountiful river that was no
longer present when the Aryans arrived in the neighborhood? Danino maintains that the
hymns which praise the Saraswati and are found in the oldest books of the Rig Veda
clearly were composed while the river was still flowing — no later than the third
millennium BCE. But how could the Rig Veda have recorded it as a major river, one
along which major events occurred, if the songs were written between 1500 and 1000
BCE?
In addition, Danino argues, there is no real evidence of the actual Aryan arrival; there
are no artifacts, no class of pottery, little to provide us with evidence of when the Aryans
arrived in Northwest India. They came to the area occupied by people of the declining
Indus-Saraswati civilization. He writes: “In other words, the arrival of the Aryans —
an event which, we are told, would radically change the face of the subcontinent’s
cultural and linguistic landscape — is completely invisible on the ground.” (Page 258)
Finally, the late world historian J.M. Roberts stated in The Penguin History of the
World, Third Edition (1995) that, although “no doubt much violence marked their
coming,” nonetheless “it seems clear that the Aryans brought to India no culture so
advanced as that of the Harappans.” (Page 120)
Perhaps the Indus-Saraswati civilization is the Vedic civilization, with the addition of
Indo-European language and writing, although we can’t prove it because the script of
the original Indus-Saraswati civilization has not yet been deciphered. Only time will
tell.
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Jennifer E. Sessions. By Sword and Plow: France and the Conquest of Algeria.
Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 2011.
Thomas Deltombe, Manuel Domergue, and Jacob Tatsitsa. Kamerun! Une
guerre cachée de la Françafrique (1948-1971). Paris: La Découverte, 2011.
Thomas Deltombe, Manuel Domergue, and Jacob Tatsitsa. La guerre du
Cameroun: l’invention de la Françafrique 1948-1971. Paris: La Découverte, 2016.
Reviewed by Leland Conley Barrows
The legacy of the colonial period continues to weigh on France. Recently, President
Emmanuel Macron called for the creation of a “Memories and Truth Commission” to
lay to rest the lingering questions, bitterness, and controversies surrounding the French
occupation of Algeria, the independence war, and the country’s accession to
independence. Questions regarding the brutality of French colonial conquests and
colonial rule in tropical Africa are also being raised. Immigration from Algeria and
other formerly French territories is provoking controversy as is also the fact that France
has the largest Muslim population of any European country. Many French citizens,
particularly those of strictly Gallo-Roman origin, are uneasy about the increasing
diversity of the French population, owing to the Algerian and colonial heritage of
France.
The three books under review are responses to this malaise and to continued interest in
un- or partly answered questions about French involvement with Algeria, the origins of
which go back to 1830, and with Cameroon, the largest part of which came to France
as spoils of World War I.
Jennifer Sessions, an associate professor of history at the University of Virginia,
analyzes the causes and the consequences for France of the decision taken by the
Bourbon Restoration government in 1830 to invade the Regency of Algiers and the
further decision taken by the July Monarchy, fruit of the July 1830 Revolution, to keep
and consolidate the conquest and to develop Algeria (the name being adopted in 1839)
as a French settler colony. For Sessions, these decisions, particularly that of the July
Monarchy to settle the interior, had major long-term repercussions in France and
became the lynchpin for France’s second colonial empire.
The demise of this second empire, or rather the transformation of some of it into neocolonial client states that the authors designate collectively as “Françafrique,” is what
interests and outrages the three cooperating authors of Kamerun and La guerre du
Cameroun. For them, the devolution of Cameroon to independence is a particularly
flagrant example of the type of phony decolonization that they deplore.
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Thomas Delcombe, the lead author, is a French investigative journalist. Manuel
Domergue, also a French journalist, is an active community organizer engaged in the
struggle to end homelessness in France. Jacob Tatsitsa, a Cameroonian historian and
political scientist, is a specialist in African anti- and post-colonial insurgencies. The
two books cover the same subject, the first one, published in 2011, in much greater
detail than the second one, published in 2016.
Kamerun is an exhaustive study of the post-World War II independence movement in
Cameroon that was spearheaded by the Union des Populations du Cameroun (UPC).
According to the authors, the movement was banned, hijacked, and defeated through a
concerted and successful French political and military effort to transform the soon to be
independent United Nations Trust Territory into a neo-colonial client-state. La Guerre
du Cameroun is a synthesis that to some extent updates Kamerun and notably includes
an endorsing preface by the dean of Cameroonian historians, Achille Mbembe. He
praises the authors for exposing the dishonesty and the negative effects of French neocolonialism in sub-Saharan Africa, particularly Cameroon.
Altogether, the books focus on the beginning and the end (or perhaps, one should say,
the transformation in some cases) of France’s empire in Africa. But, as Deltombe,
Domergue, and Tatsita are careful to point out, neither Algeria nor Cameroon was ever
a French colony in the strict, legal sense.
French rule in Algeria began as a military conquest and occupation directed by and
responsible to the French War Ministry. After 1870, Algeria, administered by officials
responsible to the French Ministry of the Interior, became, at least in theory, an integral
part of France (albeit with a very large Muslim population denied, for the most part, the
rights of French citizens). It was the very Frenchness of Algeria that made its
independence war (1954-1962) so protracted and violent. At least initially, many French
people viewed this war as a civil war or a war of secession more than a colonial uprising,
while viewing the accession of Cameroon to independence as an example of normal
political devolution.
The “basic proposition” of Sessions’ volume “is that the roots of French Algeria lay in
contests over political legitimacy sparked by the Atlantic revolutions of the eighteenth
century.” She is referring to the diversity of the heritages and the interpretations of the
French Revolution, the Napoleonic era, the Bourbon Restoration, the 1830 Revolution,
the July Monarchy, the Revolution of 1848, and the Second Republic, followed by the
establishment of Louis Napoleon’s Second Empire and the Third Republic. She argues
that the French invasion of the Ottoman Regency of Algiers in July 1830, often viewed
as a peripheral event in French history, was a seminal event in the re-establishment of
France as an imperial power.
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The further decision to retain Algiers and to occupy the interior “stood at a critical
crossroads both between the ‘first’ and ‘second’ French empires and between
continental and overseas empire.” For Sessions, “the French nation-state in all of its
political guises was never not also an empire.”
Sessions focuses on the actions of the July Monarchy (1830-1848) which witnessed the
successful French occupation of the northern interior of Algeria and the irrevocable
decision to make Algeria a settler colony — but without any decisions to fully displace
or to eliminate the native Algerians. She divides her account into two thematic parts,
the first, titled “By the Sword,” the second, “By the Plow,” both reflecting the overall
title of her book, which is in fact an adapted English translation of the title of a collection
of writings and speeches by Marshal Robert-Thomas Bugeaud (1784-1849), the most
famous of the French conquering proconsuls in Algeria, compiled and published by
General Paul Azan in 1948: Par l’Epée et la charrue: écrits et discours de Bugeaud.
Although Part I, “By the Sword,” is ostensibly about warfare, it delves into the links
between the political decision taken by Charles X’s final government to invade the
Regency and the outbreak of the Revolution of 1830, the reasons for which the July
Monarchy pursued the conquest, and the many facets of the outcome. In 1830, the
partisans of the Bourbon Restoration hoped that a military victory would shore up the
increasingly unpopular regime of King Charles X, but when he abdicated, the liberals
who placed Louis-Philippe on the throne recast the French invasion as the removal of
an oriental despot, Hussein Dey, paralleling the removal of Charles X. The new king,
Louis-Philippe, espoused the retention of Algeria and French military expansion into
the interior on the conviction that successful military action would assist in the
legitimation of his rule and the Orleanist Dynasty. The king encouraged his five sons
to assume military roles in Algeria, linking their successes and the successes of the socalled Armée d’Afrique with the previous successes of Napoleon’s Grande Armée, the
latter task facilitated by the reality that many of the senior officers in the French army
at the time were veterans of the Napoleonic Wars, notably Marshal Jean-de-Dieu Soult
and Marshal Bugeaud.
In these ways did Louis-Philippe and his supporters link the success and the survival of
the Orleanist Dynasty to success in Algeria but also to the growing popularity of the
Napoleonic heritage, of which to some extent the Algerian conquest was projected as a
continuation. Louis-Philippe’s administration refurbished the Versailles Palace, making
it into a permanent exposition of French military history, and repatriated Napoleon’s
remains to the Hôtel des Invalides. The king engaged several painters, notably Horace
Vernet, to produce a number of tableaux depicting the glories of the Armée d’Afrique.
The fifty-five figures scattered throughout Sessions’ text include reproductions of
various forms of artwork that reflect the Algerian conquest. Museum exhibitions and
the wide distribution of lithographic images of Algeria reinforced the cultural impact of
the French conquest and settlement of Algeria.
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In Part II, “By the Plow,” Sessions dissects the question of settlement situating it “within
the bloody pantheon of ‘settler genocides,’” even though the French army and civil
administration in Algeria had no intention to exterminate the native Algerians, however
harsh the French conquest might have been. Although Marshal Bugeaud’s methods of
warfare designed to subjugate a semi-nomadic population were brutal, he always hoped
to be able to mingle Algerian and French peasants on the land.
Sessions presents the difficulties and the contradictions of French settlement policies.
She evokes the debates among French military and civilian leaders and prominent
businessmen as to who should settle Algeria and how settlement should be managed.
Would it be subsidized? Would Algeria be opened to the poor and destitute of the
French cities, to former revolutionaries, to political prisoners, or be reserved for
“respectable” people, those who could bring some capital with them or at least have
marketable skills? Many approaches and experiments were attempted. Although most
of them failed, one way or another, European settlers, less than half of them French,
trickled into Algeria.
Most would-be settlers wished to settle in the towns and attempt to open small
businesses — to prey on the French troops — or so it was claimed. Algeria attracted
wealthy expatriates who attempted to purchase or otherwise obtain large tracts of land
so as to resell them at a profit — speculators. The violent nature of the conquest,
particularly after Bugeaud took command, raised questions of security that intimidated
potential settlers.
In so many ways, the Algerian experience, rather than being peripheral to French
politics, culture, society, and national image, took on a very central position. It would
continue to have an effect on French colonial and domestic policy until the end of
formal colonialism and the beginnings of post-colonialism, including the accession of
Cameroon to independence.
For the three authors writing about Cameroon, this country became the laboratory in
which colonial irreconcilables, often using visceral anti-communism as justification,
developed a form of neo-colonialism by which France could grant the appearance of
independence to its sub-Saharan African colonies while still maintaining control over
the local economies, the common currency, the energy and mining sectors, defense, and
the continued presence of French expatriates. In Cameroon these efforts were
particularly successful even though they came at a price.
Of the two books, Kamerun is the more informative.
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While concentrating on French Cameroon, and specifically on the rise and fall of the
Union des Populations du Cameroun (UPC) and its founders, particularly SecretaryGeneral Ruben Um Nyobè, it introduces the reader to the larger processes of post-World
War II colonial devolution in what were then French West and Equatorial Africa and to
a panoply of African and French actors. The text runs the gamut from serious political
analysis and shocking revelations regarding mass killings and torture by French and
African troops to amusing, sometimes ironic, anecdotes about the principal characters.
The authors have produced a serious academic text which is a pleasure to read.
The founders and principal leaders of the UPC, Ruben Um Nyobè, Félix-Roland
Moumié, Ernest Ouandié, and Abel Kingué, emerged from efforts to create labor unions
authorized by the French authorities as of August 1944. They were inspired by the
promised liberalization of the colonial regime, a major outcome of the Brazzaville
Conference of 1944 that had concluded seven months earlier, and the outcomes of the
two constituent assemblies organized in France (1945-1946) that offered representation
to colonial subjects, now more-or-less citizens, in the French parliament. A result of
the latter was the authorization to organize political parties in the colonies, thus the
founding in October 1946 of the Rassemblement Démocratique Africain (RDA), a
multi-territorial party and then in Cameroun the UPC in October 1948. The founders
and the early leaders of the latter were well aware that the status of the Cameroons as
United Nations Trust Territories conveyed the promise of eventual self-rule—
independence from France and Great Britain.
The French defeat in Indo-China and the increasing intensity of the Algerian war led to
the negotiated independence of Morocco and Tunisia in 1956 and stimulated various
French politicians and officials, dismayed by the worsening Algerian situation, to
elaborate a formula by which to keep the sub-Saharan African colonies within the
French orbit — apparently not too difficult because the elites in the various territories
were less nationally conscious than those, for example, in Tunisia and Morocco, and
more willing to cooperate in the interests of economic development with their French
rulers, now, at least in theory, their fellow citizens. Also, the populations in most cases
belonged to different ethnic groups whose leaders could be played one against the other.
So, France appeared to be granting autonomy and then independence while still keeping
control from the sidelines.
Cameroon, according to the authors, became a laboratory for these developments;
however the founders of the UPC perceived the French intentions and opposed them,
peacefully at first and then violently. Their call for racial equality in Cameroon, an end
to forced labor, decent salaries and working conditions in French-owned enterprises
including plantations, full participation in honestly administered elections for delegates
to the territorial assembly and deputies to the French parliament, and Cameroonization
of the administration were irritants for the French administration.
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What most angered and frightened the French administrators was the UPC’s call for the
reunification of the country to be given its German name, Kamerun, and immediate and
full political independence, after which the freely elected Cameroonian leaders would
negotiate the future relations of Cameroon with France. Equally frightening to the
French was the fact that those founders of the UPC who had roots in the labor movement
had been advised and instructed by two French communists who had organized Marxist
study groups in Yaoundé and Douala.
UPC membership expanded particularly in the southern Christian and animist parts of
Cameroon. Although the UPC was non-tribal, the Douala, the Bassa, and the Bamileke
ethnicities predominated. After riots broke out in the principal southern Cameroonian
towns in May 1955, the French High Commissioner, Roland Pré, dissolved the UPC,
forcing it to go underground.
In the meantime, the French authorities in France and in Cameroon succeeded in
creating a third force of moderates, interlocuteurs valables (a term coined by French
prime minister Guy Mollet during the Algerian war), including defectors from the UPC
willing to cooperate with the French authorities to move Cameroun towards autonomy
and eventual independence but in close association with France. The Cameroonian
bureaucracy was steadily Cameroonized but with many shadow French advisors on
hand. A small number of Cameroonian students, like the future president, Paul Biya,
were sent to France for higher education. The loi cadre (framework law) of 1956
sponsored by Gaston Deferre, the Socialist Minister of Overseas France, provided for
increased autonomy and greater powers for local parliaments in the emerging West and
Equatorial African states. These reforms were applied in Cameroon; however, the UPC
was banned from participating in elections for the Territorial Assembly scheduled for
the end of 1956.
Banned and then persecuted, the leaders of the UPC opted for armed resistance to the
French regime, which also entailed armed opposition to Cameroonian leaders and
politicians, including their supporters who cooperated with the French. Thus the
resulting insurgency took on aspects of a Cameroonian civil war — armed inter-tribal
conflicts — as French officials presented the insurgency to the outside world.
While French forces, including African troops, undertook harsh anti-guerilla measures
in Sanaga-Maritime, the area between Yaoundé and Douala, and then similar measures
in Mungo and Bamileke to the West, the French administration quietly devolved formal
authority to an elected legislative assembly headed by a Cameroonian Prime Minister
supervised by a French High Commissioner all while French diplomats assured the
United Nations Trusteeship Council that all was well and that Cameroon was making
steady progress towards independence.
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Cameroon became an “autonomous state” on 1 January 1959 under the leadership of
Ahmadou Ahidjo, a Peul from the predominantly Muslim North, and then legally
independent on 1 January 1960 with Ahidjo as President. The French-directed struggle
against the UPC and its National Liberation Army of Cameroon established in May
1959 continued and intensified.
The authors detail the French counter-insurgency efforts directed by French officers
who had had experience with this type of warfare in Indo-China and Algeria,
emphasizing the arbitrariness and the cruelty of their methods, the use of torture,
deliberate massacres, the forced relocation and concentration of populations, all
resulting in thousands of Cameroonian casualties. The authors also describe the
dishonest political machinations of the French authorities and their Cameroonian
partners, particularly the rigging of elections. Ahidjo, they write, backed by French
military and civilian advisors, established a particularly harsh dictatorship and in 1966
made his political party, the Union Nationale Camerounaise, the sole legal party in the
country.
The fighting in Cameroon, which reached its greatest intensity in 1960 and 1961,
gradually subsided, first in Sanaga Maritime, and then in Mungo and Bamileke. In
November 1960, the French secret services arranged to have the President-in-Exile of
the UPC, Félix Moumié, poisoned to death in a restaurant in Geneva. Cameroonian
forces captured the remaining founding father of the UPC, Ernest Ouandié, in 1971 as
he was preparing to leave the country. After a show-case trial, he was publicly
executed. In the meantime, Ahmadou Ahidjo and his party strengthened their hold on
the country. Ahidjo was reelected every time he ran for office until replaced as president
by his prime minister, Paul Biya, in 1982.
These three volumes will be of great interest to readers wishing understand the
contradictory origins and early course of French rule in Algeria and how the end game
of French rule in a small part of the former empire evolved as an anticipated postcolonial rescue effort.
Jennifer Sessions lays to rest any idea that the French conquest and occupation of
Algeria was peripheral to the main currents of French history and cultural development.
Her book confirms that French efforts to subjugate the native Algerians and to settle
Algeria were successful. Although Thomas Delcombe, Manuel Domergue, and Jacob
Tatsitsa deplore what the French accomplished in Cameroun, they have nevertheless
described what can only be qualified as a French neo-colonial success story.
To the outside world, Cameroun today presents an image of political stability, despite
periodic moments of unrest, particularly in the Anglophone western part of the country.
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The country is still very much within the French orbit, and Paul Biya, Ahmadou
Ahidjo’s successor since 1982, remains in power, but he is 88 years old with no clear
successor. What will happen in Cameroon after he is gone?
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Christopher Peet. Practicing Transcendence: Axial Age Spiritualities for a World
in Crisis. Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, 2019.

Reviewed by Constance Wilkinson
This unusual and enlightening scholarly work by Christopher Peet draws our
contemplative attention to what post-war German philosopher Karl Jaspers called "the
Axial Age," a "span of several centuries from 800 to 200 BCE . . . constituting a dividing
line or 'axis' between a long prehistory of human beings before and the emergence of a
world history after." (p. 6)
Academic interest in the Axial Age has only increased with time, and did not, of course,
begin with Jaspers. Peet quotes British translator of Buddhist Pali texts T. Rhys-Davis,
who, in 1905, having pondered certain historical events that occurred in various
geographically separated and culturally distinct societies (India, China, Persia, Egypt,
etc.), noted a pattern, and wrote:
Suddenly, and almost simultaneously, and almost certainly independently, there
is evidence about the sixth century BC, in each of these widely separated centers of
civilization, of a leap forward in speculative thought, of a new birth in ethics, of
a religion of conscience threatening to take the place of the old religion of custom
and magic. In each of these countries, similar causes, the same laws regulating the
evolution of ideas, had taken just about the same number of centuries to evolve, out
of similar conditions, a similar result. (Emphasis mine.) Is there a more stupendous
marvel in the whole history of mankind? Does any more suggestive problem await
the solution of the historian of human thought? (p. 63)
The Axial Age is an age of sages — in Central Asia, Buddha, the enlightened one, "Sage
(muni) of the Saka." It is an age of Hebrew prophets: Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel. In Axial
Age China, the "Hundred Schools," among them, Taoists, Confucians, Mohists,
Legalists, Logicians, Yin-Yang cosmologists. (p. 161) In Axial Age India, the great
Jain teacher and founder Mahavir, as well as the anonymous authors of the Upanishad
texts, reshaping Hinduism. In Greece, a great gaggle of thinkers: cynics, skeptics,
sophists, stoics; Platonists, Epicureans, Pythagoreans, et al.
Critics of the status quo. Dissidents. Revolutionaries. Visionaries. Peet refers to them
as "spiritual virtuosi." Their appearance on earth creates a pivotal point in time.
However, said pivotal point happened ~2500 years ago. That was then; this is now.
Really, who cares? Why should we? As one fictional wag pointed out sneeringly, "Isn't
the past just…history?"
Well, yes. But, more importantly, no.
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Axial Age responsive spirituality occurred against the context of an "unprecedented
growth in civilizational power," (p. 13) as characterized by:
a whole host of corresponding changes socially, economically, technologically, and
politically. This dramatic change in living conditions is not a wholesale good
change. If anything, it is the opposite for the majority of people: There is also an
extraordinary increase in social inequality and injustice and oppression, in slavery,
in warfare and military conquest and conscripted labor. In short, these changes
cause widespread despair and anxiety. These centuries also witness an
unprecedented increase in human suffering. (pp. 13-14)
Peet argues that we are in times of similar crises"due to globalization and massive
technological advancement ushering in a time of unprecedented change." (p. 14)
Peet springboards his assertion of the relevance of Axial Age viewpoints, through an
experience witnessing the hysterical meltdown of a 4-year-old child "Olivia," who saw
a video simulation of the destruction that rising sea levels would cause, disastrously
flooding coastal cities all across the globe. In response to her/our apparently inevitable
doom, she became terrorized, hopeless, helpless. Others present attempted to distract
her, to calm her, as she wailed pitifully, "I don't want that to happen! I don't want that
to happen!"
Peet realized that Olivia's apparently irrational response to this global crisis was, in
truth, rational and justified, while the response of adults was to minimize the threat and
distract attention; Peet states that he sees distraction and denial as "the most widespread
and understandable psychological response to our present global situation." (p. 3)
Put in other words, we notice psychological responses that are characteristic of trauma.
Numbing. Avoidance. Trauma-driven psychological responses to our current
avalanche of global crises dovetail with Jaspers' view of the Axial Age: “What is new
about this age…is that man becomes conscious of Being as a whole, [becoming
conscious] of himself and his limitations. He experiences the terror of the world and
his own powerlessness.” (p. 79)
Not unlike the terror and powerlessness experienced by little Olivia.
The Axial Age's spirituality is born of chaos and misery: constant warfare, disease,
social strife; conflict over resources; rigid social hierarchies in which dominance by the
elite few depend on the oppression of the many; it was also born of greed for wealth
from trade that fueled expansionism in Old World civilizations, especially along the
Eurasian east-west axis during the first millennium BCE, an “unprecedented expansion
of power at that time.” (p. 99)
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Axial age rebels and visionaries responded to these conditions and threat, to “criticize
and evaluate the expansion of power as a dangerous evil that magnifies and enhances
what is base, violent, selfish, and egocentric in human nature and propose an alternative,
spiritual vision of a human nature transformed toward its highest goodness, which is
selfless, non-violent, compassionate, and loving.” (p. 138)
Each envisioned certain specific alternatives to the current status quo; they were
revolutionaries working separately on human evolution, a "moral revolution" (p. 8) in
which "thoughts and actions become judged and evaluated according to higher moral
and ethical standards" (p. 8) through teachings that began with a visionary individual
and over time became hugely influential; some part of their new world vision could be
key to solving the crises the world must confront today, according to Peet, and that
seems to be the point.
In Chapter 3, “Karl Jaspers and the Axial Age”, Peet discusses in detail the recent
explosion of scholarship concerning the Axial Age and summarizes Jaspers'
characterization of it as “a spiritual revolution in consciousness, involving
transcendence, inwardness, mystery, identity, the universal and the individual.” (p. 93)
In Chapter 4, “The Axial Age in Context: The Growth of Civilization and the Expansion
of Power”, Peet presents a wider perspective on human civilization, discussing prehistory, the growth patterns of civilizational size and power, the transition from an age
of power to an age of spirit, occurring through innovations: new ways of ruling,
monetary innovations, increased literacy, and changes in ideology.
In Chapter 5, “Sociology of Axial Age Civilizations”, Peet discusses the origins and
interrelations of the Axial Age, first, as seen in World-System light. He then discusses
and describes each region separately: Axial Age China, Axial Age India, Axial Age
Israel, Axial Age Greece, and ends with considering these civilizations comparatively.
In Chapter 6, “The Axial Road Not Taken: Spiritual Practices of Transcendence”, Peet,
having thoroughly contemplated "what the Axial Age virtuosi were doing and saying,
practicing and preaching, within the horizon of their own historical
moment…[concludes that]…the Axial Age's distinctive contribution to world history is
sustained, systematic, spiritual practice." (p. 221).
Peet goes on to explain in some detail the Axial Age spiritual practices of transcendence
specific to each region. In China, among many schools, arose Taoist “Inward Training”
and Confucian self-cultivation; in Greece, a tradition of Askesis, “spiritual exercises”;
in Israel, prophetic guilds, spiritual communities observing sustained spiritual practices
and rules of behavior.
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As to Axial Age spiritual practice in India: ascetic renunciation, choosing to renounce
the ordinary world and live either as an anchorite or a mendicant. Anchorites live in
the jungle, eating what roots and nuts and edibles they find, never eating food grown in
a village, never setting foot in a village, never cutting their hair, never stepping a foot
on plowed land. Mendicants own little beyond a begging-bowl and a garment for
privacy. They may enter a village, once a day, to beg alms. (p. 228) They must “refrain
from injuring seeds; treat all creatures alike, whether they cause him harm or treat him
with kindness.” (p. 212)
Renunciation here is radical in that it represents “a total rejection and reversal of the
value system of the world.” (p. 240) Peet reminds us that:
every step of the ascetic process could be described in terms of critique: critique of
societal values, which means one must live differently; critique of inherited and
taken for granted moral and ethical rules followed unthinkingly, which means one
must perform these self-consciously and intentionally; critique of our untrained
bodily comportment, which means one must train it; critique of our undisciplined
mind, which means one must discipline it; and critique of our very self, which means
one must transcend it. (p. 240)
And what is it that these renunciants do all day? They practice yoga. They practice
meditation. They work on changing their states, not political states, but their own states
of mind, wishing to change their minds for the better, the broader, the wider, the wiser.
Peet quotes scholar Daniel Brown, who states:
Despite the apparent differences across traditions of meditation, there is strong
evidence of for a single underlying invariant sequence of stages. These stages
represent a predictable progression of changes in psychological structure and are
experienced subjectively as a systematic unfolding of distinct states of
consciousness. This underlying path is best conceptualized as a systematic
deconstruction of the structures of ordinary waking consciousness." (p. 241)
They are doing so through actual spiritual practice — Lather, rinse, repeat; learning to
generate compassion; learning to tame one's mind; following instructions to the letter,
not just absorbing and parroting theories but putting them into practice. Spirituality
practiced through actions.
Accumulating compassion instead of heaping up piles of sparkly flashy objects?
Accumulating merit instead of power and control? Trading oppressive domination for
mental equanimity and evenness? Swapping rage for lovingkindness? Trading in fear
for fearlessness?
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And that does seem to be what Peet advises. “Decentering from our habitual default
egocentrism not only has the good consequence of increasing our psychological
resilience, it also surprisingly reframes and, most importantly, re-scales our concerns.”
(p. 18)
Thank you, author Peet.
Where shall we take it from here? It's up to us, our world, up to each of us, is it not?
Realizing ego-centrism as the enemy?
Taming body, taming mind?
Giving up clinging to ego?
Now, that's radical!
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Jack Weatherford. Genghis Khan and the Making of the Modern World.
New York: Broadway Books, 2004.
Reviewed by Ashok Kumar Malhotra
Jack Weatherford’s book Genghis Khan and the Making of the Modern World is divided
into three segments. Part one tells the story of Genghis Khan’s birth in 1162, his rise
to power on the steppe, and the influence of the steppe in shaping his mindset. Growing
up in this wilderness helped fashion the personality which led him to consolidate many
warring tribes into a single Mongolian country by 1206. Furthermore, unifying these
diverse ethnic groups into a Mongolian nation provided Genghis Khan an excellent
model which he replicated in the rest of the world. Part two is devoted to the Mongols’
wars, lasting for five decades from 1211 to 1261, and how during these crusades, they
applied this model of no boundaries to the nations of the world. While they conquered,
they also unified the conquered territories to build a global village without walls. Part
three delineates how the Mongol model of a global country provided “the foundations
of the political, commercial, and military institutions of our modern society.”
Genghis Khan and the Making of the Modern World got excellent reviews from scholars
and readers. The Washington Post elevated it to a piece of classic literature by saying
the book “Reads like Iliad...Part travelogue, part epic narrative.”
The book is an exciting testament to Weatherford’s painstaking research; it portrays the
history of the Mongolian empire starting with Genghis Khan in 1206, stretching for 8
centuries, and showing its last vestiges in the 1960’s.
Geoffrey Chaucer, in The Canterbury Tales’ Squire’s Tale in 1395, appropriately
captures the glory of the Mongols by extolling Genghis Khan as the greatest of all greats
with the following remarks:
This noble king was called Genghis Khan,
Who in his time was of so great renown
That there was nowhere in no region
So excellent a lord in all things.
The above quote captures the spirit of this man who made history “by conquering in 25
years more people and lands than all the Roman emperors captured in 400 years.”
Weatherford highlights the global accomplishments of the Mongols as follows:
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Genghis Khan, together with his sons and grandsons, conquered the most densely
populated civilizations of the thirteenth century. Whether measured by the total
number of people defeated, the sum of the countries annexed, or by the total area
occupied, Genghis Khan conquered more than twice as much as any other man in
history...At its zenith, the empire covered between 11 and 12 million contiguous
square miles, an area about the size of the African continent and considerably larger
than North America, including the United States, Canada, Mexico, Central America,
and the islands of the Caribbean combined. It stretched from the snowy tundra of
Siberia to the hot plains of India, from the rice paddies of Vietnam to the wheat
fields of Hungary, and from Korea to the Balkans. The majority of people today
live in countries conquered by the Mongols; on the modern map, Genghis Khan’s
conquest includes 30 countries with well over 3 billion people. The most
astonishing aspect of this achievement is that the entire Mongol tribe under him
numbered around a million, smaller than the workforce of some modern
corporations. From this million, he recruited his army, which was comprised of no
more than one hundred thousand warriors — a group that could comfortably fit into
large sports stadiums of the modern era.

Weatherford underscores some of the lasting contributions of the Mongols, beginning
with Genghis Khan and his grandson Kublai Khan all the way to the Mughal Emperors
of India. His book opened up my eyes to the numerous gifts of the Mongols to
humanity. To name a few, the Mongols were responsible for giving to the world the
universal mail delivery system, paper currency, cheap places for gathering and
stayovers, and tea houses as well as effacing national barriers through destroying castles
and statues of leaders and instituting free trade among nations, leading to globalization.
Their social reforms included educating all children and adults, declaring equality
among men and women, levying no taxes on doctors, artists, artisans, teachers and
scholars, and bringing diverse religions together and creating a universal language with
a common dialect. On the political front, they consolidated the diverse warring tribes
by creating the present day countries of Russia, China, the Middle East, and Slavic
principalities and India.
Moreover, in the 20th century, during the Second World War, both Hitler and the Allies
were so impressed by the war tactics of Genghis Khan such as “surprise attack” that
they used it at different times.
Even Columbus read the diaries of Marco Polo to attempt to re-discover the glorious
kingdom of Kublai Khan or China. When he landed on the island of Jamaica, he
assumed that he had reached India which would ultimately take him to China. He
mistook the Native Americans as Indians even though they had nothing to do with India.
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On another level, Weatherford’s Genghis Khan and the Making of the Modern World
presents a critique of the accomplishments of the Enlightenment, to which the West
pays reverent homage. Most of the writers who show obeisance to the Enlightenment
neglect to mention its ignoble aspects, which consist of bringing into the Western
vocabulary and practice the culture of racism by highlighting the superiority of the
white race over the inferior black and brown races.
According to Weatherford, the writings of such scholars of the Enlightenment as
Voltaire and others demonized the black and brown races as less developed physically,
emotionally and intellectually. They were dubbed as animals, to be used and abused by
making them slaves to work in the fields and to be bought and sold as one’s property.
Even the scientists of the Enlightenment wrote books on evolution to justify the inferior
development or the under-development of the black and brown races by using the term
“Mongoloid” for them.
The outcome of this racial bias spilled over when the white Europeans through the use
of force captured African men, women and children by selling them as slaves to the
recently discovered North and South Americas. This slave trade was a profitable
business which brought millions of black Africans to till the fields of USA and South
American countries, making the USA the biggest producer of cotton and tobacco in the
world. For the Spanish and Portuguese, South America became their milk cow. They
mined gold and silver in the occupied countries of South America and shipped these
precious metals to Europe, thus making their countries extremely rich. All this moneyspinning work was accomplished through the sweat and blood of Black Africans and
Native Americans.
Being driven by the Enlightenment, the British, French and Dutch colonized
systematically the countries of Africa, India and South East Asia. The British not only
occupied India but saw to it that after defeating the last Mughal emperor in 1859, they
declared India to be a part of the British Empire. In order to get rid of any future threats
to their colonization, the British slaughtered the children, grandchildren and great
grandchildren of the Mughal so that no traces of Mongols would be left anywhere.
Furthermore, in 1859 when the combined forces of India including Hindus, Muslims,
Sikhs and others fought against the British to free themselves from the tyranny of
colonization, the victorious British dubbed this war as a mutiny because “they as the
victors were writing the history.”
Weatherford’s Genghis Khan and the Making of the Modern World is a thoroughly
researched book by a cultural anthropologist. As a miracle worker he devoted more
than half a dozen years and took numerous trips to Mongolia, documenting the story of
this luminous warrior whose contributions to humanity should stand out more than his
cruelties toward the conquered ones.
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However, we — the people of the 21st century — not only are ignorant of the historical
past but are totally unaware of how much the Mongols contributed toward the making
of our modern world. We take these contributions of the Mongols for granted without
realizing that we stand on the shoulders of these giants of the past who made attempts
at bringing the world together as one human family.
The book is a must read for all those students of history and culture who want to know
who we are, where we are, and how in some clandestine way the Mongols have
contributed to our present day progress and existential predicament.
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MacGregor Knox and Williamson Murray, eds. The Dynamics of Military
Revolution, 1300–2050.
New York: Cambridge University Press, 2001.
Reviewed by Stephen T. Satkiewicz
Carl von Clausewitz famously declared “War is but the continuation of politics by other
means.” It could just as easily be declared that war is the continuation of civilization
by other means, concerning how different societies and cultures fight can be reflective
of their distinct characters as much as any other factor. The study of war from the
civilizational perspective is not new; for example, former ISCSC presidents Pitirim
Sorokin and Matthew Melko did their own studies related to the matter. Into this mix
come MacGregor Knox and Williamson Murray in their edited volume The Dynamics
of Military Revolution, 1300–2050 published by Cambridge University Press. The
specific context of the book was to address the debates concerning the nature of
“Revolutions in Military Affairs” (RMA) that were widespread during the 1990s.
The origins of the “Revolution in Military Affairs” concept date back to the 1970s when
Soviet Marshal Nikolai V. Ogarkov proposed that a “military-technical revolution” was
underway where advanced weaponry would utterly transform the very nature of
warfare. This kind of proposition was very well suited to the governing MarxistLeninist ideology of the Soviet regime (pp. 2-3). It was not until the 1990s, after the
rapid defeat of Iraq in the First Persian Gulf War (1991), with the conflict being
broadcasted as more like a video game as opposed to the traditional image of war, that
the concept became more widespread within American military thinking. The main
task at the time was contemplating ways to maintain American military dominance in
wake of the collapse of its Soviet rival of the Cold War era. The predominant focus on
technology was the principal feature of the literature at the time, both within the military
itself as well as popular culture.
It is this main point that Knox and Williamson sought to challenge within this volume.
To achieve this goal, several chapters deal with various historical case studies that
demonstrate that while technology certainly is effective in war, it is not necessarily the
most predominant factor when compared to more socio-cultural factors. The eight case
studies highlighted within the edited volume are as follows:
• Clifford J. Rogers’s study of Medieval England during the Hundred Years’ War
(chapter 2).
• John A. Lynn on the rise of modern European warfare in seventeenth century
France (chapter 3).
• Macgregor Knox on the military effects of the French Revolution (chapter 4).
• Mark Grimsley on the American Civil War (chapter 5).
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The late Dennis E. Showalter on the nineteenth century rise of Prussia (later
Germany) as a military power dominating Europe (chapter 6).
Holger H. Herwig on the development of modern battleship fleets (chapter 7).
Jonathan B. A. Bailey on World War I (chapter 8).
Williamson Murray on the German blitzkrieg victory in the 1940 campaign
(chapter 9).

Within the conclusion, Williamson Murray and Macgregor Knox offer some
summarizing thoughts on the general nature of revolutions in military affairs. Based on
the eight case studies provided they listed four key components:
1. Technology is not the primary factor.
2. Evolutionary preparation for realistic scenarios.
3. Doctrinal coherence.
4. Working within the limitations of a strategic context and the inherent nature of
war built on uncertainty and chaos (pp. 192-193).
Building upon the last point of “strategic context”, this could very much be expanded
into a wider discussion concerning civilizational contexts of warfare as well as
revolutions in military affairs. There is some recent scholarship seeking to do such
regarding Asian forms of warfare, as opposed to the traditional Eurocentric focus of the
field.1 Within this particular volume, John A. Lynn does briefly address this issue when
discussing the clashes of European and Asian military powers in the early modern
period. Lynn counters the arguments put forth by Victor Davis Hanson and the late
John Keegan of there being an underlying “Western way of war” that dates all the way
back to Ancient Greece and continuing to present times. Lynn by contrast stresses
“Classical texts influenced early modern European military practice, but no unbroken
Western pattern linked ancients to moderns” (p. 55).
So while civilizational contexts do matter, proper attention to their complex nature must
be properly addressed in the study of military traditions and practices. Lynn in
particular argues that early modern Western drill proved the critical advantage, which
“ran wholly counter to native Mongol notions of horse-archer warfare, which stressed
individual prowess and minimal casualties” (p. 54). Both European and Asian powers
had gunpowder weaponry, so technology was not necessarily the critical factor in this
case.
On the very last page of the book, Murray and Knox give a stern prophetic warning
about the twenty-first century:
Peter A. Lorge’s The Asian Military Revolution: From Gunpowder to the Bomb (New Approaches to
Asian History). Cambridge University Press, 2008.
1
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The present strategic pause — like the blessed European armed peace from 1871 to
1914 — is unlikely to last. While it endures, the U.S. armed forces have an
opportunity to address fundamental weaknesses. They must beware above all of
substituting technology for strategy and of fielding superior weapons platforms
rather than effective military forces. They must also bear in mind the danger that
one of America’s many proclaimed or covert enemies — rather than America itself
— may launch the next revolution in military affairs (p. 194, emphasis in original).
It is quite remarkable that such a book would have been published literally just a month
prior to the attacks in September 2001 that would propel the American military into a
war in Afghanistan. The common presumption at the time was that American military
hardware would carry the day, and thus avoid the prolonged quagmire that befell the
Soviet military in the 1980s. In the first few months of the war, it seemed this was very
much the case, when the Taliban were driven out of power and Kabul was captured in
November. The reality was this was merely the beginning of a prolonged guerrilla
campaign. Twenty years later American leaders have conducted a military withdrawal
from Afghanistan, and it appears that the presumption of American firepower
automatically bringing victory has been severely challenged. There is also the
resurgence of great-power competition on the world stage and with it the potential threat
posed by “hybrid warfare” techniques as a means of overcoming American military
domination which has also created further relevance of this book, even decades after its
original publication.
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Rutger Bregman. Humankind: A Hopeful History.
New York: Little Brown and Company, 2019.
Reviewed by John Berteaux

Do crises bring out the best or the worst in people? Are humans inclined to be evil, or
are they more likely to be good, to do the right thing? Is civilization simply a thin veneer
that is easily scratched away? From Church Father St. Augustine (354-430) to French
theologian, pastor, and reformer John Calvin (1509-1564), we are depicted, if not as
totally depraved and evil, at least, as the bearers of original sin. While perusing Rutger
Bregman’s hopeful history, I happened upon a newspaper article announcing an
exhibition of drawings and prints of Francisco Goya (1746-1828), at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York. About the exhibit, Goya: The Dreams, the Visions, the
Nightmares, journalist Jason Farago of the New York Times writes:
We’ve made Goya into a useful archetype: the truth-telling liberal in an autocratic
Spain, defender of reason, artist of the Enlightenment. Indeed, he was those things.
Yet Goya saw, and depicted with unrivaled vision, that error or evil can never be
purged entirely, not from your society, nor from your soul. A world of perfect
justice will always be a mirage. Tyrants, idiots, swindlers, conspiracy theorists:
They will always be with us. And deep inside the chambers of our hearts —
untouched by our rational skepticism, our faith in our own righteousness — remains
an eliminable darkness.1

Francisco de Goya y Lucientes Plate 36: The Disasters of War

Jason Farago, “Goya: The Dreams, the Visions, the Nightmares.” New York Times 12 February 2021,
sec. C1.
1
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In light of this, Farago urges us to see Goya as advising that ambiguity is the defining
characteristic of the human heart.
Human Kind: A Hopeful History is a clearly written, extensive account that not only
explores the works of philosophers, such as Hobbes, Rousseau and Kant, but also turns
to scientists and political theorists like Darwin and Machiavelli, and economists like
John Maynard Keynes. Rutger Bergman delves into the mystery of Easter Island, and
the work of social theorists such as Philip Zimbardo (Stanford Prison Experiment), and
Stanley Milgram (Shock Experiment). He probes the recollections of witnesses and
reviews the newspapers reports about the actions of those who, on March 27, 1964,
stood by and witnessed the stabbing death of Catherine Genovese, on a street in New
York City. And not unlike Goya, Rutger Bregman finds that humankind is more
complex than the schemes of past or present theorists suggest.
Of course, Bergman begins his survey by critiquing a book that suggests civilization is
little more than just a thin veneer. Under that thin veneer, human beings are mean,
uncaring, and even cruel. The book has sold millions of copies, and almost every
schoolkid has read William Golding’s Lord of the Flies. Whereas past and present
wisdom provide ample evidence of a highly deterministic, pessimistic, and depraved
view of humankind, readers of Bergman’s book will discover early on that he takes
Golding’s thesis to task. He counters the negative views of human nature by offering a
range of scientific studies and real-world examples, which suggest humans are not all
that bad. Moreover, he complains, one reason we are so cynical about human nature is
that popular media has done little to dissuade us from believing that we are by nature
“selfish, tribal, gullible, convenience seekers.”
Bergman not only locates scientific evidence suggesting that children left to their own
devices will not necessarily sink to savagery, but he locates a real-world example that
contradicts Golding’s thesis. The counterexample tells the story of a group of school
boys from the Pacific island nation of Tonga, ranging in age from 13 to 16. The boys
seek adventure and thus take a small boat and sail off into the Pacific. Days later they
find themselves marooned on the south sea island ‘Ata, where they remained for a year.
Bergman points out that despite the fact that the experience of these boys was very
different from Golding’s teens, it is Golding’s negative view of human nature that
continues to prevail.
Bergman, however, reminds us that right alongside the negative, there have been
positive depictions of humankind. Take, for example, Thomas Hobbes’ (1588-1679)
depiction of man in the Leviathan. Hobbes tells us that humans are machines that only
act in their own self-interest. They have no innate moral compass, no awareness of
moral law — selling short humankind’s capacity for empathy and/or altruism. Hobbes
asks us to imagine what life would be like were it not for an all-powerful state.
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In contrast, Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1788) in The Social Contract claims that man
is naturally good and that it is on account of the “curse of civilization” that humans
become wicked.
Bergman offers a wide range of examples to support the claim that people are not as
depraved as artists, church fathers, philosophers, social theorists, and popular media
suggest. Ultimately, he labors to present evidence pointing out the importance of a
more nuanced view of human nature. Indeed, he insists that parochial views of human
nature are misleading while demonstrating that how we characterize humankind has
significant application. For instance, while Hobbes, based on his vision of human
nature, saw life in the state of nature as “solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short,”
Rousseau argues that back when humans existed in a state of nature, we were still
caring, compassionate beings. This debate has important consequences for the whole
of American and French political life. Hobbes’ analysis portends the American model
of an isolated individual surviving in a capitalist state, whereas Rousseau’s conception,
by subordinating the individual to the needs of society or the collective, stanchions the
French socialist political model.
Bergman says, “I know of no other debate with stakes as high, or ramifications as farreaching. Harsher punishments versus better social services, art school versus reform
school, top-down management versus empowered teams, old-fashioned breadwinners
versus baby-toting dads.” He insists it is not simply that a nuanced view of human
nature is more realistic. To be more precise, he is convinced that, in addition, we have
the power to make a hopeful view of human nature a reality if we actually started to
believe it.
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Michael Scott. Ancient Worlds: A Global History of Antiquity.
New York: Basic Books, 2016.
Reviewed by Leland Conley Barrows
Michael Scott, Professor of Classics and Ancient History at the University of Warwick
in England, who has written prolifically on Ancient Greece and the Greco-Roman
world, has broadened his scope in writing the book under review to include
consideration of the ancient histories of selected societies in the Near East, India,
Central Asia, and China. Scott is motivated by the thought that, scholars, particularly in
the West, have been provincial, treating the designation, ancient worlds or ancient
history, as if Greece, Rome, and the peripheral areas with which they interacted
constituted the sum total of the ancient world. Or, if they are aware of the “ancient”
histories of India and China, they treat these histories as if they evolved completely
apart or only evoke certain common elements: trade, systems of government, social
evolution, religion, literature, concentrating them in what Scott calls “thematic silos”
that may be strong in terms of comparisons but weak in terms of connectivity.
Today’s globalization has prompted Scott to set the record straight by exploring what
he views as a much earlier globalization, that occurring in Eurasia, evolving from
roughly 776 BC to AD 415. He has obtained inspiration from three sources: Karl
Jaspers’ 1949 seminal work, The Origin and Goal of History, Gore Vidal’s 1981 novel,
Creation, and the 2015 Chinese feature film, Dragon Blade.
Jaspers postulated the idea that during an ‘Axial Age’ extending from 800 to 200 BC,
Greece, China, India, Central Asia, and the Near East, faced with similar circumstances,
simultaneously and in parallel developed “new understanding and explanations across
philosophy, science, religion, and politics.” Vidal, who combines history and fiction,
has an imaginary Persian diplomat, a contemporary of Darius and Xerxes, meet and
exchange ideas with Zoroaster, Confucius, Buddha, and Socrates. Dragon Blade
features a fictitious Roman legion operating deep within Central Asia which
collaborates with Han Dynasty Chinese forces to impose peace along the Silk Roads
and founds a fictitious Roman city, the remains of which, uncovered centuries later,
bear inscriptions in Chinese and Latin.
Thus inspired, Scott attempts to identify and describe similar but historically provable
examples of parallelism, connectivity, and mutual influences in ancient Eurasian
history. He accomplishes his task by citing and describing what he views as three key
events in ancient history that are emblematic of three distinct eras. The key events are,
respectively, Cleisthenes’ establishment of direct democracy in Athens in 508-507 BC,
Hannibal’s crossing of the Alps into Italy in 218 BC, and Emperor Constantine’s victory
over Maxentius at the Battle of the Milvian Bridge in AD 312.
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The three eras, the descriptions of which compose the three major parts of Scott’s
narrative, reflect three sets of evolving political and societal relationships in selected
ancient societies that were forged over time through, respectively, political evolution,
warfare, and religious innovation.
Part 1 traces the development of types of government: direct democracy in the case of
Athens, a mixed constitution in the case of Rome having aspects of monarchy,
aristocracy, and democracy, and in China, the emergence of Confucius’ philosophy
reflecting a beneficent government patterned after a well-ordered family in which
everybody has his place. Scott details the political evolution of Athens from Solon to
Cleisthenes and that of Rome from the overthrow of Tarquin the Proud to the adoption
of the Twelve Tables in 449 BC and the stipulation in 342 BC that one of the two
Consuls must be a Plebeian. Last, he presents Confucius as the antidote to the insecurity
of the Period of Warring States in which he lived. Although Confucius’ philosophy of
government would be rejected by the First Emperor, Shih Huang-di, in favor of the
authoritarianism of Legalism guided by which he would unify and expand China,
Confucius’ more tolerant theories and proposals would triumph during the succeeding
dynasty, the Han.
The three chapters composing Part 2 concentrate on the warfare and diplomacy
conducted by young leaders: Hannibal, Scipio Africanus, the Seleucid ruler, Antiochus
III, Philip V of Macedon, and Egypt’s Ptolemy IV; and in China, Shi Huang-di and,
later on, Gaodi, the founder of the Han Dynasty. Rome becomes the dominant power
in the Mediterranean and much of the Hellenistic world. The expansion of Han Chinese
power to the West and the resulting pressure on the Asian nomads beyond lead to the
145 BC invasion of Bactria in what is now Afghanistan by the Sacas, “the first event
ever [according to Scott] to be recorded in the histories of both East and West.” Rome
and Han China, the two large and triumphant empires at the western and eastern ends
of the Eurasian landmass, develop the Silk Roads that will be “crucial for world trade”
until the 16th century.
Jumping ahead four centuries, Part 3 describes how religious evolution in several
selected societies strengthened governments over expanded and increasingly connected
areas and/or offered solace in societies undergoing stress — like China following the
collapse of the Han Dynasty. He details the processes by which Christianity became
the official religion of the Roman Empire under Emperor Theodosius and of the
Armenian Kingdom under its ruler, Tiridates the Great and Catholicos Gregory. In
India, the Gupta rulers, who reunified much of the subcontinent, drew strength from a
reformed Hinduism but also from Buddhism. And Buddhism, that was brought into
China over several trade routes, particularly the overland silk roads, became well
assimilated in the decentralized political environment prevailing in China for about two
centuries following the collapse of the Han Dynasty.
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Although a foreign religious/philosophical system, it became widely accepted thanks to
its adaptability and compatibility with the prevailing Confucian and Daoist ideologies.
Much of this book consists of engaging and sometimes humorous anecdotes intended
to illustrate the more profound points that the author wishes to make. The reader learns,
for instance, of Confucius’ disgust when Duke Ding of the State of Lu permitted himself
to be distracted from the weightier duties of government by eighty beautiful maidens
presented to him by his political rivals and that the founder of the Arian heresy, to which
the Gothic tribes would be much attracted, died while using a public latrine in
Constantinople. Scott introduces the reader to the difficulties of sourcing and writing
ancient history. He points out that the ability to read Egyptian hieroglyphs was lost for
1400 years because the strict imposition of Christianity in Egypt led to a declaration
that reading them was heresy.
Through concentration on specific episodes in the three main periods covered by his
text, Scott has produced very good parallel or, if one wishes, comparative histories.
However, he has not said anything particularly new or earthshaking about connective
history more than what most students of general history will already know. Ancient
Greece influenced ancient Rome in many ways. Thanks to Alexander the Great and his
Hellenistic successors, Greek civilization influenced Indian civilization. Buddhism, a
product of India, percolated into and profoundly influenced China. The Silk Roads
carried Chinese silks to Rome and Roman linens and gold and silver coins to China.
On the other hand, Scott has little to say about Africa even though Axum, the direct
ancestor of today’s Ethiopia and Eritrea, was the third empire, following Armenia and
Rome, to adopt Christianity as its official religion.
A response to Scott’s complaint that too often history or histories are presented in
strictly delimited thematic and geographical silos is to remind him of the obvious reality
that history as a discipline is so vast that specialists have to compartmentalize it one
way or another. Scott himself is clearly a specialist on ancient Greece and Rome as
demonstrated by the emphasis of this book and others that he has written. He is
currently preparing a biography of Themistocles. The “three specific ‘moments’” that
anchor this book are all highpoints of standard Eurocentric classical history.
Scott seems to be unaware of the expanding development of World History curricula in
secondary and tertiary education in the United States that are rapidly superseding the
Western Civilization surveys traditionally required of college undergraduates. These
courses plus the advanced World History courses offered in secondary education that
lead up to the College Board Advanced Placement (AP) Examinations prove that in the
United States World History is alive, well, and expanding. But it, too, is fitting itself
into its own silo.
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Definitely Scott’s foray into global ancient history is a very entertaining read even if
readers who are not somewhat familiar with the histories of the areas covered will need
to fill in the gaps before, in between, and following the time periods that he stresses in
order to make sense of what they are reading. One can legitimately complain that Scott
sometimes treats myth as reality, perhaps to round out a good story, as he does with the
account of Aeneas’s tryst with Queen Dido of Carthage and the latter’s subsequent
founding of Rome — never mentioning Virgil and the Aeneid. Also, Scott’s editor has
let some strange errors stand like the claim that following the Council of Tyre in AD
335, the assembled bishops travelled “north” to Jerusalem to witness the dedication of
the Church of the Holy Sepulcher. Scott designates distances, sometimes in miles and
sometimes in kilometers. He fails to explain to the uninitiated why he never recognizes
the Bishop of Rome as the Pope.
This book is valuable. In addition to being very readable, it is gently opinionated in
ways that will stimulate readers to read further and to discover for themselves the
richness and the varieties of World History.
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Rachel M. Stein, Vengeful Citizens, Violent States. A Theory of War and Revenge.
Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2019. 254 pages
Reviewed by Jamie Gonzalez
Jgonzalez-ocana@brunswickschool.org
From the very outset, Western civilization postulated revenge as a significant cause of
armed conflict. The Iliad’s storyline, the first extant literary text in our Western
tradition, revolves around the concept of a Greek retaliatory military campaign against
a foreign enemy. The Greeks sail to Priam’s city, intending to make the Trojans pay
for the abduction of Helen. 1 The first historiography work in the Western canon
(Herodotus’ Histories) posits a framework of an eternal cycle of revenge between East
and West. The “Father of History” structures the narrative at the beginning of his work
as a cycle of abduction of women in mythical times, culminating in the Achaemenids’
imperialist expansion that led to the Persian Wars. Thus, as many scholars have pointed
out, the concept of retribution (τίσις, tisis) is pervasive and accounts for the most crucial
factor for historical explanation in the Histories.2 Revenge would play a vital role in
the classical Greek culture of the 5th and 4th centuries BCE.3 Retribution is also a
motivating factor in multiple events in universal history across time — from the history
of the Crusades to the 9/11 attacks.4
Contemporary empirical research about revenge and the initiation of war has grown in
the last twenty years. Several scholars have put forward innovative work connecting
retribution to the escalation of violence in international politics.5 However, to this point,
no political scientist or military historian has tried to articulate that intuitive and literary,
so-to-speak, belief (that revenge plays a key role in interstate relationships) into a
complete and coherent IR theory. That is the utmost merit of Rachel Stein’s remarkable
book, Vengeful Citizens, Violent States. Stein successfully develops a theory that fully
considers revenge as a root cause of violence in human society and ambitiously explores
the role of retribution in the use of military force in contemporary democracies.
Stein’s theory starts by linking national revenge to individual beliefs — that is, she
locates her theory’s “micro-foundations at the individual level” (p. 3). While traditional
scholarship made either the leader or the state as the units of analysis, Stein shifts the
approach and makes a nation’s population the locus of the desire for revenge (pp. 5-6).
Thus, the vengefulness of a country’s population is an indicator of the state’s propensity
to use force against other states.
1

See Lendon 2000.
De Romilly 1971; Lateiner 1991, 196-205; Gould 2000, 63-85.
3
Cohen 1995; Herman 2000.
4
Pagden 2008.
5
Among others: Liberman 2006; Skitka et al. 2006; Löwenheim and Heimann 2008; Liberman and
Skitka 2017. See Stein 32-5.
2
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According to Stein, revenge is better understood as “a core value — rooted in the belief
that those who hurt others deserve to be hurt in return” (p. 2). Thus, “Going to war
against an evildoer,” she postulates, “is more than a matter of security; it is a matter of
justice” (p. 9).
Albeit simple, these concepts are major steps towards a functional understanding of the
role revenge plays as a mechanism in interstate conflict. I wholeheartedly agree with
Stein’s three initial premises:
1. That revenge, today, is a core value within Western society, not a “primitive,
backward” belief that has been suppressed and tamed.
2. That the locus of revenge is to be placed at the “individual-level microfoundations.”
3. That there is a linkage in the mind of the vengeful individual between revenge
and justice. As Stein writes: “For those who hold revenge as a core value, the
use of violence in response to a perceived harm or injury is seen as an act of
moral virtue …. [T]he return of harm for harm and suffering for suffering is
necessary to balance the scales of justice” (8). That is, according to Stein’s
mindset, “revenge” is equivalent to what traditional moral and legal thought
calls “retribution.”
Stein structures her book into six chapters. The “Introduction” puts forward a
summative, sweeping presentation of her theory’s major postulates. Chapter 2
(“Linking Individual Vengefulness to State Violence”) develops Stein’s theoretical
argument in detail and reviews the growing empirical literature on revenge. Chapters
3, 4, and 5 are empirical chapters testing the three central hypotheses Stein’s theory puts
forward.
Chapter 3 (“Wrongs Must Be Repaid: Revenge as a Core Value”) tests the “core value
hypothesis.” This hypothesis proposes that “Vengeful individuals will be more
supportive of punitive violence than non-vengeful individuals across a wide variety of
contexts, regardless of their personal involvement” (p. 61). Stein finds strong support
for the “core value hypothesis” by analyzing data from two nationally representative
surveys of attitudes towards the use of violence in the United States. One is the
Attitudes toward Punitive Violence survey conducted in 2010 (see pp. 66-71). The
other is the Justifying Violence Survey conducted in 1969 through the University of
Michigan’s Survey Research Center (see pp. 71-85).
Chapter 4 (“Framing War as a Punishment: Rhetoric, Revenge, and Public Support for
War”) tests the “framing hypothesis.” This hypothesis suggests that “Vengeful
individuals will be more supportive of the use of force than non-vengeful individuals
when (and only when) that use of force is framed as a punishment” (p. 61).
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The national leaders’ framing of military action as punishment comprises three key
elements: a clear act of wrongdoing that causes unnecessary harm to a victim or victims;
an apparent perpetrator who is responsible for the act of wrongdoing; and a proposed
military response that will cause some harm or injury to the perpetrator (p. 92). Stein
analyzes two contemporary American conflicts, the 2003 War with Iraq and the 1999
Intervention in Kosovo. Her study confirms that the presidents’ framing is the key to
forging a connection between endorsement of revenge and support for those wars. The
lack of popular support for the Kosovo intervention correlates with Clinton not framing
the intervention in Kosovo as punishment. In contrast, popular support for the Iraq
invasion was boosted by G.W. Bush clearly and consistently framing the use of force
against Iraq as a punishment (pp. 106-135).
Chapter 5 (“Dangerous Democracies: Cross-National Variation in Revenge and
Conflict Initiation”) tests the “conflict initiation hypothesis.” The hypothesis postulates
that “Democracies with more vengeful populations will be more likely to initiate the
use of military force than democracies with less vengeful populations” (p. 62). Because
of the lack of consistent, multi-country survey data on revenge, Stein uses the legal
status of capital punishment as a proxy for cross-national variation in vengefulness. She
assumes that retentionist democracies (i.e., democracies that retain capital punishment
for ordinary crimes) are more likely than abolitionist democracies to have populations
that broadly endorse revenge (pp. 136-7). Stein cross-compares the retention of the
death penalty with a database on all militarized interstate disputes from 1945 to 2001
(the Correlates of War Project). She concludes that “death penalty retention has a
substantial impact on the likelihood of conflict initiation.” Most vengeful democracies
“are more than twice as likely to initiate a militarized dispute compared with the least
vengeful democracies” (p. 155).
Chapter 5, along with Chapter 3, raises some interesting methodological issues. For
example, how reliable are surveys in measuring vengefulness? In the end, surveys are
measuring “intention,” not the actual carrying out of revenge. In the two surveys used
in Chapter 3, “vengefulness” is measured by agreement or disagreement to the question,
“In order for justice to be served, violence must be repaid with violence” (p. 96).
Furthermore, examining public support for the wars in Iraq and Kosovo, Stein uses
death penalty opinions as a proxy for vengefulness (p. 106). She operates thus because
of the absence in public surveys of the abovementioned question. Stein’s use of
“predictors of vengefulness” to assess and measure vengefulness has limitations and is
probably insufficient, primarily the reliance solely on capital punishment as a proxy for
measuring revenge sentiments within a country. At the same time, as Stein points out,
we lack accurate and comprehensive tools to measure vengefulness within democratic
populations. In this regard, the devising of faithful tools to measure the vengefulness
of democratic populations will be a significant step forward in studying the role of
revenge in conflict initiation.
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A final chapter (“Conclusion”) reaffirms that, yes, revenge plays a role in fomenting
international conflict, “provided that we locate the desire of revenge in the proper place”
(p. 166). However, according to Stein, “The vengefulness of a country’s population is
best understood as an underlying factor rather than a proximate cause of war.” Her
conclusion also opens new paths of discussion in various related issues and suggests
implications on the critical role of revenge for American foreign policy. Notably, Stein
suggests new avenues of research relating to four issues: the persistence of revenge
within the development of enduring international rivalries; the links between revenge,
nationalism, and war; the connections between revenge and perennial types of violence
— civil war, terrorism, and genocide; and the role of revenge in post-conflict processes.
Stein’s prose is clear and efficient. However, repetitions abound, making the reading
unnecessarily redundant. By the end of the second Chapter, I had stopped counting
how many times Stein had repeated that “revenge is best understood as a core value”
(p. 2, 7, 17, 19, 22, 23, 30, 60, 61, 63, passim). The same is true of the idea that “revenge
should be placed at the individual level.” Stein should trust her readers and move on to
a more succinct and targeted explanation of her core ideas.
In that regard, I felt some opportunities were lost. Stein indeed focuses on American
military policy. It was beyond her scope to go into international case studies. However,
those are some of the most exciting and riveting pages of her book. On page 44, she
explores the possible role of revenge in Jordan’s anti-terrorist military reaction in 2015
to ISIS’s execution of Jordanian pilot Muath al-Kasasbeh. Her narrative, and the
references she provides, point to the perfect confirmation of the theory she is putting
forward. Unfortunately, a half-a-page paragraph is all we get into this possibly
fascinating case study.
Similarly, after her captivating, summary exploration of her theory applied to the 2003
Iraq War,6 I longed for a similar analysis of the U.S. national decision-making to the
War in Afghanistan as a reaction to 9/11. The only mention of this conflict is to affirm
that there is a lack of public opinion surveys on the international move to go into
Afghanistan. However, one can argue that the decision to attack the Taliban in
Afghanistan is a clear case of American international retributive justice. It holds true
to the three critical elements of the punishment frame: (1) A clear act of wrongdoing
that causes unnecessary harm to a victim or victims (the 9/11 attacks). (2) An apparent
perpetrator who is responsible for the act of wrongdoing (bin-Laden). (3) A proposed
military response that will cause some harm or injury to the perpetrator (the demise of
the Taliban and the destruction of bin-Laden’s network in Afghanistan). In the same
line, Stein mentions the importance of cyclical history in international retaliatory
patterns.
“Example 1,” 41-44. She then contrastively explores “Example 2: The 1999 NATO Intervention in
Kosovo” 44-48.
6
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Nevertheless, none is explored in-depth — i.e., an overview of a possible application
of her theory to, say, the Israeli-Palestinian conflict could enrich her exploration of the
subject.
However, my criticism is minor and secondary. Stein’s book is an invaluable piece of
scholarship. Stein shows perspicacious insights into the function and nature of revenge
in war and societies throughout the book. Far-reaching is her attempt to give a
systematic account of how revenge transfers from individual belief to international,
state-sponsored policy. Her thinking is creative, interdisciplinary, and straightforward.
Her thesis is ambitious and all-encompassing. Her methodology is impeccable. Her
command and range of the scholarship are astonishing. The bibliography is exhaustive
and will open to the reader new avenues of study and thought. Vengeful Citizens is not
of interest exclusively to political scientists.
Without a doubt, students from a range of different fields will find something
stimulating in this volume. For the student of democratic leadership in general and
presidential rhetoric in particular, the pages on “framing” narratives will be of great
interest (pp. 35-41). The student of military history will find provoking material for her
or his general study on the causes of war and, in particular, to the question of whether
democracies are especially prone to war. Social scientists will probably agree that
revenge plays a vital role in forming public opinion towards a range of political and
societal issues (p. 24).
Stein insinuates that feelings of revenge affect various issues in American society that
range from economic policy to justice and equity (i.e., the use of police force; parenting
norms; gang violence; the application of federal economic subsidies like food stamp
programs; etc.). For, as she writes, “endorsement of revenge [is] a powerful and
consistent predictor of attitudes toward the use of punitive violence in a variety of forms
and contexts, as well as toward the criminal justice system more generally” (p. 81).
Further exploration of the issue by social scientists is an exciting field of research. The
historian of different periods, in general, will automatically make mental connections
to other periods of history in which revenge was at the root of conflict and military
action. As a classicist, I can see a fruitful exploration of her theory in the wellresearched field studying revenge in classical Greece — and democratic Athens in
particular.
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italicized; no period at the end of the list. This paragraph should be placed at the end
of the abstract, preceded and followed by a line space.
Do NOT include page numbers, headers, or footers. These will be added by the editors.
Do NOT utilize automatic formatting for paragraph indents or for space following
subheads and paragraphs.
Write your article in English. Submit your manuscript, including tables, figures and
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In October 1961, in Salzburg, Austria, an extraordinary group of scholars gathered
to create the International Society for the Comparative Study of Civilizations. Among the
26 founding members from Austria, Germany, France, Switzerland, The Netherlands,
Spain, Italy, England, Russia, the United States, China and Japan were such luminaries as
Pitirim Sorokin and Arnold Toynbee.
For six days, the participants debated such topics as the definition of “civilization,”
problems in the analysis of complex cultures, civilizational encounters in the past, the
Orient versus the Occident, problems of universal history, theories of historiography, and
the role of the “human sciences” in “globalization.” The meeting was funded by the
Austrian government, in cooperation with UNESCO, and received considerable press
coverage. Sorokin was elected the Society’s first president.
After several meetings in Europe, the advancing age of its founding members and
the declining health of then president, Othmar F. Anderle, were important factors in the
decision to transfer the Society to the United States.
Between 1968 and 1970 Roger Williams Wescott of Drew University facilitated that
transition. In 1971, the first annual meeting of the ISCSC (US) was held in Philadelphia.
Important participants in that meeting and in the Society’s activities during the next years
included Benjamin Nelson (the Society’s first American president), Roger Wescott,
Vytautas Kavolis, Matthew Melko, David Wilkinson, Rushton Coulborn and C.P. Wolf.
In 1974, the Salzburg branch was formally dissolved, and from that year to the present
there has been only one International Society for the Comparative Study of Civilizations
(ISCSC).
The presidents of the ISCSC are, in order: In Europe, Pitirim Sorokin and Othmar
Anderle; in the United States, Benjamin Nelson, Vytautas Kavolis, Matthew Melko,
Michael Palencia-Roth, Roger Wescott, Shuntaro Ito (from Japan), Wayne Bledsoe, Lee
Daniel Snyder, Andrew Targowski, David Rosner, Toby Huff, and current president Lynn
Rhodes. To date, the Society has held 47 meetings, most of them in the United States but
also in Salzburg, Austria; Santo Domingo, The Dominican Republic; Dublin, Ireland;
Chiba, Japan; Frenchman’s Cove, Jamaica; St. Petersburg, Russia; Paris, France; New
Brunswick, Canada; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; Suzhou, China; and Bucharest, Romania.
More than 30 countries are represented in the Society’s membership. Its intellectual
dynamism and vibrancy over the years have been maintained and enhanced through its
annual meetings, its publications, and the participation of such scholars as Talcott Parsons,
Hayden White, Immanuel Wallerstein, Gordon Hewes, André Gunder Frank, Marshall
Sahlins, Lynn White Jr., and Jeremy Sabloff.
The Society is committed to the idea that complex civilizational problems can best
be approached through multidisciplinary analyses and debate by scholars from a variety
of fields. The Comparative Civilizations Review, which welcomes submissions from the
Society’s members as well as other scholars, has been published continually since its
inaugural issue in 1979.
Prof. Michael Palencia-Roth
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